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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Inspired by the well-known "Central Dogma" of molecular genetics (1) one may 
draw up a flow-scheme leading from genetic information (DNA) to metabolic 
action (proteins) as follows: 
NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE 
genetic code 
AMINO ACID SEQUENCE 
"structure code" 
PROTEIN STRUCTURE 
"function code" 
PROTEIN FUNCTION 
This scheme states the widely accepted current notion that the function of a 
protein is determined by its spatial structure (and its structural dynamics) 
which in turn is determined by its amino acid sequence (2), i.e. there must 
exist rules of inference which have here been called: "structure code" and 
"function code". Elucidating these "codes" is one of the great challenges 
of contemporary biochemistry and from the scheme above it may be inferred 
that knowledge of protein structures is a prerequisite for success in this 
field. 
Until recently, X-ray crystallography was the only technique available 
that could provide information about protein structures at atomic 
2 
resolution (3). However, during the last decade considerable progress has 
been made in the application of high-resolution Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
(NMR), especially two-dimensional Fourier Transform NMR (2D FT NMR), in 
investigations of structures of proteins and other biological macrotnolecules 
(4-9). Using recently developed NMR techniques it has now become possible to 
study details of protein structures in aqueous solution and other non-crys­
talline environments. In this thesis such a study is described for the pro­
tein E-L30, isolated from 70 S ribosomes of Escherichia coli MRE 600. 
1.1 E-L30 
E-L30 is one of the 33 proteins which, together with 5S rRNA and 23S rRNA, 
constitute the large, 50S, subunit of the E. coli ribosome. The protein is 
composed of 58 amino acids, the sequence of which has been determined by 
Ritter & Wittmarm-Liebold (10). 
Little is known about the function of E-L30 or about its localization 
within the ribosome. Some studies bearing upon the function of E-L30 in 
ribosome assembly and activity are summarized below. 
In 1974 Maassen & Moeller (11) identified, using photo-affinity label­
ing, the proteins within E. coli 50S subunits involved in Elongation Factor 
G-dependent GDP binding and found E-L30 to be one of these; the others were 
E-L5, E-Lll and Ε-LIB. When 70S ribosomes instead of 50S subunits were used 
in the labeling experiments, the latter three proteins gave identical 
results but the labeling of E-L30 was reduced (11). In 1976 San Jose et al. 
(12) found that E-L30, together with E-Ll, E-L5, E-L7/L12, E-L15, E-L20 and 
E-L33, could be chemically crosslinked to ribosome-bound Elongation Factor 
Tu. More recently, Hampl et al. (13) carried out single-protein omission 
experiments in ribosomal subunit reconstitutions. When ribosomes were 
reconstituted lacking protein E-L30, it was found that activity in a Pepti-
dyl Transferase Assay was reduced to about 80 % of the activity measured 
when no proteins were omitted during reconstitution. Similar experiments 
were carried out by Cohlberg & Nomura (14) and Auron & Fahnestock (15) using 
ribosomal proteins of Bacillus stearothermophilus. It is noted in passing 
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that to date most ribosoma1 proteins of В. stearothermophilus have received 
the same nomenclature as their E. coli counterparts, based on sequence hom­
ology and immunological cross-reactivity (16,17). The source of a given 
ribosomal protein is designated by the prefixes "B" for 
B. stearothermophilus and "E" for E. coli. According to Cohlberg Ь Nomura 
omission of B-L30 reduced poly (U)- dependent polyphenylalanine synthesis to 
about 75 X (14) whereas Auron i Fahnestock more recently found a reduction 
in poly-U dependent polyphenylalanine synthesis to about 40 % when B-L30 was 
left out during reconstitution (15). These authors also assayed peptidyl 
transferase activity and found that omission of B-L30 halved this value 
(15). 
From the results of the single-protein omission experiments, mentioned 
above, it appears that the presence of L30 in the 50S ribosomal subunit has 
a positive effect on, but is not a prerequisite for, peptidyl transferase 
activity. The role of L30 in ribosome-function does not appear to be a vital 
one e.g. erythromycin dependent revertant mutants of E. coli lacking L30 in 
their ribosomes, were reported not to have a reduced growth rate compared 
with wild type (18). 
Assembly of 50S ribosomal subunits from individual components occurs in 
two steps: first, formation of an intermediate particle by incubation at 
0 C, 4 mm Mg , of a mixture of 23S RNA, 5S RNA and 18 proteins and next 
formation of intact 50S particles by incubation at 50 C, 20 mM Mg , after 
addition of at least eight more proteins (19). Protein L30 belongs to the 
second group of proteins (19) which suggests that this protein is not part 
of the 23S RNA-bound core but is positioned rather more on the periphery of 
the 50S ribosomal subunits. 
It will be clear from the brief survey presented above that, at pres­
ent, the function of L30 is poorly understood. Returning to the scheme pre­
sented on page 1 the question may be raised how a 2D FT NMR study of E-L30, 
aimed at the elucidation of the spatial structure of the protein, can be 
used to gain insight in the process of protein folding. Of course, then a 
new protein structure is added to the "data-set" from which eventually an 
understanding of the relations between amino acid sequence and protein 
structure may emerge, but there are a few additional points worth mention­
ing. For instance, it is important to know whether structural properties of 
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cytoplasmic and serum proteins, from which most of the currently available 
data stem, are also found in proteins from different sources like the nbo-
some. Moreover, having available the 3D structure of a protein in solution 
and concomitantly a detailed interpretation of its 'H NMR spectrum, the pro­
cess of protein folding can be subjected to penetrating NMR investigations 
Simultaneously with the 2D FT NMR studies of E-L30 presented in this 
thesis, protein B-L30 isolated from nbosomes of В stearothermophilus was 
studied by К Appelt et al (20) using X-ray crystallography There exists 
a 53 % sequence homology between E-L30 and B-L30 (17) which means that by 
comparing the structures of the tuo proteins much may be learned about the 
contributions of single amino acid residues to the folding and stability of 
the two molecules 
I 2 NMR AS A METHOD FOR STUDYING CONFORMATIONS OF BIOLOGICAL MACROMOLECULES 
In principle there are three NMR spectral properties that are of prime 
interest for the determination of the structure of a blomacromolecule in 
solution 
First, the most obvious characteristic of a resonance, its chemical 
shift is important It strongly depends on the chemical environment of the 
resonating nucleus To mention an example, the so-called "ring-current 
shifts" have been succesfully exploited in studies of proteins (21,22) and 
nucleic acids (23) More recently, shifts of resonances of NctH and CctH pro­
tons in proteins were correlated with distances between these protons and 
carbonyl groups (24) 
Secondly, there is the property of J-coupling between nuclei From the 
NMR point of view an amino acid residue in a polypeptide chain or a nucleo­
tide in DNA or RNA, corresponds with a set of spins which can be character­
ized by a pattern of connectivities The bulk of these connectivities can be 
made manifest through the J-couplings, but some can only be established by 
Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement effects (vide infra) The unraveling of con­
nectivity-patterns in the NMR spectrum of a biological macromolecule is the 
crux of the matter in the process of assigning resonances to particular nuc­
lei in such a molecule 
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Apart from being an invaluable phenomenon for resonance assignment 
purposes, the J-coupling can also be used to obtain information about tor­
sion angles. There is a direct relation between the value of a vicinal sca­
lar coupling constant, 'J, and the torsion angle θ that defines the rota­
tional state about the bond, linking the two atoms to which the coupled 
spins are attached. 
This so-called "Karplus equation" (25) has the standard form: 
3J„„ = А.соз2( ). + В.со5( ). + С 
гш 
and has, with modifications (26).succesfully been applied in conformational 
analysis of bio-organic molecules such as DNA-fragments (27,28). 
The third spectral property, of paramount importance in the present 
study, is the spin relaxation behaviour, in particular: cross relaxation. 
In a pioneering paper on this subject I. Solomon (29) showed that the rate 
of this cross relaxation depends on the inverse sixth power of the distance 
between the nuclei. This finding immediately suggests a method for the 
determination of molecular structure: detect as many cross-relaxation rates 
of spin-pairs as possible, then use these rates to calculate distances 
between the nuclei in the molecule and finally reconstruct the structure of 
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the molecule by placing all nuclei at the proper distances from each other. 
For this method to work it is essential that as many resonances as possible 
be specifically assigned to particular nuclei in the molecule. With the 
advent of 2D FT NMR major breakthroughs in both resonance assignments and 
detection of cross relaxation for nuclei in complicated biomacromolecules 
have been achieved. 
1.3 STRATEGY USED IN 2D FT NMR STUDIES OF BIOMACROMOLECULES 
Because of the higher sensitivity and almost 100 ?. natural abundance of the 
'H isotope, 2D FT NMR studies of biomacromolecules have focussed mainly on 
1H NMR (4-9, 31-34). Also the results presented in this thesis were obtaind 
exclusively with Ή 2D FT NMR. Therefore we will omit techniques based on 
observation of other spins such as 1 3C, 3 1P and 1 5N from our considerations, 
even though several interesting applications of heteronuclear 2D NMR in 
investigations of biomacromolecules have been reported (e.g. 35,36). 
The strategy for the structural analysis of biomolecules with 2D FT NMR 
is roughly the same for both proteins and nucleic acids. In the first step 
one attempts to obtain as many as possible assignments of 'H resonances to 
particular protons of the monomeric units (amino acid or nucleotides). This 
is done by establishing 'through bond" J-connectivities between protons via 
2D Correlated Spectroscopy (COSY). In general, such a connectivity can be 
found if the number of chemical bonds between both protons is three or less. 
The crux of the method is that for each type of monomeric unit (e.g. each 
amino acid) there is a typical pattern of J-connectivities which differs 
from the patterns of the other monomeric units. In chapter IV the typical 
COSY-patterns of the residues occuring in E-L30 are shown in Fig 4.2. 
For example, in the amino acid sequence of E-L30 there are four valines 
and six threonines (10). Hence, in the COSY spectrum of this protein one 
expects to see four "V'"-patterns and six "T"-patterns. It is likely that 
each of the four valines will be situated in a different environment in the 
molecule so the four NaH resonances of these residues are expected to have 
different chemical shifts, as are the four CaH, the four CßH and the eight 
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СУН. resonances. This means that the four "V"-patterns will not coincide 
but will all be differently perturbed to some extent, thus allowing one to 
obtain specific resonance assignments for the protons of all four valine 
residues separately. This reasoning applies, of course, to all amino acid 
residues so that one also expects to find the six separate "T"-patterns in 
the COSY spectrum of E-L30, as well as the patterns of many other residues. 
After having assigned as many resonances as possible to particular pro­
tons of particular monomeric units in the biopolymer, the next step is to 
find out which pattern of a given monomeric unit belongs to which copy of 
this unit in the sequence. 
Returning to E-L30 as an example: the question is asked which one of the 
four "V"-patterns originates from val_. and which one of the six "T-pat-
terns" belongs to thr.,? Clearly, if the dipeptide sequence thr-val is 
unique in the amino acid sequence of the protein, as is the case for E-L30, 
the answer to the question above can be given if nearest neighbour connec­
tivities can be established. If for instance a connectivity is found 
between the CoH proton of one of the threonines and the NaH proton of one of 
the valines one knows that the two residues must be thr..-val,-. Since pro-
34 35 
tons of neighbouring amino acid residues are separated by more than three 
chemical bonds one cannot establish nearest neighbour connectivities in COSY 
spectra and one must resort to Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement Spectroscopy 
(NOESY). In NOESY, connectivities between protons are a result of cross-re­
laxation caused by "through space" dipole-dipole interaction which is 
strongly dependent on the inter-proton distance {vide supra) (29). In the 
case of E-L30 it is estimated, on grounds to be presented later in this 
thesis, that such connectivities may be found between protons not seperated 
by more than 3.5 to 4.0 A. 
Using NOE connectivities one can only establish the spatial proximities 
of pairs of protons, meaning that if a NOE connectivity is detected between 
a threonine CaH proton and a valine NaH proton it tells us that both resi­
dues are close; not that they are adjacent in the amino acid sequence. How­
ever, inter-residual NOE's involving protons situated close to the peptide 
backbone, i.e. NaH, CaH and CßH protons, occur for almost every sequential 
pair of residues, whereas they are only scarcely found for remote residues 
which are not adjacent to each other in the amino acid sequence (37). Thus, 
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by searching in NOESY spectra for sequential connectivities between reso­
nances of residues whose patterns have been assigned in COSY and thereby 
"staying close to the peptide backbone" one may obtain "sequence-specific", 
in addition to "residue-specific" assignments of resonances. Of course, this 
method is only applicable if the amino acid sequence of the protein is 
known. It is not necessary that the patterns of all residues are known. If, 
in the case of E-L30, sequential connectivities can be found according to : 
"his" - "unknown residue" - "ala", then the assignments of his
 q and ala.. 
are secure in addition to, at least one of, the backbone-proton resonances 
of lys 2 0. 
During the last three years this method of sequential resonance assign­
ments has been applied succesfully for several oligopeptides and small pro­
teins (38-44). A similar method of sequential resonance assignments exists 
for nucleic acids (31-34). 
Finally, and that is where the effort put in obtaining sequential reso­
nance assignments has to "pay off", NOESY spectra are searched for non-se­
quential connectivities, i.e. contacts between amino acids that are located 
on distant sites in the sequence of the protein. The more of these one can 
find and unambiquously assign to some pair of residues, the more statements 
about the spatial structure of the macromolecule one can make. These state­
ments all have the form: "The XpH proton of residue A is close to the XqH 
proton of residue B". For proteins X=N or С and p,q are o, 0, 1 etc. and A 
and В represent amino acids. It may even be tried to analyse NOESY connec­
tivities quantitatively (29) in order to be able to state "The XpH proton of 
residue A and the XqH proton of residue В are separated by a distance of 
d A, whereby d may range from 1.5 A to about 4.0 A. For reasons to be dis­
cussed in the next chapter, we have made no attempt to analyse NOESY-data 
quantitatively. 
If enough statements about proximities of residues (so called "distance 
constraints") are available the conformation of the molecule becomes almost 
uniquely determined. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 where a hypothetical 
chain is forced to fold in a typical way by just a few distance constraints. 
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(b) 
FIGURE 1 .1 
D e t e r m i n a t i o n of the f o l d i n g of a l i n e a r m o l e c u l e by means 
of d i s t a n c e c o n s t r a i n t s . 
1.4 OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS. 
In the preceding sect ions the principles of how the structure of a compli-
cated molecule in solution can be elucidated by means of NMR have been 
brief ly touched upon. In the following chapters of th i s thes is the 
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underlying method will be extensively discussed and will be applied to the 
structure determination of the ribosomal protein E-L30. In chapter II the 
problems of how to detect the effect of J-coupling or cross relaxation in a 
2D FT NMR experiment are discussed. First, a spin product-operator formalism 
is developed, based on density matrix theory, to describe the effects of 
series of radiofrequency-pulses and free precession periods on weakly 
coupled spin systems. This formalism is then used to discuss some of the 2D 
FT NMR methods that have been applied to study E-L30. Next a brief discus­
sion of incoherent magnetization transfer, via cross relaxation or via chem­
ical exchange, is presented, with the emphasis on 2D FT NMR. 
In chapter III the isolation of E-L30 from E. coli MRE 600 and the prep­
aration of NMR-samples is described. Also presented in this chapter are the 
relevant parameters of all 2D FT NMR experiments that have been performed 
with E-L30. 
In chapter IV the "residue-specific' assignments of Ή resonances are 
presented. In this chapter the merits of different 2D FT NMR methods will be 
discussed in terms of how to discriminate between the 20 amino acid residue-
types. Next, sequential resonance assignments, based on inter-residual 
NOE's between neighbour-pairs, are presented in chapter V. Also in this 
chapter a number of inter-residual NOE's will be presented which generate 
sufficient "distance constraints" to define a "low resolution" spatial 
structure for E-L30. This structure will be compared with the crystal struc­
ture of the related protein B-L30. 
An investigation into the stability of protein E-L30 as a function of pH 
and temperature is reported in chapter VI. It is shown that the reversible 
dynamic equilibrium between the folded and unfolded form of the protein can 
be understood in terms of its structural properties. 
Most studies described in the last three chapters of this thesis, and 
the author's contribution to the NMR methodology described in chapter II, 
have been published or have been submitted for publication. The titles of 
these publications are listed below. 
F.J.M. van de Ven, S.H. de Bruin & C.W. Hilbers, 
"500 MHz lH NMR studies of ribosomal proteins isolated from 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF 2D FT NMR 
II.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
Basically, in a Fourier Transform NMR experiment a spin system is perturbed 
by means of a short radiofrequency pulse (or a series of pulses) after which 
the response of the system is detected as a function of time. Fourier Trans­
formation of this time domain function yields the representation of the 
response in the frequency domain, in other words: the spectrum. In the spec­
trum, the periodicity and damping of a time domain signal are manifested as 
line-position and line-shape respectively. 
Two-dimensional FT NMR (2D FT NMR) is in principle analogous to the one-
dimensional FT experiment described above, but now the signal is detected as 
a function of two independent time variables, usually called t. and t.. 
Here t. is an explicit time variable in the same sense as in ID NMR, whereas 
t is an implicit time variable. 
In a typical 2D FT NMR experiment a signal is detected during t- for a 
great number of equidistant t. values, thus producing a time domain signal 
matrix SCt-.t,), which by 2D Fourier Transformation is converted to a fre­
quency-domain matrix s(i>)1,w„) (1,2). 
Assuming single phase detection and exponential damping the time domain 
signal consists of terms of the following form: 
S t ^ , ^ ) = ехр(-^/Т2).соз(и
А
^
+
ф
д
).ехр(-^/Т2).соз(ы
в
і2+Фв) [1] 
which after two-dimensional Fourier Transformation and phase correction 
yield: 
S(« l l M 2) = T*/(l + (Τ*(ω 1-ω Α))
2).ψ(1
 +
 (T^u.,,-^) )2) [2] 
Equation [2] describes a "peak" positioned at coordinates (ω.,ω_) on a plane 
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formed by the axes ω., and ω.. 
From Eqns [1] and [2] it is clear that if we only ask where the peaks 
are located and refrain from describing their shapes we just need to know 
the periodicities, w, and ω., of the time domain signal and not the damping 
characteristics. In the first part of this chapter we will only be concerned 
with peak-positions and so we will describe the behaviour of spin-systems 
while disregarding relaxation. 
With 2D FT NMR we have the possibility of spreading out a spectrum in 
two dimensions and we must decide how this spreading is to take place, i.e. 
what kind of information we want to obtain. In principle there are two pos­
sibilities. 
First, it may be useful to have different physical processes governing 
the precession of the spins during t and t . An example of this is 2D-J 
NMR (3-5) where, to a first approximation , along ω only the chemical 
shifts and along ω1 only the J-multiplet patterns of the resonances are dis­
played. Hence, this means that the experiment is designed in such a way, 
that after the period t only the effect of the J-coupling has influenced 
the motion of the spins while during t both the J-coupling and the Zeeman­
term determine the motion of the spins (see section II.3.4). 
Secondly, one would like to map out so-called "connectivities" between 
resonances. In the simplest form of this kind of experiment a peak at posti-
tion (ω. ,u>-) = (ui.,ii)B) demonstrates the existence of a connectivity between 
two spins resonating at frequencies ω, and w R. In somewhat more complicated 
experiments one might find a peak at ,say, (ω. ,ω„) = (ω,+ω,.,ω
Μ
) if spin "M" is 
connected to both spins "A" and "X". 
In liquids the two kinds of interactions of prime interest are 
J-coupling and cross-relaxation (and/or chemical exchange). The most impor­
tant manifestations of J-connectivities are found in homo- and hetero-Corre-
lated Spectroscopy (1,6), Relayed Coherence Transfer (RCT) (7) and Multiple 
Quantum Spectroscopy (MQSY) (8). For the visualisation of the connectivities 
arising as a result of cross-relaxation the most important technique is 
Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement Spectroscopy (NOESY) (9). Connectivities 
between spins may also involve both J-coupling and cross relaxation; methods 
to detect such connectivities in a 2D FT NMR experiment have been designed 
(10,11). In the next section of this chapter a formalism is presented for 
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the description of multiple-pulse experiments in liquids (12-14). Since the 
formalism does not take relaxation into account it is only useful for a 
description of experiments based on J-connectivities, although features 
arising as a result of (cross) relaxation may be incorporated in an "ad hoc" 
manner. In later sections the formalism will be used to discuss several 2D 
NMR methods. 
II.2 OPERATOR FORMALISM 
During a multiple pulse experiment (in absence of relaxation) the spins 
basically perform two types of motion, i.e. forced rotation during the 
application of strong radiofrequency pulses of well defined phase, and free 
precession in between the pulses. During a free precession period we may, 
if we wish, detect transversal magnetization. 
To start with, it is sufficient to describe the behaviour of a weakly 
coupled two-spin system (I=S=l/2). For this system the spin-Hamiltonian dur­
ing free precession is: 
"o = ^ W z - * W z + ^V« [ 3 ] 
In the presence of a strong radiofrequency field we may have any of the fol­
lowing Hamiltonians: 
"f = ~+ЧвА "f = +VÀ 
"f = *ЧВА С = ; Ч
 У 
-p+q -ρ -q 
H i + s = H i H s ( p , Q = + x ' ~*' +y' " y ) [ 4 1 
The frequencies in eq [3] are defined relative to rotating frames with 
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frequencies ω. and ω
ς
 : 
г 
Ш
І =
 γ
Ι
Β0 ""Ι "s = γ3 Β0 - ω5 W 
For heteronuclear systems (e.g. I=1H and S=l3c)Eqns [4] and [5] are valid as 
they stand. However, for homonuclear systems (e.g. I=S=lH) we will either 
deal with non-selective pulses 
Η =
 +уЪвЛ1 + S ) 
І+Ь l p ρ 
(ρ = χ,y) 
(γ = Tj » ysì 
[6] 
or with pulses selective for I or S spins only. Furthermore we will have 
ω =ω for a homonuclear system. 
To define a multiple-pulse (2D) NMR experiment we must specify which 
Harailtonian is valid for each moment during the experiment. For example a 
Hetero-correlated Spectroscopy experiment can be designed according to the 
following pulse sequence: 
H i X , Ho , Hi"s , Ho 
t 1 t. t 2 t-
p i ρ 2 
In general a 2D NMR experiment may consist of an arbitrary number of such 
time-intervals, all with their own Hamiltonians. However, it will always 
terminate in a detection period t with the Hamiltonian H. and it will 
always feature an evolution-period, t , which is incremented systematically 
during the experiment. The evolution period, t , may be interrupted by for 
instance a 180 pulse. An example is provided by the 2D-J NMR experiment. 
i+s ι ο ι I+S . 0 • 0_ 
*р
 У
* 1 2 t P ^ І 2 
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The purpose of what may be called "spin engineering" is to create strings of 
time intervals ,with appropriate Hamiltonians, yielding useful 2D FT NMR 
spectra. 
The signal detected during t_ is directly proportional to the transver­
sal magnetization precessing relative to a reference frame which rotates 
with the "carrier"-frequency (ω
τ
 or u 0 ). This transversal magnetization 
is, in turn, proportional to the ensemble-averaged expectation value of spin 
angular momentum. Just what kind of signal is detected depends on whether 
"single channel" or "quadrature" detection is performed and what the 
"receiver phase" is. For the sake of simplicity we will omit all propor­
tionality constants and pretend that we are measuring spin angular momentum 
directly. The quantities, that we might then choose to detect, are summa­
rized in Table 2.1 for our 2-spin system. 
TABLE 2.1 
Single Phase detection: <P >, or <P > 
Quadrature Detection: 
Receiver Phase 
0 
π/2 
π 
Зіт/2 
Signal 
<P > 
У 
-<P > 
X 
-<P > 
У 
<P > 
X 
Detected 
+ ί<Ρ
χ
> 
+ i<P > 
У 
- i<P > 
X 
- i<P > 
У 
Homonuclear System: <P> = <I> + <S> 
Heteronuclear System: <P> is either <I> or <S> 
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To describe the state of the spin system as completely as possible at any 
given instant during an experiment we need to know the spin-density operator 
σ (15). This is used to calculate the ensemble-averaged expectation value 
<P> of a spin property, represented by the operator P, according to the 
equation: 
<P> = Tr(P.£) = Ϊ Σ <Φ 1|Ρ|Φ ><Φ |ο|Φ1> [7] 
As usual for a two-spin system (I=S=l/2) we choose as the set of basis-func­
tions the products of the one-spin system wavefunctions i.e.: 
ІФ1> = |mI,ms> : φ ι = αα, Φ 2 = αβ, Φ 3 = Βα, Φ 4 = ΒΒ [θ] 
Analogously, the operators for a two-spin system can be formed from the one-
spin operators by taking products of E, 1 , 1 , I and E, S , S , S . This 
leads to sixteen product operators (see Table 2.2) with matrix elements 
defined as: 
(0, ) = <φ (0, |φ > . , 
-к гс г' к' с [9] 
л 2 
The sixteen operators 0. form a base for the 4 -dimensional operator algebra 
defined on the 4-dimensional vector-space formed by φ-, φ , φ, and φ,. The 
operators 0, have been normalized for reasons to appear shortly and are all 
mutually orthogonal with respect to formation of the trace: 
Tr(0 .0 ) = « (ι ι - l ? 1K1 
-i - j ' ij ^.J - 1.2,...,16) [10] 
Any 4 x 4 matrix can be expressed as a linear combination of the 16 operator 
matrices. Since the density matrix σ for our two-spin system is a 4 χ 4 
matrix, the density operator must be an element in the operator algebra 
formed by 0, (k=l ,16) and hence can be written as: 
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L D D f l t U d l D A l Ш ЬШрШОЛ, 
Λ Ο Ο θ\ / l О О θ\ / і О О о\ / і О О о\ 
\o о о ij \ o 0 O-l/ \ o 0 o - i / \ o ο ο I/ 
Trmuvwrsal-I autoap«A*t 
/ο β » e\ / 0 o - i o\ / ο ο ι o\ / o 0 - 1 o\ 
η - ! . - · i s s i Ϊ , - Ϊ , - · * : 0 . :-i h-«.-» î s S" .-ь ; ; s j 
\o ι о oj \ D 1 о o/ \o-i 0 oj \ 0 -1 0 0/ 
Тнш *гаа1-І aubapft«·, 
Ό 1 о o\ / o - i о o\ / ο 1 0 0\ / 0 - 1 0 0^ 
J S I î 9 » · ! , - · ' ί ï Ï.Ï ÎU-4.V» ί ! ï-î ÏU--A··' І i S ; 
0 0 1 oj V» · » "У \0 0 -I О/ \,0 0 -1 OJ 
z«ro λ Doubl· Questua aubapae«! 
ί„ О 0 1\ / 0 0 ο - ι \ /о О 0 - l \ /О О O-lN 
ο
 · ' « ι -,- »,!,-» : ; І : »„-»Ä- « ; л Î : °»">'''н » ; " ° 
1 о о о/ Ui о о о/ V1 0 0 "У \1 о о о/ 
TABLE 2.2 OPERATOR MATRICES FOR A 2-SPIN SYSTEM (I =S = 1/2) 
Let us now make use of the orthonormality of the operators 0, by substitut­
ing Eqns [10] and [11] in [7]: 
<0 > = Tr(0 .σ) = Σ 1 6
η
 Тг(0 .0.)c. = Σ 1 6, δ .с. = с 
ρ -ρ - 1=1 -ρ -ι ι ι=1 pi ι ρ 
which allows us to write Eq [11] as: 
σ = Σ^
6
,^, > 8, k=l к к [12] 
In words: σ is an element of a 16-dimensional space and the projections of σ 
on the principal axes 0, are directly proportional to the quantities, <0,>, 
which we will be detecting, directly (during t„) and indirectly (during t ), 
by means of 2D NMR Spectroscopy. The expansion of the density operator, Eq 
[12], allows straightforward "bookkeeping" of all relevant coherences <0,> 
throughout a multiple-pulse experiment. Here the notion "coherence" is used 
rather than "spin angular momentum" in order to cover all elements of Table 
2.2. The prefixes "single quantum" and "zero & double quantum" refer to the 
non-zero matrix-elements of the operator matrices which may exist between 
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wavefunctions with ΔΜ=±1 and ΔΜ=0,±2 respectively (ΔΜ=Διιι
τ
+Δπι
ς
). 
To describe how the system developes during an experiment we start with 
the basic equation describing the time-dependence of the density operator 
which, when relaxation is not taken into account, is (16): 
It ; = 4 5 ; [131 
Here following Aue et al. (1) the derivation superoperator Η has been 
introduced defined as (17): 
Η σ = [Η,σ] = Ησ - σΗ [14] 
A straightforward formal solution of Eq [13] (when Η is time independent) is 
a(t) = exp(-ÌHt) σίΟ) = 
η 
= [1 • (-ÌHt)
 + i(-ìHt)2 + ^(-¿Ht)3 • ^ (-ìÌt) 4 + ... , ¡(o) 
= σ(ο) + (-ìt)[H,o(o)] + J(-Ít)2[H,[H,¡(o)]] + .. [15] 
Eq [15] is identical to the more familiar expression (18): 
a(t) = exp(-ÍHt).a(o).exp(+¿Ht) 
π Tl 
= il + (-¿Ht) + ..) σ(ο) {1 + (+¿Ht) + .. } [16] 
We prefer Eq [15] because it clearly indicates that the next thing to do, is 
to investigate the commutation properties of the Hamiltonian and our opera-
tors 6, . 
к 
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First, we make use of the fact that the Hamiltonians we are interested 
in Eqns [3], [4], [6] all consist of mutually commuting terms: 
H = Σ h with [h ,h ] = 0 for all pairs p,q [17] 
This allows us to re-write Eq [15] as (18): 
o(t) = Π exp(~h t) σ(0) [1Θ] 
ρ Τι ρ
 ι
 ^ 
Secondly, we realize that the terms h are directly proportional to our base 
operators, e.g. for the free-precession Hamiltonian H
n
, we have: 
H = -і\ш102 - hu s0 3 + УгМОл [19] 
Substituting H=E-fin Ô in Eq [18] we obtain: 
Ρ Ρ 
o ( t ) = Σ, <01 ( t ) > 0, = Σ. < 0 . ( o ) > Π ехр( іП tO ) 0 . [ 2 0 ] 
k k k j j ρ P P J 
Multiplication of both sides of Eq [20] with 0.. and calculation of the trace 
of the resulting products yields: 
<0 (t)> = Tr 0 .[Σ.<0.(0)> Π ехрЦП tO ) О ] [21] 
Eq [21] is ready-to-use for evaluation of the signals <(). (t)> that we wish 
to detect, all that is left to do is calculate all 256 possible terms: 
ехр(і 0 ) 0. with: θ = tí t 
Ρ J Ρ 
This task is not so arduous as it seems. Up to this point the choice of the 
base-operators has been more or less arbitrary; as long as they form a com­
plete orthogonal set (19,20,21) they fit our purposes. However, now our 
particular choice will show its advantages because of the commutation-proper­
ties of the single-spin product operators. The commutators we are interested 
- ~ •*. 
in [0 ,0 ] are of the following forms: 
Ρ q 
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[Ι
υ
3μ, Ιρ5σ] with: (ν,μ,ρ,σ) = (χ,y,ζ) [22a] 
[Ι S , Ι ] = [Ι , I ]S [22b] 
ν μ' ρ ν' pJ μ 
[Ι S , S ] = [S , S ]Ι [22c] 
ν μ σ μ σ ν 
Evaluation of Eqns [22b] and [22c] is straightforward, when using the well-
known cyclic commutators: 
[F , F ] = iF 
χ y ζ 
[F , F ] = iF 
y ζ' χ 
[f2. Γχ] = ify (F = Ι or S) [23] 
For Eq [22a] Banwell & Primas (17) derived: 
[I
vV W = 2 δμσ ClSpa1«, + I Kp ^Ιΐ'σΒμ 5β f24J 
here 6 . . = 1 if i=j and δ..=0 if i/j 
lj lj 
ε . =0 unless a.b, and с are all different 
abc 
=1 if (a,b,c) is an even permutation of (x,y,z) 
=-1 if (a,b,c) is an odd permutation of (x,y,z) 
Eq [2A] shows that only when v=p or μ=σ will the commutator [I S ,1 S ] be 
non-zero. An example where y=o is: 
[I
z
s
z
· v u = iL· î j s 2 = i î 
¿ Λ Χ Ζ z x z 4 y 
Using Eqns [23] and [24] , a i l poss ible commutators are e a s i l y evaluated; 
they are l i s t e d in Table 2 . 3 . 
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'г 
'з 
»4 
"s 
0
. 
"τ 
0
. 
°. 
».0 
»u 
»12 
».3 
»14 
" l » 
-Í0, 
•o. 
"
Й| 
io, 
-<0 
« 
-І0 
-"и 
» 
-я, 
"к 
Чі 
ч 
«7 
TABLE 2.3 COMMUTATORS [А, В] OF THE BASIS-OPERATORS FOR A TWO-SPIN SYSTEM 
(I =S = 1/2) (0 mean8.. "zero") 
From an inspection of this Table it will be clear that we have cyclic commu­
tators throughout. Thus: 
I f :
 [0. . 0.] = + І0 
к 1 — m 
This means that: 
then: [0, , 0 ] = + lO, K m I [25] 
[0k' t0k· 0 i ] 1 = 0i i f [0k. oL] Φ 0 
Now let us put this equation to use: 
[26] 
expdeo ) 0 = 
ρ q 
= o q + ie[5pf5q] - |e*[5p.[3p,8q]] - ^'[¿Β.[δη.[3η Ι3η]]] + 
Ρ" ρ" ρ' qJ 
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Hence, if: 
[ W * 0 then: 
ехр(І О
р
) O q = O q со3( ) + i[5p.8 ] sin ( ) 
: - [27] 
I f : [ 0 D , 0 a ] = 0 t h e n : ехр(і О ) О = О F ч
 ρ q q 
With the aid of Eq [27] the evaluation of Eq [21] is straightforward and we 
are ready to describe the development of the values <0.(t)> at every instant 
during the multiple pulse experiment All we need to know is the starting 
situation, ι e all <0 (0)> at the beginning of the experiment 
When at the start of the experiment the system is in thermodynamic equi­
librium, it is (in the high temperature approximation) governed by the the 
Boltzmann density operator· 
;(0)
=^
+ÜVz + W } [28] 
Hence 
<01(0)>= Ì <02(0)> = YlBo/4kT 
<03(0)>= YsBo/4kT <0k(0)> = 0 if к ¡4 (1,2,3) [29] 
Before we start describing some multiple-pulse 2D NMR experiments it is use-
ful to prepare a Table of results of Eq [27] for the terms 0, occurring in 
our Hamiltomans, Eqns [3], [4] and [6] The results, describing the rota-
tions of the base operators I , I and I , collected in Table 2 4, are suf-
r
 χ у ζ ^ 
ficient for this purpose The corresponding S-rotations are obtained simply 
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by replacing all I's for S and vice versa. Also more complicated rotations 
may be derived from it e.g. : 
exp(-5 Jt2I S ) 21 S = 2S, exp(~Jt2I S ) I 
ζ ζ χ ζ 
2S (I cos(JíJt) + 21 S sinOíJt) ) 
Z A У Ζ 
21 S cosOíJt) + I sin(3íJt) 
x z y 
This is, of course, identical to the result obtained by applying Eq [27] 
directly. 
Operator . 
Rotation 
: 
ежрііві ) (e-TB.t ) 
X 1 ρ ; 
expUoiy> (e-TBjtp) 
* 
вкр(10І
ж
) (Oeijt) 
m
'M npHi\lzSz) (X.JJJt) 
!. 
X 
I .соя θ + Ι .·1ηθ 
. 
I .coa Û - I .slnO 
* » я 
ϊ
χ
.οοβλ + 21 S
z
.Bin λ 
I
» 
I .со. β - I . l ine 
У * 
. 
l
, 
l .со. α + ι
χ
.«ΐηο 
я » » 
I .со. 1 - î l ^ . e l n X 
\ 
m 
I^.co. β • І
у
..1лв 
, 
Ij.сое β - I n a i n e 
Χ
. 
. 
\ 
TABLE 2.4 EFFECT OF ROTATIONS ON BASE-OPERATORS FOR A TWO SPIN SYSTEM 
(I =S = 1/2) 
A more pictorial representation of these results, put forward by Soerensen 
et al. (13), is shown in Fig 2.1. This figure shows that the formalism pre­
sented here, faithfully reproduces all "classical" rotations according to 
the well-known Вloch-equations (22). This is a consequence of Eq [12]: σ 
must make the same motions in "spin-operator space" with base 0, as the mac­
roscopic magnetization-vector makes in a space with a base proportional to 
<I >. <I >, <I >, <S >, <S >, <S >. Apart from the convenient commutation-
x ' у ζ χ у ζ 
properties, Eq [27], this is another advantage of the product-operator for­
malism: the appealing "physical picture" of a magnetization-vector rotating 
in Cartesian space is retained, except that it is supplemented with an extra 
precession, around a "I S "-axis, with frequency J/2. 
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FIG. 2.1 PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE PRINCIPAL ROTATIONS 
The three kinds of rotations one is concerned with in a multiple pulse 
experiment are: forced precession caused by a strong transversal radiofre-
quency field (a), free precession around the static longitudinal field (Lar-
mor precession) (b) and free precession caused by J-modulation (c). 
II.3 APPLICATIONS OF THE PRODUCT OPERATOR FORMALISM 
II.3.1 Correlated Spectroscopy 
To illustrate the description of multiple-pulse experiments by means of the 
single-spin product operator formalism let us consider the pulse-sequence 
used for Correlated Spectroscopy (COSY) (1). Starting in thermodynamic 
equilibrium we have for a homonuclear system: 
σ(0) 
-¡E + B(I +S ) 
4 ζ ζ with: β = уВо/4кТ [30] 
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« χ 
Η I+S 
σ(0) t σ(1) t. σ(2) t σ(3) t σ(4) 
ρ 1 Ρ ^ 
FIG. 2.2 PULSE SCHEME AND TIME SCHEME OF CORRELATED SPECTROSCOPY (COSY) 
During the first time interval, t , we must evaluate the following rotation: 
°(1) = ехр(і і ) expUeS ) σ(Ο) (θ = В, t ) 
X lp 
Both rotations may be carried out in arbitrary order (18). 
[31] 
e.g. ехр(і і ) ехр(І З ) 1 = 1 соз( ) + I зіп( ) 
л
 Χ 2 2 y 
Assuming a 90 p u l s e , i . e . θ=ττ/2 we obta in : 
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σ(1) = Ι 0 (Ι + S ) (Ε - term omitted) [32] 
During the evolution period, t., there are three rotations: 
expUc-jI^) e x p d o , ^ ) expt-ij^^^t^ I y = 
expUii i l t . ) ехр(і
Шс:
.3 t , ) {I cos tJ iJ t . ) - 21 S s inOíJ t )} = I z l S z l y 1 x z l 
expUiuT t . ) {I cos()$Jt,) - 21 S s i n ( ^ J t , ) } = I z l y 1 x z 1 
= cos(&Jt )(I cosa t +1 зіпш t )-sin(^Jt1)(2I)tS οο3ωΙΐ1-2Ι SzSinuIt1) 
[33a] 
Analogously: 
е х р ( - ^ ^ . 2 І 2 3 2 ) e x p d ü i g t ^ ) е х р ( і а ) і ^ І 2 ) S y = 
е
х р ( - і а ^ . 2 І 2 3 2 ) e x p U o i g t ^ ) S y = 
e x p i - i j t . - î l S ) (S cosoçt . + S Sinai t ) = ¿ ± z z y û 1 X о 1 
οοεω^,ΐ,ίε cosY^t^-ZI S sinî^Jt. )+3ΐηω<:.ΐ1 (S cos&Jt +21 S sinJiJt ) 
Ь і у 1 Ζ Χ 1 ù l X l ¿ y ι г 23^ Ί 
Eqns [33a] and [33b] may be used to illustrate some points. 
First, Eq [33b] follows directly from Eq [33a] and vice versa by permut-
ing "I" and "S". This is a consequence of the fact that H-, giving rise to 
Ä >4 ·* U 
the three rotations (I , S , I S ), is symmetrical with respect to a permu-
tation of I and S. Since this is also the case for the "pulse Hamiltonian" 
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Hj (q=±x or ±y) as well as for σ(0), Eq [30], the expansion, Eq [12], of σ 
will remain invariant under permutation of I and S throughout any experi­
ment. This means that in a description of an experiment on a homonuclear two 
spin system featuring exlusively non selective radiofrequency pulses we may 
start with one terra only, I„ or S and then obtain the results originating 
L· Ζ 
from the other term by permuting I and S. 
Secondly, the density operator, o(2) at the end of the evolution-period 
t1 is: 
σ(2) = I 0 [ Ιχ8ίη(ω t^cosHJt^ + I cosíUjt^cosííJ^ -
-21 S c o s d ü t Jsin&Jt, + 21 S s in(u T t 1 JsinîfJt + 
x z l l 1 y z I I 1 
+S sin((ii„t, )cosVr¡t. + S cos(tD_t )cos5£Jt -
χ S 1 1 y S I 1 
-21 S cos(ü) t JsinJíJ^ + 2IzS s indUgt^sin&J^ ] [34] 
Clearly, Eq [34] gives a complete bookkeeping of a l l relevant coherences. 
E.g. 
<I >< c o s d d j t ^ . c o s k J ^ = Jícosdüj + %¡)tx + ^соз(ш
І
 - V¿)tx 
meaning: a doublet at ω., as expected. On the other hand, Eq [34[ t e l l s us 
that α vast ly expands during free precesssion periods, so a more consise 
notation i s cal led for. Such a notation has been put forward by van de Ven & 
Hilbers (12) in the form of a diagram. Here the rotation A.cos(ß)±B.sin(£2) 
i s represented as: 
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FIG. 2.3 
where: 
1) cosine terms branch up, sine terms branch down 
2) ± sign is in front of the operator 
3) frequencies are indicated at unambiguous positions. 
Using rules 1-3 we may once more derive Eqns [33a] and [33b]: 
-21 S -
ζ χ 
J/2 
-21 S 
' ζ x 
'21 S 
ζ y 
ω 
[35] 
It will be clear that the coefficients of Eq [34] are all readily derived 
from these schemes. The power of this kind of diagram is that it provides a 
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"physical picture" and that one may limit the calculations to terms one is 
really interested in for a given experiment. 
Let us now continue with the description of the COSY experiment and 
evaluate the influence of the second 90 pulse on only those terms in Eq 
[34] or scheme [35] originally coming from I , i.e. evaluate the right hand 
side of scheme [35]. We obtain: 
I (transversal I longitudinal) I 
У 
Л A 
21 S 
χ ζ 
A 
I 
X 
А л 
21 S 
У Ζ 
90 ' 
χ 
90 ' 
χ 
90 
χ 
90 
χ 
-21 S (transversal I Ζ & D quantum) 
x У 
I (transversal I transversal 1) 
χ 
-21 S (transversal I transversal S) 
ζ y 
[36] 
As an example the last line of scheme [36] is worked out explicitly. 
βχρ(1θΐ
χ
) βχρ(ΐθ8
χ
) 21 S^ = 2 βχρ(ΐθ8
χ
)8
ζ
 ехр(і і
х
)І
у
 = -
2 I
z
s
y 
Hence, by the second pulse the single quantum coherence with Am- = ±1, 
Am„ = 0 (I S ) is turned into a single quantum coherence with Am. =0, 
Am- = ±1 ( I S ) which is the most essential feature of COSY. It is these S ζ y 
terms which eventually give rise to the crosspeaks in the 2D Correlated 
spectrum (vide infra). 
In Table 2.2 the 16-dimensional operator-space has been subdivided in 
four 4-dimensional sub-spaces: 
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1) a Longitudinal subspace, characterized by Дш =0, Διη =0 
A A A A A I S 
with elements: E, I , S and 21 S 
ζ ζ ζ ζ 
2) a Transversal-I subspace, characterized by Am =±1, Am =0 
A A A A A A 1 S 
with elements: I , I , 21 S and 21 S 
χ y χ ζ y ζ 
3) a Transversal-S subspace, characterized by Am =0, Am =±1 
A A A A A A -L S 
with elements: S , S , 21 S and 21 S 
χ y ζ χ ζ y 
4) a Zero It Double Quantum subspace, characterized by Am =±1, Am =±1 
A A A A A A A A I S 
with elements 21 S , 21 S , 21 S , 21 S 
x x yy xy y x 
It may now be verified that schemes [35] and [36] are examples of the fol­
lowing two rules: 
1) If in the expansion, Eq [12], of о one terra of a non-longitudinal 
subspace is present then after a free-precesssion period all four terms of 
the given subspace will be present. The second free-precession period in 
COSY (Fig 2.4) clearly illustrates this rule. 
2) If in the expansion, [12], of a all four terms of a given subspace 
are present then a non-selective 90 pulse will convert each of the four 
terms to a term of another subspace. Scheme [36] illustrates this rule for 
the subspace transversal-I; permutation of I and S yields the result for 
transversal-S. To illustrate the point for the "Zero & Double Quantum" sub-
space let us give a 90 pulse: 
9i s 90 * 21 S (longitudinal) 
*" χ χ -y z z 
21 S (Zero Ь Double quantum) 
У У 
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21 S 90 » -21 S ( t r a n s v e r s a l S) 
χ y - y ζ y 
21 S 90 » -21 S (transversal I) 
y x -y y ζ 
At this point we return to the description of the COSY experiment. The time 
dependence of the coherences in the last period, t., during which the signal 
is detected, can be described using the conventions outlined above. The 
whole experiment is schematized in Fig 2.4, according to the previously 
described branching-rules. The proper coefficients can be added to the final 
terms by just following the arrows in the scheme (up=cos, down=sin). The 
terms originating from S are obtained by permuting I and S. 
FIG. 2.4 TIME-DEVELOPMENT OF COHERENCES ORIGINATING FROM I DURING A 
IT/2 - t - 11/2 - t PULSE SEQUENCE 
* see section II.3.6 for the evolution of ZQ/DQ coherences 
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One of the signals we might choose to detect for a homonuclear system is: 
-M » ( < ! > + <S >) = 
У У У 
- cos^Jt .cos&Jt . [sin((ü t ) . s in ( ω t ) + s in( ш t ) . s in( ^
s
t 2 ) ] 
+ sin/$Jt. . s i n / y t . [ s in( ω t ) . s in( ω t ) + s in( ω t ) . s in( ω t ) ] 
[37] 
To describe the J-splitting of the peaks in the 2D spectrum the terms of Eq 
[37] may be worked out e.g.: 
cosjyt .cos&Jt .sinfajt^ .Sintüljt^ = 
i [sin(ü) +%J)t1 + sin(<uI-%J)t1].[sin(w1+y2J)t2 + sindüj.-JáJ)^] [38a] 
sin1/£Jt .sin&Jt .Ξΐη(ω t ) .sin(ii)
s
t2) = 
ì [cos(u -^J)t1 - cos(Ul+V2J)t1].[cos(us-^J)t2 - cos(Us+JiJ)t2] [38b] 
Eq [38a] yields after Fourier Transformation a square, with sides of length 
J, of four peaks situated around coordinates (ω.,ω,)=(ω ,u T). These are 
so-called diagonal peaks (1). Eq [38b] yields the cross-peaks which are cen­
tered around (ω-,ω.) forming a similar square of four peaks, but now with 
alternating signs. Eq [38] shows that there is a 90 phase-difference 
between the time-domain signals of cross-peaks and of diagonal peaks. This 
means that if the spectrum is "phased" so as to produce absorption linesh-
apes for the cross-peaks the diagonal peaks will have dispersion lineshapes. 
Fig 2.5 shows a schematic representation of the COSY spectrum resulting from 
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the experiment we have been describing. A more illustrative picture of this 
spectrum may be found in (1). In Fig 2.4 it is seen that the cross-peaks 
are "born" out of a term 21 S which,in turn, is a result of J-modulation 
~*3L z 
.i.e. the rotation exp(-iJI S t ), during t . Hence, in COSY the presence 
of a cross-peak-
existence of J-< 
u R respectively. 
multiplet at postition (ω.,ω.) gives direct evidence for the 
coupling between two spins resonating at frequencies ω. and 
ω 5 + ^ 
V % I 
ω +&J 
ы^УгЗ 
-A 
+A 
D 
D 
I 
+A 
-A 
D 
/ 
D 
D 
/ 
D 
-A 
+A 
/ 
D 
D 
+A 
-A 
FIGURE 2.5 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A COSY SPECTRUM OF A 
(I=S=^) TWO-SPIN SYSTEM. 
Crosspeaks are in absorption phase (A) with antiphase J-splitting; 
diagonal peaks are in dispersion phase (D). 
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II.3.2. Magnetic Equivalence and multiple spin systems 
Before discussing some more 2D NMR experiments there are a few matters that 
require some attention. 
First, is the operator formalism also applicable to a I S (weak 
coupling between I and S) system?. In that case the Hamiltonian during free 
precession is: 
"o = <-*-i C i Kk) + <-^s Σι=χ s,1) + ( «
Ι 8 >L
 Σ
ϊ
=
ι ^ " Kl) 
+ Ш
ІІ
 Σ
ΐ<ο=ι i l-i J) + « « s s ^ i i 1 · ^ » [39] 
The five bracketed terms mutually commute and thus give rise to independent 
rotations. Since the expansion, Eq [12], of the density-operator must be 
invariant under permutations of labels of equivalent spins σ will at all 
times commute with the last two bracketed terms of Eq [39] which may there­
fore be omitted in a description of a multiple pulse experiment on a system 
of the I S type. We then again are dealing with a Hamiltonian of which all 
terms which mutually commute except that now there are (n+ra) spins. 
This brings us to the second matter, namely how to describe a system 
with more than two spins. It will be sufficient to investigate a three-spin 
system only (ILS, I=L=S=l/2), since an arbitrary number of coupled spins 
only gives rise to pairwise interaction and therefore will pose no greater 
problem than just three spins. For an ILS system the basis-wavefunctions are 
3 
formed by the 2 product wavefunctions and the operator-bases consists of 
3 2 
the (2 ) possible products of the one-spin operators. In general for a 
2N 
N-spin system (I.=1/2) there are 2 possible coherences. Although the 
operator-space in which σ roams about may become enormous with an increasing 
number of spins, the rotations we are dealing with are still the same ones 
shown in Fig 2.1. For instance, a non-selective θ -pulse applied to some 
coherence of an ILS system is described by: 
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βχρ(ίθΙ
χ
) εχρ(ίθ3
χ
) βχρ(ίθί
χ
) I L S
r 
exp(iOI
x
)I ехр(і Ь
х
)Ь βχρ(ΐ05
χ
)3
Γ 
(p.q.r = χ or y or z) [40] 
The J-coupling between I and S now gives rise to the rotation during free 
precession: 
exp(-i%Jt.2I S ) I L S = L .exp(-iî$J.2I S t ) I S 
^ z z p q r q z z p r [41] 
In other words the rotations in a weakly coupled multiple spin system will 
always have the form: 
ехр(і 0
к
) Q0l = Q.exp(ieOk) C^ [42] 
Here 0, and 0. are elements of the 16-dimensional product operator base for 
two of the spins and Q is an element of the product operator base of all 
other spins. Hence, since the terms in the Hamiltonians remain elements of 
two-spin product operator spaces, multiple spin systems can be described 
with the same "tools" we have developed for a two-spin system. 
II.3.3 The influence of ir-pulses in some composite rotations 
It is worthwile to make use of some composite rotations, introduced by Soer-
ensen et el. (13). The first of these is formed by a n-pulse flanked by two 
free precession periods of equal length: 
ТГ 
τ/2 
τ/2 
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The total time interval is governed by the rotations: 
е Х р (
- Н -
 {ІІ
к exptin.Í^Hexpt-i.I.íy [431 
Let us now consider the following product of exponential operators: 
Ρ = ехрЦш .5.1 ) ехрЦ .І ) ехр(іш
т
Л.І ) [44] 
J- ¿ Ζ Χ Χ 2 Ζ 
Using a Taylor expansion for the exponential operators we get (analogous to 
Eq [16]): 
ехрЦПІ ) = E.cos(^n) + 2ІІ .sin(&l) (q=x,y,z) [45] 
Я Q 
Substitution of Eq [45] in Eq [44] yields: 
Ρ = соз(У
г
 ) Лсоз{Ца τ) + 2il .sin(&D τ)} + 2ІІ .зіп(Н ) [46] 
In the derivation of Eq [46] we have used the property (17) 
I I = ì 6 + i Σ 3 , ε î 
υ μ 4 νμ 2 σ-1 νμσ σ î î Ì « + І Σ
3
 . ε Î [47] 
(See Eq [24]) for definitions of δ and ε ) v
 ч
 l
 " μν νμσ 
Hence, if we choose =іт we obtain: 
Ρ = 2І.І 
χ 
[4Θ] 
Thus for a one spin system Eq [48] dramatically s impl i f ies the following 
rotation: 
expUio . - . I ) ехрЦігІ ) ехрЦщ . - . I ) a = exp(iirl ) σ 
i. ¿ 2, Χ ± el Ζ Χ 
[49] 
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This result implicates that for a one spin system we can disregard the 
Larmor-precession, caused by the Zeeman terms in the spin-Hamiltonian, in a 
time interval τ/2 - if - τ/2. 
For a two-spin system we have to take the J-modulation into account; 
then the τ/2 - τ - τ/2 sequence is described by the rotation: 
ft = ехр(&іш τΐ ) ехр(^іш xS ) exp(-5£iJTl S ) exptinl ) exp(iirS ). 
1 2 ο Ζ Z Z А л 
.βχρ(Ηίω
Τ
τΙ ) βχρ(^ίω
σ
τ3 ) ехр(-Иі>НІ S ) [50а] 
Χ Ζ ο Ζ Ζ Ζ 
In t h i s expression we are free t o permute r o t a t i o n s ехр(і ,0, ) and 
ехрЦ ^ ) i f [Ôk,Ô1]=0·. 
R = exp(-^ i jTl S ).[ехр{У
г
іш τΐ ) βχρ(ΐπΙ ) ехр(^іш
т
тІ ) ] . 
Ζ Ζ J. ζ χ χ ζ 
.[ехр(У2ііл TS ) βχρ(ίπ3 ) βχρΟίίω,.τΒ ) ] . expt-^ iJxI S ) 
ο ζ χ s ζ ζ ζ 
= exp(-j£iJTl S ).ехр(ітгІ ).βχρ(ίπ3 ) .exp(-5$iJTl S ) [50b] 
Z Z x x z z 
This shifting of rotations, which results in the situation that the J-rota-
tions are at the start and the end of the string of rotations and expres­
sions identical to Eq [49] are obtained for all separate spins in between, 
can be done for any number of spins. Hence, the statement that we can disre­
gard the effect of the Larmor precession in a τ/2 - it - τ/2 sequence is gen­
erally valid, as long as all spins are weakly coupled. Using the same rea­
soning that led from Eq [44] to Eq [49] we can transform Eq [50b] once more 
to obtain (13): 
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Η (^ τ-π -)£τ) = exp(-ijtl S ) βχρ(ίπΙ ) exp(i¥S ) 
χ ζ ζ χ χ 
[50c] 
From Eq [50c] it can be inferred, that we may think of a ir-pulse as if it 
were applied at the beginning of the τ interval during which only J-modula-
tion is effective. Identical expressions are obtained with other r.f. 
phases; hence, for an arbitrary number or spins I, we have: 
к С l
v (Jfrr-n -Jfr) = Π exp(-iJtI K.I/) Π exp(iwl k ) [51] 
(q = +x, +y) 
The second composite rotation describes the same sequence, but now flanked 
by two non-selective π/2 pulses: 
тг/2 
π/2 
Г/2 
τ 12 
The derivation of suitable expressions for these rotations does not feature 
anything new compared with what we have already seen and so we will just 
give the result: 
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R [ ( ^ )
± x
 - 3ίτ - ("ϊ+χ - fr 
¿t(^)±y - ^ τ - Ы ± у - JÍT 
As an example, we apply the pulse sequence of Eq [52a] i.e. the composite 
rotation R ' to the I spins of our IS two-spin system in thermodynamic 
equilibrium. Then using Eqns [27] and [28]: 
Rx Iz = V 0 0 3^^ + 2Ixsy-3in(JT) [53] 
Hence, with this pulse sequence one is able to create zero and double quan-
tum coherences, a feature that will be used in multiple quantum spectroscopy 
(section II.3.6). 
Having added these composite rotations to our arsenal of tools we are 
ready to discus some more 2D NMR experiments, used to study weakly coupled 
multiple spin systems. Other interesting composite rotations are discussed 
by Soerensen et al. (13) and for further information the reader is referred 
to this article. 
II.3.4 2D-J NMR 
As was mentioned in the introduction of this chapter (yide supra) it may be 
useful that different physical processes govern the precessions during the 
t. and t_ periods in a 2D NMR experiment. In the previous section we have 
seen that the Larmor-precession can be "switched off" during a precession 
period by inserting a ir-pulse in the middle. This phenomenon is used in 2D-J 
NMR (2,4,5,23,24) for which the pulse sequence is given below: 
U'W = Vl expt-i^V^1) = V [52a] 
<&0 ± y] = П
к < 1 expt-iJxî^.î^) = Ry' [52b] 
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(W2)v 
U12 U12 
FIG. 2.6 PULSE SEQUENCE OF 2D-J NMR 
The description of this experiment according to the rules given in the pre­
vious sections yields the following scheme for a two-spin system (starting 
with I only): 
<4·)„ (·) 
XJ.t, *J.t, 
FIG. 2.7 
TIME DEVELOPMENT OF COHERENCES ORIGINATING FROM I
z
 DURING A 
•л/г - t1/2 - n - t /2 - t PULSE SEQUENCE 
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If we perform quadrature detection, say <F >+i<F >, (F=I+S) then the signal 
У
 x 
i s proportional t o : 
S ( t l t t 2 ) «{cosJ^Jtj^.cos^Jtg - sinîytj^.sin^Jt ) . {exp( iu t ) + exptinigt^} 
which may be rearanged to: 
SCt^.tg) « e x p ( ~ J t 1 ) . [ e x p { i ( U l - ^)^)* exp{i(ü)g - J-)t2} ] + 
+ β χ ρ ( + ^ ί 1 ) . [ β χ ρ { ί ( ω Ι + 2 ' 2 , + β χ Ρ ΐ ϊ ( ω 3 + 2 ^ 2 ^ ^ 5 4 ^ 
This means that one obtains a "quadrature" signal in both dimensions, t and 
t., allowing discrimination between positive and negative frequencies (2). 
Two dimensional Fourier Transformation will yield peaks as shown in Fig 2.8. 
By performing a 45 tilt of the multiplets (25) the spectrum is presented in 
a so-called 6/J representation (see Fig 2.8). It must be emphasized that 
such a clear separation of J-coupling and chemical shift is only achieved 
for weakly coupled systems. 2D J-resolved spectra may become quite compli­
cated when strong couplings are involved (26). 
II.3.5 Relayed Coherence Transfer. 
In COSY spectral ambiguities may remain as a result of overlap of reso­
nances. Two examples are given in Fig 2.9. In the COSY spectrum, Fig 2.9a, 
crosspeaks are observed between spins giving rise to resonances at positions 
ω
τ
 and ω
τ
 and between spins giving rise to resonances at ω. and w_. We may 
now ask whether we are dealing with one linear three-spin system (ILS) with 
JT =0 or with two two-spin systems, IL and L'S, for which the resonances 
from spin L and L' are overlapping at the u. position. In Fig 2.9b a more 
complicated problem is presented. The crosspeaks in this COSY spectrum may 
be interpreted to arise from four different two-spin systems IL, I'L', LS 
and L'S', or from two two-spin systems, I'L' and L'S', plus one three-spin 
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LO-
J/2-
-J/2-
.(O, 
ώ-,υ) 
45 tilt 
J/2 
-J/2 
• I ^ r 
О · 
ω9(ί) 
FIGURE 2.8 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A 2D-J SPECTRUM OF A 
TWO-SPIN (I=S=)0 SYSTEM. 
The top spectrum shows the result directly after 2D 
formation. The bottom spectrum is f 
resulting in a i/J representation. 
Fourier Trans­
produced by means of a 45 tilt 
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FIGURE 2.9 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF COSY SPECTRA 
These figures illustrate ambiguities arising as a result of 
spectral overlap at the ω position. Fine-structure of the 
crosspeaks and diagonal peaks is not shown. 
system ILS etc. Even if we were sure that this spectrum contains the pat­
terns of two three-spin systems we still would not know whether I and S, or 
I and S' belong to one system. This situation is often encountered in COSY 
spectra of proteins where some 50 amino acids each contribute a three-spin 
pattern, NoH-CaH-C0H, with substantial overlap at the resonance positions of 
the CaH resonances (27). What is called for is a 2D NMR spectrum in which a 
crosspeak between I and S resonances is present, even though there is no 
direct coupling between I and S, if I and S are both coupled to a common 
spin L. A suitable method, which produces the desired spectrum, has been 
developed by Eich et al. (7) namely Relayed Coherence Transfer (RCT). In 
Fig 2.10a the pulse sequence is presented, the precession diagram is shown 
in Fig 2.10b (starting with I only) for a linear ILS system (J I S =0). In 
the construction of the diagram use has been made of Eq [52] to describe the 
rotations during the τ period. Only those rotations during the detection 
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тг/2 23 TT ^/2 
Γ/2 ZI 2 
FIG. 2.10(a) PULSE SCHEME FOR RELAYED COHERENCE TRANSFER (RCT) 
period t 2 are shown explicitly that give rise to the "relayed" cross-peak 
between I and S. Terms giving rise to cross-peaks between directly coupled 
spins I and L and to diagonal peaks have been indicated. The diagram clearly 
demonstrates that there is only one way in this experiment to go from I 
У 
(frequency labeled with idj during t ) to S (detected at frequency u during 
t 2 ) . The intensity of the resulting I-S cross-peak depends on the chosen 
τ-value according to the relation: 
Sdiijt^.iügtg) - sin(^JILT).sin(%JLST) [55] 
This intensity-factor for relayed cross-peaks becomes modified when there 
are more spins connected to the ILS system. E.g. if a fourth spin, X, is 
coupled to spin L then a third branch must be added during the τ period: 
-4LxSyKy 
1/2 J K L 
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FIG. 2.10(b) TIME DEVELOPMENT OF COHERENCES ORIGINATING FROM 1^ DURING A 
RCT EXPERIMENT 
Only the coherence transfer pathway that leads to a relayed connectivity 
(i.e. I -* L •* S) is documented in full. The generation of direct connectiv­
ities and diagonal peaks is indicated schematically. 
and the intensity-factor becomes: 
5(ω tj^ di t 2) « sin(^JILT).sin(/yLST).cos(1/ÍJLKT) 
E.g. for a threonine residue (CaH-CBH.OD-CÏH ) the intensity factor for the 
relayed connectivity between the CaH and СУН, resonance is (coupling con­
stants in Hz instead of rad/sec): 
,thr 
3
α γ
 « 3.sin(irJ T).sin(iTj τ).cos (irj τ) [56a] 
and for a valine (СаН-СрН-(СУН3)2) 
S
a
 " 3.sin(irJ τ).8ΐη(πα τ).cos (nJ τ) [56b] 
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Assuming all coupling constants to be equal (=J) and setting T=1/4J one 
obtains : 
S t h r = 0.75 S V a l = 0.26 [56c] 
ay ay 
Eqns [55] and [56] indicate that one can optimally "tune" the τ-value in a 
RCT experiment for the observation of certain relayed connectivities. 
When the linewidths of the resonances are not small compared to the val­
ues of J coupling constants, as is usual for samples like proteins and 
nucleic acids, transversal relaxation during the τ-period should be taken 
into account. This can be done in an ad hoc" manner by optimizing an inten­
sity factor: 
S(relaxation)= expt-Trv, . τ ) .S(free precession) [57] 
ά 
Where S(free precession) is the expression calculated as in Eq [55] or Eq 
[56], and ν , is the average linewidth of the resonances. 
Optimization of τ for the observation of particular relayed connectivi­
ties may result in an almost complete blocking for other relayed pathways. 
E.g, for amino acids most vicinal coupling constants, 3J, range from 3 Hz to 
8 Hz, whereas geminai coupling constants 2J are about 16 Hz. Choosing τ = 
30 ms thus ensueres good "relaying" via vicinal and geminai couplings, but 
makes it almost impossible to "get past" ethylene groups. For example, con­
sider the following moiety, which may be part of a long side chain residue 
like lys, arg or glu: 
Г 
-с-н 
y=16Hz 
h =8Hz 
V» =βΗζ 
-с-н. 
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We now have the following (relay)-pathways with the proportionality con­
stants: 
α + β-»- 0': ein(TrJaßT). sin(TrJggVr).coa(TTJß τ) = 0.20 
α -»• ο': ein(W
o
g>T).coe(ujgQ^T).coe(TTj^'T) = 0 . 0 3 
о -»• β' •*• β: ain(UJo^T).siii(nJgg^T).cos(irjß^ τ) = 0.50 
ο •+ β: ein(TVJaßT). cos(Trjgg^T).coe(irj„ τ) = ο.οι 
α -» β -»• γ: ein(TrJ
a
gT). cofl(irjg0.T) .ein(TrJ- τ) = 0.01 
о •+ β' •+ γ: ein(uJ
a
p^T).cos(uJgg^T).ein(wJg^ τ) = 0.03 
Clearly since sin (nJ.-ti) = 1, coherence that is transferred from CoH to 
one of the CßH's is almost completely relayed to the other CßH. So in a RCT 
spectrum recorded with τ=30 ms, CaH-HCß crosspeaks are, in fact, relayed 
crosspeaks. Transfer from CaH to C7H resulting in cross peaks at (ω ><•>„) is 
only observed for residues that do not contain this CH. "sink" (except when 
both protons of a CH_ group are equivalent since then the Joo> coupling is 
ineffective). In this example the relay-pathway (a •* β -* Τ) has a tranfer 
factor 5іпІ8тт .COSIÔTIT resulting in optimal fransfer for τ = 1/42 s. the 
transfer factor would then be 0.125. 
II.3.6 Double Quantum Spectroscopy 
As a last example of a 2D NMR method based exclusively on J-coupling we dis­
cuss Multiple Quantum Spectroscopy (MQSY) (1,2,8,19,28) in particular Double 
Quantum Spectroscopy (DQSY). To illustrate this method the DSQY spectrum of 
an ILS. system will be calculated. This is the spin-system formed by the 
(СаН-СРН-СЗГН,) protons of a threonine residue. 
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The pulse sequence of MQSY is: 
№ 2 ) ^ (тг)у (ir/2)f (тг/г^  
τι 2 
τι г 
Ί t2 
A particular MQSY spectrum, e.g. a. Double Quantum Spectrum, can be selected 
out of all possible other Multiple Quantum Spectra by coaddition of the data 
sets of experiments with different phases φ and ψ (see Fig. 2.11) (2,8,28). 
The basic phase-cycle for DQSY is shown in Table 2.5 (28). 
Pulse Phase 
0 
π/2 
π 
3π/2 
(Φ= =Ψ) Data Acquisition 
add 
subtract 
add 
subtract 
TABLE 2.5 PHASE CYCLE FOR DQ-SELECTION 
IN MULTIPLE-QUANTUM SPECTROSCOPY 
Fig 2.12 shows the diagrams for the [ (тг/2),.-τ/2-(ιτ) -τ/2-(ιτ/2) .1 preparation 
period of an experiment with ψ=χ and ф=у. According to Eq [52[ it makes no 
difference whether 0=+q or 0=-q (q= χ or y). Hence omitting the last two 
experiments of Table 2.5 causes no problems. 
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FIG. 2.12 GENERATION OF MULTIPLE QUANTUM COHERENCES DURING A 
(90-τ/2-180-τ/2-90)^ SEQUENCE FOR A ILS, SYSTEM 
Φ 3 
Both schemes, for #=x and ф=у, are shown. 
If however the іт-pulse is left out it is fairly easy to show that the whole 
4-step phase cycle is needed to suppress all unwanted coherences. After the 
preparation period the two experiments, the results of which must be sub­
tracted from each other, are identical. This allows us to use the following 
procedure: first we describe the two preparation periods separately for the 
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two experiments (Fig 2.12), then we subtract the results and continue as if 
we are performing only one experiment. That this is a legitimate approach is 
easily seen: 
¿3^0(0) - н3н2а(0) = HgÍH^o) - κ2σ(0)} 
At the end of the preparation period, the "difference"-density operator, 
derived from the diagrams of Fig 2.12 is: 
ô(t =0) = [2(1 L + I L )sin(&JTrT)] + 1 χ у у х IL 
+ [ 2 Σ
ίΐΑί
 +
 ν^οο3(^τ).οθ32(^13Τ).3ίη(^3τ) 
+ 2 ( V x + ^ y'^^IL^-^'^LS0 
+ 4Ι
·ζ·^<Χ-1(3ϋ К - ζ sJjeoB^O.cosíJíJ^Tbein^JíJ^T) 
+ 4 ί
ζ · ί = 1 ( Ϊ χ ί - îys5;)8in(JyiLT).coe2(JyLST).sin(%ILST) 
-
8Ik<l=l ( IxLyí 'Sì + VxÇ 2Ь"п(^1Ьт).соз(^дТ).зхп2(У^Ь5т) 
* іт
у
і?
у
 ? ? - ìxi£ ? ?)sin(y^ILx).Sin3(^LSx) ] 
[58] 
Al 1 but the last three terms of Eq [58] are of the following two types: 
2(P Q + Ρ Q ) or 4L (P Q - Ρ Q ) (P. Q = I.L.S) 
x y y x z x x y y 
The operator-matrices corresponding the bracketed linear combinations of 
single-spin-product operators can be derived from Table 2.2 
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DQ" = 2(P Q 
— -x-x Ρ Q ) 
-y-y DQ 2(P Q + Ρ O ) = —x-^ y -y—X 
fO O O-ll 
0 0 0 01 
0 0 0 0 
1 O O Οι 
[59] 
Hence, the two-step phase-cycle has produced pure DQ coherences and has 
eliminated longitudinal magnetization (which would have given rise to 
so-called axial peaks (1)). Eq [59] can be used conveniently to express 
rotations taking place during t. in a more transparant way, as may be appre­
ciated by comparing both diagrams in Fig 2.13 which both describe the same 
process. 
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FIG. 2.13 TWO WAYS OF REPRESENTING FREE PRECESSION OF DOUBLE QUANTUM 
COHERENCES 
The right hand part of Fig. 2.13 describes the free precession of the double 
quantum coherence in a maimer analogous to the free precession of the magne­
tisation (see Table 2.4). Using this respresentation the further course of 
the experiment is shown in Fig. 2.14a. Only the branching that eventually 
leads to observable magnetization is shown. The free precession of the last 
three terms of Eq. [58], is shown in Fig. 2.14b. Here we have not used the 
condensed way of representation of DQ-precession as in Fig. 2.14a. 
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FIG. 2.14 FREE PRECESSION OF DOUBLE QUANTUM COHERENCES DURING t FOR A ILS SYSTEM. 
(a) The precession of "straight" DQ-coherences can be described using the 
concise notation outlined in Fig. 2.13 
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(Ь) Double quantum precession is also the net result of DQ-precession of a 
pair of spins, combined with ZQ-precession of another pair in coherences 
involving four transversal species. Here it is easier to use the normal Lar-
mor precessions of the individual spins instead of the concise notation used 
in Fig. 2.14(a) 
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In order to demonstrate that also these coherences are involved in preces­
sions with frequencies corresponding the double quantum transitions the 
coefficients of the final terms of Fig. 2.14b that will eventually give rise 
to observable magnetization -precessing with frequency u. during t.- are 
given below: 
3 
-2Σ . I L S i S J {cos(io T -<») t +2u c )t + cos(ii) -ω +2ω ) t + i < J = l z x z z I L S 1 L I B A 
+2οοβ(ω -HOj^ itj^ } . c o s ( i J L g ) t 1 
-
8 L
x
S
z
S
z
S
z c o e ( U L + U s ) t 1 . c o s ( i J I L ) t 1 
3 . . . 
+ 1 6 S i< j=l W z z COB<"l™sni 
Disregarding the multiplet structure of the peaks the DQSY spectrum has the 
form shown in Fig 2.15. The DQSY spectrum features direct J-connectivities 
(·) albeit in a different format than in a COSY spectrum. Also "relayed" 
connectivities are seen (D),e.g. at positions (ω
τ
+ω_,ω
τ
) and (2ω„,ω
τ
). The 
first of these two is similar to the relayed crosspeaks in RCT for a linear 
ILS system: L being coupled to both I and S. The (2u„,uT) crosspeak makes 
DQSY an even more informative method than COSY and RCT since it demonstrates 
magnetic equivalence. Information about magnetic equivalence may also be 
derived from the multiplet splitting patterns of resonances in the ID spec­
trum and 2D-J spectrum or of the cross-peaks in COSY and RCT. However, 
overlap is too strong in ID and 2D-J spectra of proteins like E-L30 and res­
olution is too poor in COSY and RCT to allow analysis of splittings of 
peaks, so in practice MQSY is the best technique to investigate magnetic 
equivalence. Another great advantage of MQSY over COSY and RCT is the 
absence of diagonal peaks allowing connectivities to be observed between 
spins with small differences in chemical shifts. 
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FIG. 2.15 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A DQSY SPECTRUM OF A ILS 3 SYSTEM 
The J-splittings of the peaks is not shown. 
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II.4 OTHER OPERATOR FORMALISMS 
From the last example, DQSY, it is apparent that the single- spin product 
operator formalism is not the optimal tool to describe phase cycles or evo­
lution of multiple-quantum coherences. Indeed, other complete orthogonal 
sets 0, have been proposed and used which are better adapted to certain spe­
cific problems; e.g. Single-Transition Operators (29,30) are useful to 
describe selective exitation. In other occasions Irreducible Tensor Opera­
tors have been used (20,31) which are well suited for the description of 
selection of coherence transfer pathways by means of phase-cycles (32,33). 
The major advantage of the Single Spin Product Operator formalism (12,13,14) 
presented in this thesis is that the pictorial view of a precessing magneti­
zation-vector following from Bloch's classical equation (22) is retained in 
it, while the effect of J coupling is incorporated in a natural way. 
II.S CROSS RELAXATION AND CHEMICAL EXCHANGE 
In the 2D FT NMR experiments discussed so far, e.g. 2D-J spectroscopy and 
COSY, J-connectivities could be made manifest for different spin-systems. It 
is also possible to detect cross-relaxation or chemical exchange by means of 
a 2D FT NMR experiment (9,34). It has been shown by Solomon (35) that longi­
tudinal relaxation of two interacting spins I and S can be described by the 
rate-equations : 
at « V = - p i ( < 1 2
>
 - V - 0 з і ( < - V [ 6 0 a l 
at «." = - р 5
( <
 - V - a is ( < I z > - V [ 6 0 b ] 
I S 
with: Pj = ω + 2ω + ω Ρ- = ω + 2ω + ω 
0IS = 'SI = ω 2 - ω 0 [ 6 1 ] 
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Here υ., ω. , ω1 and u. are the transition probabilities per unit time 
between the eigenstates |т
т>
т > of the spin system (I=S=l/2) as indicated 
the following scheme (35). 
|αβ> 
|βα> 
FIGURE 2.16 DEFINITIONS OF TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 
The dipolar interaction between I and S modulated by isotropic motion of the 
molecule,is responsible for the dominant relaxation mechanism in a protein 
like E-L30 (36). In this case the transition probabilities are (35): 
ω1 = 2q"J',1Ί', ω1 = jï 4'^"^ 
J)0 = q.Jdi^ - ii)s), ii2 = eq.Jdúj + ω 3) [62] 
with: JM = τ /(1 + ω2.τ a) 
с с 
and: q^b-V-V-^^U-S) 
[63] 
[64] 
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Here τ is the rotation correlation time characterizing the isotropic 
tumbling of the molecule. For protons the constant r .q has the value: 
5.7 10" (s^') (36). It is assumed that effects due to the correlation of 
motion of different dipolar pairs (cross correlation, e g. of methyl groups) 
may be neglected to a good approximation (36,37). When one neglects cross 
correlation Eq [60] can be generalized by treating a multispm system as a 
set of spin-pairs, whence: 
—<Iz i> = -R (<Izi> -<Io >)- Σ σ (<Iz > - <Io >) [65a] 
with· Ri = E j j f i (ωο^ + 20),^ +<•>,) [65b] 
o i j = o.2ij - U o i j [65c] 
If we disregard dipolar interaction and consider two spins I and S in two 
magnetically different environments, which are able to exchange positions Eq 
[60] can also be applied with. 
-
pI = "IS = kIS - PS = "SI = kSI [ 6 6 ] 
Here kT_ and V.^ are the rate-constants of the exchange process 
KSI 
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Thus, detection of cross-relaxation rates may provide information about 
inter-nuclear distances (Eq [64]) or rates of kinetic processes(eq [66]). 
Cross relaxation has been extensively studied during the last decade. 
Employing double-resonance methods the longitudinal magnetization of one 
spin is perturbed and the effect of its relaxation on the other spins, the 
so-called Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE), is detected (e.g. 38-43). An 
elegant way to elucidate cross-relaxation processes in multispin systems by 
means of 2D FT NMR has been developed by Jeener et al. (34) and is called 
Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement Spectroscopy (NOESY). This technique is dis­
cussed in the following section. 
II.5.1 Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement Spectroscopy (NOESY) 
The pulse sequence used in NOESY is shown in Fig 2.17 
И З fr/2) (n-/2) 
Ί r- '2 
FIG. 2.17 PULSE SEQUENCE OF NUCLEAR OVERHAUSER ENHANCEMENT SPECTROSCOPY 
(NOESY) 
The first 90 pulse creates transversal magnetization. During the evolution 
period t each spin precesses with its characteristic Larmor frequency, say 
ω., in the transversal plane. Hence this period provides "i. equency-labell­
ing" in the t -direction allowing signals, detected during t„, to be "traced 
back" to the original spin I (e.g. see section II.1.1). The second 90 pulse 
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partially converts transversal magnetization back to longitudinal magnetiza­
tion. The amplitude of this longitudinal magnetization will be differently 
perturbed for each spin, depending on its Larmor precession frequency and on 
t. (which is varied systematically). During the so-called mixing time τ . , 
cross relaxation will be effective, depending on molecular motion and inter-
nuclear distances (eq [65]). During this process part of the intensity of 
e.g. Iz., becomes transferred to other intensities Iz, . These are then con-
X к 
verted to transversal magnetization by the final 90 pulse and detected pre-
cessing with frequencies ω, during t . Thus, a (ω.,ω.)-crosspeak is estab­
lished after two-dimensional Fourier Transformation of the S(t.,t_) 
time-domain data. 
Using Eq [60,65] intensities of NOESY crosspeaks have been calculated by 
Jeener et al. (34) and Macura & Ernst (9). To calculate intensities of 
NOESY crosspeaks it is convenient to express the multi-spin generalization, 
Eq. [65], in a matrix notation: 
4- I = -R I [67a] 
dt — 
with: (I). = <Iz.> - <Io.> [67b] 
(R^. = R. [67c] 
(R). . = σ. . if iAj [67d] 
It can then be shown (9,34) that the intensity of a crosspeak at position 
(ω^,ω.) is proportional to a mixing-coefficient: 
a k l = [exp(-R T m i x ) ] k l = [E - R t m i x + УгМ^.х ... ] k i [ 6 8 ] 
If T
niiv ^
8 s h o r t enough a, . may be approximated by the first two terms in 
the expansion: 
ali = (Äki - «ki-W [69aJ 
For somewhat longer mixing times it is necessary to take the third term of 
Eq [67] into account as well: 
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•if • «Sx R, , .τ . + Уг1. R, ..R.-.T8. ) kl mix j kj jl mix [69b] 
Approximations [69] are only valid for relatively short mixing times. For a 
protein of the size of E-L30 (MW=6400) τ will be in the order of magnitude 
of 10 (36). Using this figure one obtains the results shown in Fig 2.18 
for a typical three spin system A,B,C. 
A¿—-г 
0-05 
•mix 
0-10 
(sec) 
FIG. 2.18 BUILDUP RATES OF NOESY CROSSPEAKS FOR A HYPOTHETICAL THREE SPIN 
SYSTEM 
The distances of the three spins А,В and С are indicated in the triangle. 
The buildup-rates a., were calculated using equations [69(a)] and [69(b)]. 
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It is clear that even for a rather short mixing time the initial-rate 
approximation, Eq [69] which would allow straightforward calculation of 
inter-proton distances from buildup-rates of NOESY crosspeaks as a function 
of τ . , can be strongly invalidated if intermediate spins provide alterna­
tive cross-relaxation "routes" (e.g. A+B^C in Fig 2.18). 
This process, which is referred to as "spin diffusion" (36) is one of 
the problems one encounters when attempting to analyse NOESY data quantita­
tively. Another problem is that macromolecules such as proteins exhibit a 
substantial amount of internal motion (44,45), which invalidates the assump­
tion of fixed inter-nuclear distances on which Eqns [62] till [64] are 
based. It has been shown by Tropp (46) that one can derive appropriate 
spectral density functions, J(u), to be used in Eq [62], in which fluctua­
tion of internuclear distances is accounted for. Using this theory, average 
distances may still be derived from NOESY data even for non-rigid molecules. 
A theoretical study of relations between NOESY crosspeak intensities, geom­
etry of spins, and molecular motion, has been performed by Keepers Ь James 
(47) for several motional models, including internal motions. It was con­
cluded that the use of simplified models, i.e. isotropic tumbling and 
absence of internal motion, introduces relatively small errors (S 10 %) in 
distance determinations It was also concluded (47) that a multi-spin system 
should be treated as such, by solving Eq [68] numerically, rather than to 
approximate it by initial-rate equations like Eq [69] 
A third problem, which hampers attempts to calculate distances from 
NOESY data is caused by the fact that also J-connectivities give rise to 
cross-peaks in the 3-pulse experiment shown in Fig 2.17. Fig 2.19 demon­
strates how in a NOESY experiment two different routes may lead to cros­
speaks via J-coupling of an I-S system. One route involves the creation of 
single quantum coherence during τ . , the other route involves the creation 
of zero & double quantum coherence. This can be illustrated by considering 
the Relayed Coherence Transfer experiment (.vide supra). Omitting the it 
pulse in RCT (Fig. 2.10) results in the pulse-sequence used for NOESY (Fig 
2.17). Since the іт-pulse in RCT only "refocusses" Larmor-precession but has 
no effect on the J-rotations this means that also relayed J-connectivities 
will show up in NOESY. 
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FIG. 2.19 GENERATION OF CONNECTIVITIES BY J-COUPLING BETWEEN SPINS I AND 
S DURING A NOESY EXPERIMENT 
Kumar et al. (48) measured intensities of NOESY crosspeaks as a function of 
the mixing time (τ . ) for BPTI (Basic Pancreatic Trypsin Inhibitor) and 0
 mix JF y 
found J-crosspeaks for mixing times of up to 60 ms. NOESY crosspeaks between 
resonances of uncoupled protons (i.e. belonging to different residues) 
behaved as predicted by theory (9,34,48). 
All unwanted J-connectivities, except those involving Zero Quantum pre­
cession during τ . , can be eliminated by applying a field-gradient pulse 
during τ . (34) or by appropriate phase cycling of the r.f. pulses (9). 
Random variation of the mixing time (49), systematic variation of the mixing 
time (50) followed by symmetrization of the 2D spectrum (51,52), or inser­
tion of a it pulse in the mixing period at a variable position (53) are three 
methods that can be used to get rid of all J-connectivities including the 
ones brought about via ZQ precession (54). 
In practice the pulses used in a NOESY experiment may not be the ideal 
(•it/2) pulses, which were used to analyse the experiment. For instance, when 
the r.f. field is inhomogeneous this may lead to a dispersion of the 
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effective pulse angle. This may give rise to longitudinal two-spin order, 
which during the mixing period give rise to observable Nuclear Overhauser 
effects (55). Methods to suppress longitudinal two-spin order have been 
worked out by Bodenhausen et al. (55). 
Finally, a quantitative analysis of NOESY data requires integration of 
crosspeaks in a 2D spectrum. Until recently an extra problem was posed by 
the fact that NOESY spectra were presented in absolute value mode which com-
plicates integration of peaks. Nowadays NOESY spectra may be presented in 
absorption mode. To this end it is necessary to place the carrier frequency 
at the edge of the spectrum and use a phase-cycle which produces amplitude 
modulation in the t.-direction (2) or place the carrier in the middle and 
perform two experiments per t -value with phase cycles producing amplitude-
modulation in t. and having a 90 phase difference between both experiments 
(56,57). Therefore, recording of NOESY data for phase-sensitive Fourier 
Transformation, yielding absorption peaks, requires twice as many experi-
ments (whatever method is chosen) compared with a conventional NOESY experi-
ment with the carrier frequency placed in the middle of the spectrum. 
In summary, quantitative analysis of NOESY data requires that i) spin-
diffusion is taken into account, ii) J-crosspeaks and longitudinal two-spin 
order is eliminated and iii) crosspeaks are phased in absorption mode. Fur-
thermore, it may be necessary to test the effects of using different models 
of (inter-)molecular motion in the distance calculations. Hence, extraction 
of accurate 'H-'H distances from NOESY data is not a minor enterprise and 
one should decide whether it is worth the effort. 
In the 2D NMR studies of E-L30 presented in this thesis we have 
refrained from a quantitative interpretation of NOESY data for the following 
reasons. First, it is often not possible to obtain stereospecific resonance 
assignments of protons in a protein. E.g. one can determine that both pro-
tons of some HCH' moiety resonate at, say, 3.08 and 3.38 ppm but one does 
not know which resonance originates from which proton. This makes it neces-
sary to use so-called "pseudo-structures" for the amino acids (58). There 
seems little point in determining 1H-1H distances with an accuracy of, say, 
0.3 A to be used in calculations featuring an uncertainty of about 1.5 Â 
caused by the lack of stereospecific resonance assignments. 
Secondly the mere observation of crosspeaks already confines 'Η-1!! 
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distances to values between the smallest contact-radius and some upper limit 
determined by the mixing time and signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum. In 
practice this means that Ή- 1 } ! distances ranging from about 0.5 A to about 4 
Â will give rise to NOE's in the case of a protein like E-L30. In the ini-
tial analysis of the data this kind of resolution is adequate. In addition, 
no large error is made when it is assumed that "small" NOE's represent dis-
tances in the 2.5-4.5 A range and "big" NOE's stand for distances in the 
0.5-3.0 Â range. 
Thirdly, it appears that the calculation of protein structures by means 
of a "distance geometry" algorithm does not depend too strongly on the qual-
ity of the distance constraints (i.e. 1H-1H distances) but rather on the 
quantity of available data (59,60). 
As a result of the 2D FT NMR studies of E-L30 presented in this thesis 
it was found that no quantitative NOESY data were needed to elucidate the 
major features of the three dimensional structure of the protein. 
II.6 EXPERIMENTS EMPLOYING BOTH J-COUPLING AND CROSS-RELAXATION 
There is no reason why a 2D NMR experiment should be based exclusively 
either on J-connectivities or on cross-relaxation. In fact both processes 
may be of equal importance in experiments like NOESY and RCT where care has 
to be taken to select the proper coherence-transfer pathway by means of 
appropriate phase-cycling. (For samples like E-L30 these problems are not so 
severe in practice: τ . is long enough (i 100 ms) to ensure almost complete 
damping of J-coherences and τ . in RCT is short enough (= 30 ms) compared 
with buildup-rates of NOE's). To date, three experiments have been designed 
which simultaneously employ J-coupling and Cross Relaxation. 
In the so-called "C0C0N0SY" experiment (61,62) the mixing time of a 
standard NOESY pulse sequence is used to collect COSY data. In a Relayed-
NOESY experiment crosspeaks are established via J-coupling followed by cross 
relaxation or vice versa (10) and in Double Quantum NOESY a DQSY spectrum is 
obtained containing additional NOE crosspeaks (11). 
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II.6.1 COCONOSY (Combined COsy and NOeSY) 
In this experiment, which was developed independently by Haasnoot et al. 
(61) and Gurevich et al. (62), crosspeaks are brought about by either cohe-
rent (i.e. J-coupling) or incoherent (i.e. cross relaxation) transfer of 
magnetization. The pulse scheme is shown in Fig 2.20. 
"12 "/2 
¡2 K0^ 
•mix 
f/2 
{2 (NOESY) 
FIG. 2.20 PULSE SCHEME AND ACQUISITION TIMES DURING A COCONOSY EXPERIMENT 
Comparison of this sequence with COSY (Fig 2.2) and NOESY (Fig 2.17) experi-
ments reveals that COCONOSY yields both a normal COSY and a NOESY spectrum 
at the same time. The merits of the COCONOSY experiment are obvious: a 
COSY and a NOESY spectrum of the sample at issue are obtained under identi-
cal conditions. For sequential resonance assignments of protein 1H NMR spec-
tra, where several resonance positions may depend on external parameters 
such as temperature and pH, this is of paramount importance since the method 
relies heavily on strict comparability of NOESY and COSY spectra (63-65). 
Moreover, both spectra are recorded in the same time it takes to acquire 
a single "standard" NOESY spectrum; the COSY spectrum being a "bonus" 
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received by detecting transversal magnetization during τ . . Apart from the 
inherent boost in spectrometer efficiency, the reduction of the total 
recording time is extremely important when both a COSY and a NOESY spectrum 
are required for compounds which (slowly) degrade as may be the case for 
biological macromolecules. 
It should be noted that the COCONOSY pulse scheme poses a lower limit to 
the duration of the mixing period, τ . , nameley the time needed to acquire 
mix 
the free induction decay (f.i.d.) for the COSY part of the experiment (AQ-
in Fig 2.20). In the case of E-L30 an optimal (9) mixing time of about 150 
ms gives ample time for recording COSY f.i.d.'s which decay exponentially 
* 
with a time constant (T„ ) of approximately 50 ms. The requirement, τ . >AQ_ 
also ensures that undesired J-coherences will have decayed. If necessary it 
is still possible to employ a field-gradient pulse (after AQ
r
) and/or random 
variation of τ . as discussed in a previous section (48,49). 
mix r 
A somewhat more serious problem is faced in a COCONOSY experiment when a 
strong solvent signal is present, e.g. when the solvent is 90% H.0/10% D„0. 
Normally, the solvent signal is suppressed by continuous irradiation for 
about 1 s prior to the first π/2 pulse and during τ . (66). In a COCONOSY 
experiment continuous irradiation is prohibited during AQ_. As a result of 
relaxation an appreciable amount of longitudinal magnetization of the sol­
vent may arise during this period which gives rise to poor solvent suppress-
sion in the NOESY spectrum. This problem may be overcome by performing time-
shared irradiation (67) ("homodecoupler mode") at the solvent frequency 
during AQj,. 
II.6.2 Relayed NOESY 
Two pulse sequences. Fig 2.21, have been proposed by Wagner (10) in which 
crosspeaks may originate from a process which involves both cross-relaxation 
and J-coupling. The coherence transfer pathways leading to the desired 
cross-peaks are shown in Fig 2.22. From these diagrams it will be clear 
that both pathways are unidirectional: in experiment (a) one obtains a cros-
speak at («,«.)=(«,,«_) and not at (ы0,<і>д) whereas the situation is 
reversed in experiment (b). 
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F I G . 2 . 2 1 TWO PULSE SEQUENCES USED FOR RELAYED NOESY 
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FIG. 2.22 COHERENCE TRANSFER PATHWAYS FOR RELAYED NOESY 
The coherence transfer from spin A to spin Q is brought about via 
cross-relaxation followed by J-modulation, whereas transfer from Q to A is 
achieved via J-modulation followed by cross-relaxation. 
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Furthermore it is seen that in both experiments there must be a 90 phase 
difference between the two final ir/2 pulses. The value of Relayed NOESY is 
that it may transfer NOE's from crowded to sparsely populated spectral 
regions (10). E.g. in the example above the (ω.,ω
ρ
) crosspeak in NOESY may 
be situated too close to the diagonal to be discernible, whereas the 
(ω.,ω.) crosspeak in Relayed NOESY might be readily accessible. 
II.6.3 Double Quantum NOESY (DQ-NOESY) 
The pulse scheme for DQ-NOESY, proposed by Van de Ven et al. (11), is shown 
in Fig 2.23 
π/2 ir тг/2 
тг/2 π тг/2 
mix 
w/2 
FIG. 2.23 PULSE SEQUENCE FOR DQ-NOESY 
The concept of this experiment can be described in two ways. 
First, according to Eq [52] a (ιι/2) -τ/2-(ιτ) -τ/2-(π/2) pulse "sand­
wich" is equivalent to a rotation around a 21 S axis (provided I and S are 
coupled). Starting with the longitudinal term I this means a rotation in 
the I ,21 S plane (Eq [53]) as shown in Fig 2.24. 
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FIG. 2.24 ROTATION CAUSED BY (90-τ-1β0-τ-90) 
SANDWICH 
The rotation caused by this pulse sequence is 
used in DQSY and DQ-NOESY to switch between 
Longitudinal- and DQ/ZQ-space. 
Hence, if we replace the first two (π/2) pulses of a standard NOESY pulse 
sequence by (ΐΓ/2)-τ/2-(τι)-τ/2-(π/2) sandwiches we obtain frequency labeling, 
during the evolution period t., in ZQ & DQ space instead of Transversal-I 
space. To illustrate this point NOESY and DQ-NOESY may be divided in six 
comparable steps as is shown in Table 2.6. 
NOESY DQ-NOESY 
1) longitudinal magnetization 
* coherence 
2) frequency labeling 
3) coherence * 
longitudinal magnetization 
4) cross relaxation 
5) longitudinal magnetization 
transversal magnetization 
6) detection 
τ . 
mi 
J^ _ J$T _ π _ ÎÉT _ %ι, 
t„ 
TABLE 2.6 THE FUNCTIONS OF THE SIX STEPS IN NOESY AND DQ-NOESY 
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Another way of looking at this pulse sequence is by comparing it to DQSY. 
The total diagram of DQ-NOESY for a 2-spin system IS, with cross-relaxation 
between S and a third spin, P, which is neither J-coupled to I nor to S, is 
shown in Fig 2.25. Also the selection of DQ coherences by a two-step phase 
cycle is indicated. 
(T-») 
(tli 
I 
. г(і a .: • ι 
(^..· 
" W W i 
NOE 
Ж гт^ г~ г^ (J).. CI, 
FIG. 2.25 COHERENCE TRANSFER PATHWAYS IN A DQ-NOESY EXPERIMENT 
The meaning of the arrow and the dashed vertical lines is discussed in the 
text. 
In a normal DQSY experiment the position of the arrow in Fig 2.25 indicates 
where the signal (I +S ) is detected as a function of t . In the DQ-NOESY 
experiment no Larmor precession is detected at this point, but instead it is 
refocussed by the ir pulse in the middle of the τ, period. Instead, the read-
y-to-detect coherence is flipped to the z-axis by a (τ/2) pulse, allowed to 
sit there for a while, τ . , and is then flipped back to the y-axis by 
another π/2 pulse. Hence, as far as recording of just a DQSY spectrum is 
concerned, DQ-NOESY contains a completely superfluous "detour" as can read-
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FIG. 2.26 DQ-NOESY EXPERIMENT FOR TWO HYPOTHETICAL SPIN SYSTEMS 
The two schemes at the top schematically represent the coherence transfer 
patwhays. The appearance of the resulting DQ-NOESY spectra is shown at the 
bottom (J-fine structure of the peaks is not indicated). 
ily be seen in Fig 2.25 by omitting all events between the two dashed verti­
cal bars. It is also seen in this figure that the "detour" does serve a 
purpose, namely it allows for cross relaxation to take place; for the case 
at hand between spins S and P. 
In Fig 2.26(a) a schematic representation of the DQ-NOESY experiment for 
two hypothetical spin systems is shown. Fig 2.26(b) shows the the DQ-NOESY 
spectra of both systems; the ω., axis represents the frequencies with which 
the double quantum coherences evolve during t , the ω axis represents the 
frequency of the single quantum coherence into which the double quantum mod­
ulated z-magnetization is transferred by the last (ir/2) pulse. The filled 
symbols constitute the normal DQ spectrum and the open squares represent 
"NOE's". It is immediately clear that for an AX system dipolar coupled to 
another nucleus Ρ it does not follow from the DQ-NOESY spectrum whether 
there is a NOE between Ρ and A, between Ρ and X or between Ρ and both A and 
X. Such ambiguities may be resolved in the case of a linear AMX system e.g. 
where Ρ is only dipolar coupled to A and not to M or X. 
It is clear from Figs 2.25 and 2.26 that a NOE-crosspeak at postion 
(ω,,ω-)=(ω„+ω
τ
,ω„) does not mean that there is cross relaxation between spin 1 Ζ К L π г 
К and M, and/or L and M. A NOE crosspeak at position (w„+uT ,ω..) tells us 
К L N 
that there is at least one DQSY crosspeak: (ω^+ω. ,ω_,) with cross relaxation 
К L 1 
between spins Τ and M. It may be that the DQSY crosspeak (ω
ν
+ω
τ
 ,ω_) repre-
, К ъ Τ 
sents a direct connectivity, in which case there are peaks at uip=wI. 
Τ К 
and w T
=
w T, but it may also be that (u„+wT ,ϋ-) is a remote crosspeak (e.g. 
(w +и w M) in Fig 2.26) in which case wT^w„ and «„^ω. . A dramatic example 
of the latter case is the crosspeak at postition (ω,+ω ,«
n
) (arrow in Fig 
2.26(b)). Here we have that all three spin-pairs A-X, A-Q and X-Q are nei­
ther involved in J-coupling nor in cross relaxation and yet there is a 
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crosspeak involving ω,, ω
γ
 and ω. and not involving ω
Μ
 even though spin M is 
the key to the existence of this crosspeak! How DQ-NOESY may be used to 
solve ambiguities in NOESY is illustrated in Fig 2.27. Of the two spin sys­
tems AX and A'X' spins A and A' have the same resonance position and the 
question is which of the two is responsible for the NOE to spin P. Compari­
son of the DQSY spectrum and the DQ-NOESY spectrum immediately shows that it 
is the A' spin. 
DQSY DQ-NOESY 
NOESY 
Á*X' 
A*X 
A / — 
r 
ι 
1 
Α Ρ X X' 
A' 
A+X 
- _ / 
1
—7r—' 
/ ! 
1 
Α Ρ X X' 
A' 
FIG. 2.27 ELUCIDATION OF AMBIGUITIES IN NOESY BY MEANS OF DQ-NOESY 
No application of DQ-NOESY in our 2D NMR study of E-L30 will be presented in 
this thesis. A practical demonstration of the experiment has been performed 
for the self-complementary hexanucleotide d(CG) (11). 
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CHAPTER III 
ISOLATION OF PROTEIN E-L30 FROM 70 s RIBOSOMES AND DESCRIPTION OF 2D FT NMR 
METHODS 
In terms of resolution NMR is one of the most poweful spectroscopic tech-
niques, and it is the method of choice when one want to study molecular 
structure in solution. However, the method is not famous for its sensitiv-
ity. About 20 mg of protein is needed if one wants to undertake the struc-
tural studies described in this thesis. In the first part of this chapter 
an isolation procedure for ribosoraal proteins, in particular E-L30 , from 
E. coll MRE 600 bacteria is described and documented. 
In the second part the practical details of all 2D NMR experiments, 
which have been carried out, are described. 
III.l Isolation of ribosoraal proteins from E. coli MRE 600 
Ribosomal proteins are normally isolated under denaturing conditions; low pH 
and 6M urea as solvent are currently used (1-9). It has been shown however, 
that such procedures do not lead to irreversible denaturation. The denatured 
material isolated in this way can still be used succesfully in, for example, 
reconstitution experiments (10) and affinity chromatography (11). For NMR 
studies, where the aim is to obtain information about the three-dimensional 
structure of proteins, it is essential to use a procedure which yields 
material that has remained native or that can be renatured. An example of a 
method where denaturation is avoided throughout the isolation procedure is 
that of Littlechild & Dijk which is based on extraction of proteins from 
30-S and 50-S subunits by high LiCl concentrations (12-13). A different 
approach, capable of yielding ribosomal proteins with tertiary structure 
retained is dialysis of proteins in urea solutions against appropriate buff-
fers upon which spontaneous renaturation may occur, e.g. S16 (14), Lll (15), 
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L18 (9), L25 (9,16) and L30 (9,17). 
Most isolation procedures mentioned above (1-7) for ribosomal proteins 
use the 50-S or 30-S subunits as starting material. High-resolution NMR is 
still a rather insensitive method and quite large amounts of proteins and, 
as mentioned above, about 10-20 mg of a protein, are required to obtain good 
(2D) NMR spectra. The pre-separation of ribosomal subunits is very time-
consuming when performed on a large scale and therefore impractical for this 
purpose. In this chapter a method is described which starts from whole 70-S 
ribosomes (9). 
The method is based on ion-exchange column-chromatography since riboso­
mal proteins tend to become distributed over many fractions when subjected 
to batchwise fractionation procedures (18). Alakhov et al. (8) have used a 
similar isolation procedure, i.e. fractionating a total ribosomal proteins-
mixture on carboxymethylcellulose. However their method is impractical for 
the isolation of for example L18 and L33, both of which are easily isolated 
using the method described here (9). The isolation procedure described in 
the following sections of this chapter is a modification of a previously 
described method (9). 
III.1.1 Buffers. 
Two buffers were used during the isolation procedure: (a) an urea-buffer at 
pH 6.5 containing 20 mM methylamine phosphate, 3 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 
6 M urea, and (b) an urea-buffer at pH 5.6 containing 30 mM methylamine ace­
tate, 6 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 6 M urea. 
A stock solution of 6 M urea,used for the preparation of the urea-buff­
ers, was made as follows. To 9000 g of urea (Baker), dissolved in 23 1 of 
water, 200 g of Amberlite IR 120 (H+) and 300 g of Amberlite IRA 400 (0H~) 
were added. After slow stirring for 2 h at 5 C, the solution was cleared by 
filtration. Subsequently, 100 g of activated charcoal (Norit), which had 
been washed extensively before with dilute HCl and water, was added, follwed 
by slow stirring for 2 h at 5 С and subsequent filtration. The volume was 
then adjusted to 25 1 by addition of distilled water. Stock solutions con­
taining urea were stored at 5 С and never kept for longer than three weeks. 
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For NMR experiments sample-buffer was used which consisted of 100 mM 
KCL, 20 mM sodium phospate (pH 6.5 - 7.5) and 0.02 % sodium azide in either 
99,9 % D20 (Aldrich) or 90% H20/10% D20. 
III.1.2 Ribosomes and Ribosomal Proteins. 
Ribosomes were isolated from about 800 g Escherichia coli MRE 600 bacteria 
using an ammonium sulphate fractionation procedure (19). A total-protein 
mixture (TP 70) was extracted from the ribosomes with 67 X acetic acid in 30 
mM MgCl- (3). The extract was dialysed against decreasing amounts of acetic 
acid (40 % - 20 % - 0 %) and lyophilized (9). About 10 g of TP 70 was dis-
solved in 250 ml of urea-buffer pH 6.5 containing 1 mM NaCl. Residual RNA 
and acidic proteins were removed by passing this solution through a diethy-
laminoethylcellulose (DE-52, Whatmann) column (20x7 cm). 
The basic proteins were isolated by chromatography on phosphocellulose 
follwed by gel filtration or by chromatography on carboxymethylcellulose. 
Phosphocellulose (Servacel) and carboxymethylcellulose (CM-52, Whatmann) 
were treated according to standard procedures (3). For gel filtration 
Sephacryl S200 (Pharmacia) was used preferentially because when Sephadex was 
used for gel filtration or for concentration purposes the samples were often 
found to be contaminated with degraded column material giving rise to reso-
nances in the 3.5 - 4.5 ppm region in the H NMR spectra (9,20). 
The pass-through of the diethylammoethylcellulose column was applied to 
a phosphocellulose column (100x7 cm) equilibrated in urea buffer pH 6.5 con-
taining 1 mM NaCl. Proteins not bound to the column were eluted with one 
column volume of this buffer. Subsequently proteins were eluted from the 
column with a linear NaCl gradient ranging from 1 mM to 400 mM. The elution 
profile was monitored by absorbance measurement as shown in Fig. 3.1. Peaks 
in the elution pattern containing proteins of interest were pooled, dialysed 
against distilled water and lyophilized. After dissolving crude preparations 
in urea-buffer pH 5.6, they were purified by chromatography on carboxyme-
thylcellulose and/or by gelfiltration using standard procedures (3,5). Usu-
ally gelfiltration sufficed for purification of E-L30 (Fig. 3.3) 
Column eluates were analysed by Polyacrylamide gelectrophoresis (PAGE) 
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FIG. 3.1 ELUTION PROFILE OF RIBOSOMAL PROTEINS ON PHOSPHOCELLULOSE COLUMN 
The elution positions of several proteins have been indicated. The shaded 
area represents the fractions containing E-L30. 
in urea at pH 4.7 (21) or in sodium dodecylsulphate (22). The electrophore-
sis patterns of both gel types are shown for proteins of the large (TP50: 
¿Л - L34) and the small (TP30 : SI - S21) ribosomal subunits in Fig. 3.2. 
The purification of E-L30 is documented in Fig. 3.3. The pool of the frac­
tions of the phosphocellulose-eluate, containing E-L30 (shaded area in 
Fig. 3.1) was subjected to gelfiltration. The contents of the fractions 
eluted from the gelfiltration column are read off from the electrophoresis 
pattern. 
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FIG. 3.2 POLYACRYLAMIDE GELECTROPHORESIS PATTERNS OF RIBOSOMAL PROTEINS 
Urea-PAGE and SDS-PAGE were used for the screening of column eluates (see 
Fig. 3.3). The electrophoretic mobility of the ribosomal proteins is indi­
cated for S- (30S subunit) and L- (50S subunit) proteins. TPx means: Total 
Protein fraction of the χ S subunit. 
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III.1.3 Sample Preparation. 
FIG. 3.3 PURIFICATION OF E-L30 BY 
GELFILTRATION 
A urea-PAGE gel used for screening of 
the eluate of a gelfiltration column. 
The starting material, applied to the 
column, is shown in the first lane. 
The other lanes represent samples 
taken from different fractions of the 
column eluate, the fraction numbers 
are indicated. Fractions 15 till 20 
contain pure E-L30. 
Lyophilized protein was dissolved in urea buffer pH 5.6 to a concentration 
of 5-10 mg/ml. The protein was renatured by dialysis against 50 volumes of 
sample-buffer at 5 С with four changes of buffer. H.O was exchanged for D_0 
by lyophilizing the protein and redissolving it in 99.9 % D.O (Aldrich) to 
the original volume. The sample may be concentrated at this step by dissolv­
ing the protein in a smaller volume follwed by dialysis against sample-
buffer in 99.9 % D„0. Any undissolved material was removed by centrifuga-
tion after which the clear sample solution was transferred to a 5 mm NMR 
tube (528 pp, Wilmad). This method works well for several ribosomal 
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proteins, e.g. L18, L25, L30 but not for all (e.g. S21, L33) (9). 
For E-L30 there is an alternative procedure based on the reversible acid 
denaturation of this protein which is discussed in chapter VI (23). To this 
end lyophilized E-L30 is dissolved directly in sample buffer containing 10 
mM KH.PO,. After the protein has been dissolved a small amount of a concen­
trated solution of K„HP0, is added to obtain a pH-value of 6.5 - 7.5. 
2 4 
The highest attainable concentration of E-L30 is approximately 35 .ng/ml 
(5.5 mM) but in practice 2D NMR spectra were recorded using sample concen­
trations in the 12-25 mg/ml range (2-4 mM), being the total yield of one 
isolation (5-10 mg) dissolved in about 0.40 ml of sample buffer. 
III.2. 2D FT NMR METHODS. 
In chapters TV and V data are presented from seventeen 2D FT NMR experi­
ments. Ten spectra were recorded in D O and seven in 10 % D 0/90 % H O . To 
facillitate mutual comparison all experimental parameters are collected in 
this chapter. The most relevant features of the experiments are presented in 
table 3.1. 
In the forthcoming chapters the 2D NMR spectra will be referred to by 
the names shown in the 5 column of Table 3.1. In the following sections 
the experiments will be discussed in the order: 2DJ, COSY, RCT, DQSY, NOESY 
and C0C0N0SY. All will be presented in the following manner. The gating of 
the radiofrequency transmitter, the decoupler and the receiver is indicated. 
Phase angles are presented for the pulses (φ. ) and for the receiver (ψ). 
For all experiments except 2D-J and DQSY, two lists are given: one for 
phase-modulation in the t direction, which allows discrimination between 
positive and negative frequencies in u.. but with yields "phase twisted" 
lineshapes (24), and one for amplitude modulation which yields absorption 
phase peaks but does not allow discrimination between positive and negative 
frequencies in ω . The following parameters are collected in tables for 
each experiment. 
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SW(i): Spectral Width in ω. direction. 
The r.f carrier is in the middle of SW(2) 
and at the edge of SW(1). 
NP(i): Number of data Points in t. direction 
SI(i): Size in t direction: SI(i)-NP(i) is the amount of 
zero-filling prior to Fourier Transformation. 
AQ(i): = NP(i)/2SW(i); AcQuisition time in t. direction 
CR: Position of the CaRrier frequency (in ppm) 
in the ω_-spectrum 
NS: Number of Scans recorded per t. value to improve 
the signal to noise ratio 
(NS scans are preceded by 4 "dummy scans") 
R(i): = 2SW(i)/SI(i); digital resolution (Hz/Pt) 
in the w, direction 
W(i): Window function; "S"=sine-bell, "S "=sine-bell squared 
EW(i): End point of Window function; where window reaches zero 
DP: Decoupler Power in dB below 0.2 Watt 
RD: Relaxation Delay 
At : t -increment (At = 1/2SW(1) ) 
DUR: total DURation of the experiment 
Finally some comment on the setting of some of the parameters will be given. 
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Experiment Solvent Temperature ι (NOESY) Name 
2D J NMR 
COSY 
COSY 
COSY 
COSY 
NOESY 
NOESY 
NOESY 
HCT 
DQSY 
COSY 
COSY 
COSY 
NOESY 
NOESY 
RCT 
DQSY 
V 
D ?0 
V 
D ? 0 
v 
D ? 0 
V 
D ?0 
D ?0 
D 20 
H ?0 
H ?0 
H ?0 
H ?0 
н
г
о 
H ?0 
н2о 
25 С 
25 
25 
35 
IS 
25 
25 
15 
25 
25 
25 
25 
IS 
25 
25 
15 
25 
150 ·· 
150 aa 
150 me 
100 as 
300 ma 
2DJ 
COSY 
C0SY-4S 
COSY-HT 
COST-LT 
NOESY-LR 
NOESY 
NOESY-LT 
RCT 
DOSY 
C0SY(H20) 
Part of COCONOSY with NOES* 
45* KLxlng pule· 
high temperature 
low temperature 
low reaolutlon (good S/N) 
part of COCONOSY with COSY 
low temperature 
τ- 30 ma 
τ- 30 me, 
amplitud* modulation 
amplitude modulation 
low temperature 
amplitude modulation, 
"TSW" acquisition 
л ж 30 ι-β 
τ * 30 ma 
I I I . 2 . 1 2D-J Resolved NMR 
90 » 180 φ 
transmitter RD Y2 V2 h 
receiver 
decoupler 
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Phase l i s t 
*1 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
У 
У 
У 
У 
- χ 
- χ 
- χ 
- χ 
-у 
-у 
-у 
-у 
*2 
X 
- χ 
У 
-у 
У 
-у 
X 
-х 
У 
-у 
X 
-х 
X 
-х 
У 
-у 
X 
X 
-х 
-х 
У 
У 
-У 
"У 
χ 
X 
-х 
-х 
У 
У 
"У 
-У 
Comment : 
The receiver phase-list (φ) is the standard Bruker "QP" 
phase list for a WM500 console. 
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Parameters 
RD (s) 
6t1 (ms) 
SW(1) (Hz) 
SW(2) (Hz) 
NP(1) 
NP(2) 
SI(l) 
SI(2) 
R(l) (Hz/Pt) 
R(2) (Hz/Pt) 
1.0 
12.8 
39.0625 
5000 
32 
6192 
128 
16384 
0.61 
0.61 
AQ(1) (s) 
AQ(2) (s) 
W(l) 
W(2) 
EV(1) 
EV(2) 
CR (ppm) 
NS 
DUR (hours 
DP (dB) 
0.4096 
0.8192 
S(*=0) 
S2(«=0) 
32 
8192 
4.14 
512 
) 9.3 
25 
III.2.Ζ Correlated Spectroscopy 
transmitter RD 
9 0
γ ι 
h 
r-,T2 
ΐ 
decoupler 
D2O only 
« * 
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Phase lists 
Phase Modulation 
% 
X 
X 
X 
X 
У 
У 
У 
У 
- χ 
- χ 
- χ 
- χ 
-у 
-у 
-у 
-у 
% 
X 
-х 
У 
-у 
У 
-у 
X 
-х 
У 
-у 
X 
-х 
X 
-х 
У 
-у 
ψ 
X 
X 
- χ 
- χ 
У 
У 
-у 
-у 
X 
X 
-х 
-х 
У 
У 
-у 
-у 
Comments 
In addition to the six COSY experiments collected in this section another 
COSY was recorded simultaneously with a NOESY spectrum in a COCONOSY experi­
ment which is described in section III.2.6. 
COSY-45 was recorded for optimal resolution of J-connectivities: AQ(1) 
is extra long and the 45 pulse results in a narrower diagonal (24). Both 
COSY-LT and COSY-HT were recorded to asses temperature dependencies of reso­
nances. Moreover the position of the solvent resonance (HDD) shifts from 
4.90 ppm at 15 0C (COSY-LT) via 4.80 ppm (COSY and COSY-45) to 4.70 ppm at 
35 С (COSY-HT). Cross peaks involving resonances which coincide with the 
Amplitude Modulation 
% "4 r 
X X X 
χ -χ X 
-x -x -x 
-χ χ -x 
У У У 
У -У У 
-У "У "У 
"У У "У 
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Parameters 
C0SY-4S COSY-HT (a) COSY-LT COSYtH,!)) COSY( Η,Ο)-!.? СОЗ О Ц О I-Hu 
SW(1) (Hz) 
SV{2Ì (Hz) 
NP(1) 
NP(2) 
S K I ) 
S K 2 ) 
R(l) (Hz/Pt) 
R(2) (Hz/Pt) 
A Q U ) (β) 
A0(2) (e) 
W(l) 
W(2) 
E*(l) 
EW(2) 
CR (ppm) 
RD (s) 
NS 
DP (dB) ( < : ) 
DUR (hours) 
2.10"" 
2500 
5000 
512 
2048 
1024 
2048 
4.88 
4.88 
0.102 
0.205 
Sí•-0) 
S( rO) 
512 
2048 
4.24 
0.80 
192 
25 
29.5 
2.10 — 
2500 
5000 
ιβο
1
»' 
2048 
1024 
2048 
4.88 
4.88 
0.036 
0.205 
S(«-0) 
S(»=0) 
180 
2048 
4.15 
0.75 
192 
30 
9.5 
2.10 
2500 
5000 
256 
2048 
1024 
2048 
4.BB 
4.88 
0.051 
0.205 
S(«=0) 
su-o) 
256 
2048 
4.80 
0.85 
256 
25 
20 
8.10 
6250 
12500 
512 
2048 
2048 
4096 
6.10 
6.10 
0.041 
0.0B2 
3(ф=0) 
S 2 U = 0 ) 
512 
2048 
11.28 
0.75 
176 
12 
21 
15.10 
ЭЗЗЗ.Э 
6666.7 
256 
2048 
1024 
2048 
6.51 
6.51 
0.038 
0.154 
su=o) 
su*©) 
256 
2024 
4.80 
0.75 
256 
10 
17 
i.io— 
5000 
10.000 
700 
4096 
2048 
4096 
4.88 
4.88 
0.070 
0.205 
S(»=0) 
a(*-0) 
700 
4096 
9.98 
0.75 
208 
12 
41 
<b) 
^ COSY-HT terminated before the desired number of 256 experiments was 
completed. 
^ ' A resonance normally at 11.15 ppm, is folded over in the the ω. 
direction of C0SY(H20)-HR. It is not folded over in the u, direction 
since the signal is detected in quadrature mode during t,. 
^ "High" power irradiation during t1 in C0SY(H20)-HR at the frequency 
of the H-O resonance causes improper frequency labeling for resonances 
close to 4.8 ppm (=ω(Η20)) 
solvent frequency are normally not accessible in 2D NMR spectra: cross peaks 
at postions (ω, ,w„) = (ω , ,ω ) are "bleached out" by irradiation at r
 1*2 solv. χ 
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u . ^ and crosspeaks at positions (u. ,u.) = (« ,« , ) coincide with a 
solvent г 1 2 χ solv. 
strong vertical noise band. By recording spectra at different temperatures 
one makes sure that no crosspeaks are missed because they happen to coincide 
with w . at a given temperature. 
In 90 % H.O COSY spectra were recorded at two temperatures: at 25 С 
(C0SY(H20) and C0SY(H20)-HR) and at 15
 0C (C0SY(H20)-LT). C0SY(H20)-HR was 
recorded with amplitude modulation. This allows phase sensitive 2D Fourier 
Transformation of the data which may greatly enhance resolution. 
A disadvantage of amplitude modulation in t.. is that the carrier fre­
quency must be placed at the low (high) field end of the spectrum since 
there is no discrimination between positive and negative frequencies in ω.. 
With the carrier frequency at the edge SW(1) is doubled, hence At. is 
halved, compared with a spectrum recorded with the carrier in the middle. 
Hence, twice as many points in both the t and the t_ direction are needed 
to avoid loss of resolution caused by halving acquisition times AQ(1) and 
AQ(2) . (cf. COSY-45 and COSY (HO) in the table of parameters). This problem 
is not overcome by using "t -incremented" phase cycles (26,27) which do 
allow the carrier frequency to be placed in the middle of the spectrum but 
still require twice as many t--values to be sampled as in a phase-modulation 
experiment. The main advantage of these methods (26,27) is their more eco­
nomical data-storage of frequency domain 2D NMR spectra. 
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I I I . 2 . 3 Relayed Coherence Transfer 
transmitter RD 
90,, 90φ 180u> 9001 
- / г . 72 r-, T2 
t 
7 
receiver f 
decoupler D2O only 
Phase list: the phases of pulses (0., φ ) and receiver (ψ) are identical to 
those of COSY (III.2.2) 
Parameters 
HCT RCT(H20) 
4t 1 (s) 
SW(1) 
SW(2) 
NP(1) 
NP(2) 
S K I ) 
SI(2) 
R(l) (Hs 
R(2) (hs 
A Q U ) (E 
AQ(2) (ε 
W(l) 
W(2) 
EW(1) 
EW(2) 
CR (ppm¡ 
RD (s) 
NS 
DP (dB) 
(Hz) 
(Hz) 
:/Pt) 
:/Pt) 
i) 
l) 
1 
DUR (hours) 
τ (s) 
2.10" 
2500 
5000 
256 
2048 
1024 
2048 
4.88 
4.88 
0.051 
0.205 
S U = 0) 
Ξ(φ=0) 
256 
2048 
4.30 
0.75 
256 
20 
19 
0.030 
15.10" 
3333.3 
6666.7 
256 
2048 
1024 
2048 
6.51 
6.51 
0.038 
0. 154 
S U = 0) 
s
2U=o) 
256 
1024 
4.52 
0.75 
256 
8 
18 
0.030 
τ was chosen 0.03 s for both experiments 
which satisfies the relation: 
sintirj-r) = costrrj-r) for J = 8.3 Hz. 
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III.2.4 Double Quantum Spectroscopy (DQSY) 
90 180, 
transmitter RD г 2 
Ί ^ 
τ 
2 
90.» 
i-i '2 
receiver 
ΐ 
decoupler 
"J D^Ö only 
Comment 
Although DQSY and DQSY(H20) spectra were recorded with amplitude modulation 
in t1( allowing phase sensitive 2D Fourier Transformation, resolution 
remains limited even with absorption phase lineshapes because of the rather 
short acquisition times AQ(1) and AQ(2). A similar situation as was encoun-
terd with RCT pertains to DQSY: our choice of τ = 0.032 s has certain con­
sequences as to which cross peaks we may and may not expect to show up in 
the spectrum. Thus, for a CaH-C0H2-CÏH moiety, the CaH-CTH remote connec-
tivity, i.e. a crosspeak at position (u^, ω 2) = (ω +ω , ω β) is almost impos­
sible to detect, due to the strong J-coupling between the two (inequivalent) 
CfSH spins (see section II.3.5 in chapter II). 
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Phase l i s t 
(amplitude modulat ion) 
•ι 
X 
У 
-x 
-y 
У 
-x 
-y 
x 
-x 
-y 
x 
У 
-y 
x 
У 
-x 
•2 
X 
x 
x 
x 
У 
У 
У 
y 
-x 
-x 
-x 
-x 
-y 
-y 
-y 
-y 
ψ 
x 
-x 
x 
-x 
y 
-y 
y 
-y 
-x 
x 
-x 
x 
-y 
y 
-y 
У 
Parameters 
4 * 1 
SW(1) 
SW(2) 
N P ( 1 ) 
N P ( 2 ) 
S I ( l ) 
S I ( 2 ) 
R ( l ) 
R ( 2 ) 
A Q U ) 
A Q ( 2 ) 
W ( l ) 
W(2) 
E W U ) 
EW(2) 
CR ( p p 
RD ( s ) 
NS 
( s ) 
( H z 
(Hz 
(Hz 
(Hz 
( s ) 
( s ) 
m) 
DP ( d B ) 
DUR (h 
τ (s) 
l o u r s 
) 
) 
/ P t ) 
/ P t ) 
1 ) 
DQSY 
5 . I O " 5 
1 0 , 0 0 0 
1 0 , 0 0 0 
7 0 0 
2 0 4 8 
2 0 4 8 
4 0 9 6 
9 . 7 7 
4 . 8 8 
0 . 0 3 5 
0 . 1 0 2 
5 ( Φ = 0 ) 
S U = 0 ) 
7 0 0 
2 0 4 8 
9 . 4 0 
0 . 7 5 
1 2 8 
2 5 
2 3 
0 . 0 3 2 
D Q S Y ( H 2 0 ) 
5 . I O - 5 
1 0 , 0 0 0 
1 0 , 0 0 0 
8 0 0 
2 0 4 8 
2 0 4 8 
4 0 9 6 
9 . 7 7 
4 . 8 8 
0 . 0 4 0 
0 . 1 0 2 
5 ( φ - 0 ) 
5 ( φ = 0 ) 
8 0 0 
2 0 4 8 
1 0 . 2 4 ( a ) 
0 . 9 0 
1 2 8 
10 
3 1 
0 . 0 3 2 
(ai 
' One of the amide protons resonates at 11.15 ppm which 
is at 0.91 ppm on the "wrong" side of the carrier fre­
quency. In contrast to NOESY or COSY this poses no prob­
lem in DQSY(H,0). There is no folding over in the ω_ 
direction since quadrature detection is employed during 
AQ(2). In the ω. direction there is no diagonal peak 
(which would have folded over); only a crosspeak at posi­
tion ω. = (<"> +Ww) which is well within the spectral 
region. 
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I I I . 2 . 5 Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement Spectroscopy (NOESY) 
transmitter RD 
90- 90 Tz 
N0ESY(H20|-f 
\ 
\ < 
/ 
^mix 
receiver r 
decoupler D2O only 
< У, 
Comment 
In Ν0Ε5Υ(Η«0)-ψ the intensity of the solvent resonance was reduced by 
employing a so-called "time-shared weak pulse" as the third (observation) 
pulse (29). This is a pulse-train of ten (ir/20) degree pulses, with a total 
duration of À seconds, used for semi-selective exitation of resonances. 
Exitation is maximal, the ten short pulses producing the same result as one 
11/2 pulse, at the carrier frequency. Minimal exitation is obtained at a dis-
tance of approximately 1/Δ (Hz) from the carrier frequency. In practice Δ is 
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Phase lists 
Amplitude Modulation Phase Modulation 
% 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
% 
X 
-x 
X 
-x 
X 
-x 
X 
-x 
% 
X 
X 
У 
У 
- χ 
- χ 
-y 
-y 
г 
χ 
- χ 
У 
-y 
- χ 
χ 
-у 
У 
^ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
t 
χ 
У 
- χ 
-y 
χ 
У 
- χ 
-y 
- χ 
-y 
χ 
У 
- χ 
-y 
χ 
У 
% 
χ 
-y 
χ 
-y 
У 
χ 
У 
χ 
- χ 
У 
- χ 
У 
-у 
- χ 
-у 
- χ 
ϊ 
χ 
χ 
- χ 
- χ 
У 
У 
- χ 
-у 
χ 
χ 
- χ 
- χ 
У 
У 
-у 
-у 
optimized so as to yield as small a solvent resonance as possible. There are 
two major advantages of this method compared with solvent suppression by 
irradiation, as in NOESY(H.O). There is no "bleaching out" of crosspeaks 
involving resonances which are situated close to the solvent resonance. 
This is of prime importance since several resonances of CaH protons, which 
play a key role in sequential resonance assignments, are located in the 
4.7-4.9 ppm spectral region which is bleached out in N0ESY(H90) but is read­
ily accessible in N0ESY(H 0)-ψ. Moreover, in N0ESY(H O)-0 crosspeaks are 
seen between resonances of solvent exchangable protons (e.g. NoH) and the 
H O resonance. These crosspeaks are a result of chemical exchange of protons 
between solvent and protein and provide valuable information regarding 
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PARAMETERS 
NOESY-LR < a ) NOESY-LT NOESYtHgO) NOESYtHgOj-t 
4 t i 
SW(1) 
SW(2) 
NP(1) 
NP(2) 
SI(l) 
SI(2) 
R(l) ι 
R(2) 
AQ(1) 
AQ(2) 
tf(l) 
W(2) 
E W U ) 
EW(2) 
(s) 
(Hz) 
(Hz) 
(Hz/Pt) 
(Hz/Pt) 
(s) 
( β ) 
CR (ppm) 
NS 
DP (dB) 
RS (s ) 
t (s) 
mix 
DUR (houre) 
8.IO - 5 
6250 
12500 
эгг«·' 
2048 
1024 
2048 
12.20 
12.20 
0.026 
0.082 
3 2(φ=0) 
s
2U=o) 
322 
2048 
10.24 
160 
25 
1.0 
0.15 
18 
Lio" 4 
5000 
10000 
512 
2048 
2048 
4096 
4.88 
4.88 
0.051 
0.102 
S U - O ) 
S U = 0) 
512 
2048 
3.85 
192 
25 
1.0 
0.15 
36 
8.IO"5 
6250 
12500 
512 
2048 
2048 
4096 
6.10 
6. IO 
0.041 
0.082 
S U = 0) 
s
2U=o) 
512 
2048 
11.28 
224 
12 
0.8 
0.10 
33 
L I O ' 4 
5000 
10000 
512 
2048 
2048 
4096 
4.88 
4.88 
0.051 
0.102 
S U = 0) 
S U = 0 ) 
512 
2048 
9.85 
208 
off 
0.8 
0.30 
37 
The experiment terminated before the desired number of 512 t1 values was 
sampled. This results in a rather short AQ(1) and, hence, in a low resolu­
tion in the ω. direction after Two Dimensional Fourier Transformation. 
This position of the carrier frequency in NOESY(H2O)-0 results in fold­
ing-over of a resonance at 11.15 ppm to 8.55 ppm in the ω. direction of the 
spectrum. Hence, the diagonal- and cross peaks, situated at 
(Upli^) = (11.15, ..) ppm in N0ESY(H20) are situated at (8.55, ..) ppm in 
Ν0Ε5Υ(Η20)-ψ. 
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stabilities of certain regions of the polypeptide chain. 
A disadvantage of the NOESY(H.O)-0 experiment, as described here, is its 
relatively long mixing time, т . , of 0.3s. Α τ , of about 0.15 s results 
in more intense crosspeaks and less spin-diffusion for a protein of the size 
of E-L30 (30). The long mixing time is a necessity caused by the fact that 
the first two non-selective ir/2 pulses create transversal magnetization of 
the solvent which must have decayed before the semi-selective observation 
pulse can be applied. Otherwise the solvent signal would still be too 
intense, causing a substantial dynamic range problem in analog-to-digital 
conversion of the free induction decay. The mixing time, τ , = 0.3 s, of 
NOESYCH.O)-^ represents a compromise: it is long enough to ensure sufficient 
decaying of the solvent signal and short enough to ensure sufficient inten­
sity of NOESY crosspeaks. 
In principle, shorter mixing times in this kind of NOESY experiment are 
feasible if the decaying of transversal magnetization during τ is forced 
by applying a homogeneity spoiling-pulse (31). 
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III.2.6 Combined COSY and NOESY (C0C0N0SY) 
transmiHer RD 
90u 'Λ 
90 
T m i x I N 0 E S Y ] 
t2icosY] 
ь 
f· [NOESY] 
receiver 
decoupler 
comment 
Some practical aspects of the C0C0N0SY experiment have already been dis­
cussed in the previous chapter (section 11.3.1): there is a lower limit for 
t . since τ . i AQ(COSY) and there can be no solvent suppression by con-
mix mix 
tinuous irradiation during AQ(COSY). It is, however, possible to "time-
share" between solvent irradiation and data-sampling by switching to "homo-
decoupler mode" during AQ(COSY). If irradiaton during AQ(COSY) is employed 
care must be taken to avoid too high decoupler power which would cause 
improper frequency labeling (32). Finally it should be noted that both COSY 
and NOESY are recorded simultaneously under one regime of spectrometer set­
tings. Hence, a number of parameters are necessarily identical for COSY and 
NOESY i.e. At , NP(1), AQ(1), CR, NS, DP and RD. 
Phase lists 
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Parameters 
COSY NOESY 
lti 
SW(1) (Hz) 
SW(2) (Hz) 
NP(1) 
NP(2) 
S K I ) 
SI(2) 
R(l) (Hz/Pt) 
R(2) (Hz/Pt) 
AQ(1) (s) 
AQ(2) (a) 
W(l) 
W(2) 
EW(1) 
EW(2) 
CR (ppm) 
NS 
DP (dB) 
RD (s) 
τ . (s) 
mix 
DUR (hours) 
2.10 ч 
2500 
5000 
512 
1024 
1024 
204Θ 
л. 88 
4.88 
0.051 
0.102 
3(ф=0) 
52(ф=0) 
512 
1024 
4.75 
192 
25 
1.0 
f — \ 
о
( а ) 
2.10" 
2500 
5000 
512 
1024 
1024 
2048 
4.88 
4.88 
0.051 
0.102 
5(ф=0) 
52(ф=0) 
512 
1024 
4.75 
192 
25 
1.0 
0.15 
33 
^ The COSY data are determined as a "bonus" 
to the NOESY data since AQCOSy is part of the 
mixing time (τ . ) of a regular NOESY experi­
ment. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESIDUE SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS OF RESONANCES IN THE lH NMR SPECTRUM OF 
RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN E-L30 BY SYSTEMATIC APPLICATION OF 2D FT NMR METHODS. 
Abstract. 
In this chapter an analysis of the Ή NMR spectrum of ribosomal protein 
E-L30 is reported. Five 2D FT NMR techniques, namely 2ti-J NMR, Correlated 
Spectroscopy (COSY), Double Quantum Spectroscopy (DQSY), Relayed Coherence 
Transfer (RCT), and Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement Spectroscopy (NOESY) were 
employed to elucidate patterns of scalar couplings and dipolar interactions. 
It was found that systematic application of these methods allows unambiguous 
discrimination between the spin-systems of different amino acids, resulting 
in residue-specific resonance assignments. 
We were able to assign all resonances of all six threonines, four 
valines, five alanines, two histidines, two serines, one phenylalanine, one 
asparagine and one aspartic acid of E-L30. Complete resonance assignment 
was also obtained for 2 glycines. Partial assignments became available for 
all six isoleucines, for three glycines and for one glutamine. 
IV.1 INTRODUCTION 
With the advent of high-field superconducting magnets and two-dimensional 
Fourier Transform Spectroscopy, the NMR technique has matured to become the 
most powerful method to study structure and dynamics of biomacromolecules in 
solution. Starting with the observation (1) that one can, in fact, record 2D 
FT NMR spectra of biomacromolecules, with' molecular masses up to several 
kilodaltons, on a commercially available high-field spectrometer, some five 
years of continuous progress led to almost complete resonance assignments of 
1H NMR spectra of several polypeptides (2-10) and nucleic acids (11-17), 
cummulating in proposed structures for biomacromolecules in solution 
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(9,18-21). 
Until recently, the only employed NMR techniques were 2D-J NMR, COSY 
and NOESY. Application of these methods to proteins has been reviewed by 
Wider et a2. (22). One of the most severe problems in interpreting 2D NMR 
spectra, like COSY and NOESY, is caused by extensive overlap of resonances 
in protein spectra. For most proteins studied thus far, ambiguities, arising 
because of spectral overlap, could often be resolved by recording 2D NMR 
spectra at various temperatures and pH's (2-8). This approach is doomed to 
fail, however, for the ribosomal protein E-L30 because of its limited sta­
bility. Thus, below pH 6 the protein unfolds (23) and above pH 8 several 
resonances of NoH protons are severely broadened (unpublished observation). 
Moreover when the temperature is raised above 40 С the protein precipitates 
(23). Hence, there exists only a narrow "window", with respect to experimen­
tal conditions, through which the structural properties of E-L30 in solution 
can be observed. 
Fortunately, there are other ways to solve ambiguities in 2D NMR spec­
tra. In recent years several new homonuclear 2D NMR experiments have been 
designed with this goal in mind (24-32), and have been applied to biomolec-
ules (19,27,31-36). Also, phase sensitive 2D Fourier Transformation, put 
forward by States et al. (37), has resulted in dramatic improvement of res­
olution of 2D NMR spectra (19,20,36-38). The analysis of the 'H NMR spectrum 
of protein E-L30 had to rely heavily on two of these recently developed 
methods, i.e. Relayed Coherence Transfer (RCT) and Double Quantum Spectros­
copy (DQSY), since external conditions could only be varied to a minor 
extent {vide supra). 
To our knowledge, the 2D NMR study of E-L30 presented in this chapter is 
the first case where, from the start, COSY, 2D-J NMR, RCT, DQSY and NOESY 
spectra were analysed systematically and simultaneously in order to obtain 
as many assignments of resonances in the 'H NMR spectrum of a protein as 
possible. Therefore in this chapter the emphasis is on the systematic 
approach of using 2D NMR methods and E-L30 functions essentially as an exam­
ple. 
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IV.2. MATERIALS Ь METHODS 
IV.2.1. Sample preparation 
Ribosomal protein E-L30 was isolated as described previously (39) (see also 
chapter III). In brief: proteins were extracted from 70 S ribosomes of E. 
coli MRE 600 with 67 % acetic acid and fractionated on a phosphocellulose 
column in 6 M urea. Fractions containing E-L30 were pooled, and E-L30 was 
purified by gelfiltration. The protein was dialysed extensively against H„0, 
lyophilized, and stored at -20 C. NMR samples prepared in 99.8 % D_0 or in 
90% H 0/10% D O , contained 2-4 mM protein, 100 mM KCl, 20 mM potassium phos­
phate leading to a pH of 6.8, and 0.02 % sodium azide. 
IV.2.2. 2D FT NMR Spectra 
2D FT NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker WM 500 spectrometer operating at 
500 MHz and interfaced to an Ascpect 2000 computer. Chemical shifts are 
quoted relative to 3-trimethylsilyl -(2,2,3,3-D) propionate; downfield 
shifts are defined positive. All 2D NMR methods used in the present study 
have been amply described in the literature (22,24,30) and all relevant 
parameters have been collected in chapter III, so only a brief account is 
presented here. 
All 2D NMR experiments consist of a sequence of two or more radiofre-
quency pulses preceded by a relaxation delay of about 1 s during which sol­
vent irradiation is employed (except "NOESY(H.O)-0", vide infra'). The pulse 
sequences feature an evolution period, t , which is incremented systemati­
cally during the experiment and a detection period, t„, during which the 
free induction decay (f.i.d.) is detected. To improve signal/noise usually 
some 128 to 256 f.i.d.'s were accumulated per t. value, resulting in a total 
duration of a 2D NMR experiment ranging from 16 to 40 hours. Thus a two-di­
mensional time-domain signal matrix, S(t ,t.) is obtained which is converted 
to a frequency domain matrix Sfu-.tO by 2D Fourier Transformation. In 
order to improve the resolution of the 2D NMR spectra sine-bell multiplica-
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tion (41) and zero-filling is employed usually resulting in a digital reso­
lution of about 5 Hz/pt. 
For ZD-J Resolved NMR one uses the pulse sequence: 
Relaxation Delay - 90° - t /2 - 180° - t /2 - t 
One 2D-J NMR spectrum was recorded, in D O at 25 C. 32 t. Values were sam­
pled ranging from 0 till 0.41 s in steps of 12.8 ras. The acquisition time 
during ty was 0.62 s. 
Correlated Spectroscopy (COSY) employs the following pulse scheme (40) 
relaxation delay - 90 - t - θ - t„(acquisition) 
We have recorded four COSY spectra in DO: one at 15 0C ("COSY-LT"), one at 
35 0C ("COSY-HT") and two at 25 0C ("COSY" and "COSY-45"). The "names" of 
the spectra are given in parenthesis. The spectrum "COSY" was obtained by 
data-collection during the mixing-time of "NOESY" {vide infra) in a so-
called C0C0N0SY experiment (27,28). "COSY-45" was recorded with a 45° mixing 
pulse (Θ), giving rise to a somewhat narrower diagonal (41), all other COSY 
spectra, in D_0 as well as in 90% HO, were recorded with θ = 90 . Three 
COSY spectra were recorded in 90% H20: one at 15
 0C ("COSY(H20)-LT")and two 
at 25 0C ("C0SY(H 0)" and "C0SY(H20)-HR"). The latter spectrum was recorded 
with amplitude modulation during t , with the carrier frequency at the low-
field end of the spectrum. 
Typically, t. values were incremented systematically between 0 and 40 
ms, except for "C0SY(H,O)-HR" where the maximura value of t. was 70 ms and 
"COSY-45" where it was 102 ms. Acquisition time (t ) was 205 ms in most 
cases except "COSYÍH-O)" (82 ms) and "COSY" (102 ms). 
Appropriate phase cycles were employed to select "η-type" peaks when the 
carrier frequency was placed in the middle of the spectrum, and to remove 
axial peaks (41). 
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Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement Spectroscopy (NOESY) was performed using the 
pulse sequence (44,45). 
RD - 90° - t. - 90° - τ . - 90° - t.(acq.) 
1 mix 2 n 
Three NOESY spectra were recorded in DjO; at 25 0C ("NOESY" and "NOESY-LR") 
and at 15 0C ("NOESY-LT"). The recording of "NOESY-LR" terminated at a t 
value of 26 mS resulting in rather poor resolution along the u axis of the 
2D spectrum. During the mixing time, τ ., of "NOESY" the f.i.d.'s of "COSY" 
were recorded (27). All three NOESY spectra recorded in D.O had a mixing 
time, τ . = 0.15 s, and a relaxation delay of 1 s. In "NOESY" and 
mix 
"NOESY-LT" 256 t values were covered from 0 to 50 ms in steps of 100 ys. 
The carrier frequency was in the middle of the spectrum, the acquisition 
time (t_) was 102 ras. Two NOESY spectra were obtained of E-L30 dissolved in 
90% H20/10% D 20, both at 25
 0C: "NOESY(H20)" and "Ν0Ε5Υ(Η20)-ψ". 
"N0ESY(H,0)" was recorded in a standard manner (2): solvent suppression by 
gated irradiation during the relaxation delay (0.8 s) and mixing time 
(τ . = 0.1 s), and t- ranging from 0 to 41 ms; the acquisition time was 82 
ms. For the other NOESY recorded in 90% H 0/10% D O no solvent irradiation 
was applied. Instead solvent suppression was performed by using a semi-se­
lective observation pulse, as described by Haasnoot & Hilbers (42). This 
experiment featured an acquisition time of 0.205 s, a mixing time of 300 ms, 
t ranging from 0 to 51 ms in 512 steps of 100 us. The mixing time could not 
be chosen shorter than 300 ms; τ . had to be long enough to allow for suf-
mix 
ficient decaying of transversal magnetisation of solvent protons, which is 
created by the first two non-selective 90 pulses preceding τ . . 
mix 
"N0ESY(H O)-0" was recorded with amplitude modulation in the t.. direction 
and with the carrier frequency placed at the low-field end of the spectrum, 
thus a pure absorption phase spectrum was obtained by phase-sensitive 2D 
Fourier Transformation (41). 
Except for "NOESY-LR" which, unintentionally, finished after 18 hours 
the recording of NOESY spectra typically took about 35 hours whereby some 
200 f.i.d.'s were acumulated per t. value. 
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Using the following pulse scheme two Relayed Coherence Transfer (RCT) exper­
iments were performed (24). 
R.D. - 90° - t 1 - 90° - τ/2 - 180° - τ/2 - 90° - t 2 
One spectrum, "RCT", was recorded in D O at 25 С and another RCT spectrum, 
"RCT(H 0)", was recorded in 90% H20/10% D 20 at 15
 0C. The "relay delay", τ, 
of both experiments was 30 ms. Solvent suppression was performed by irradi­
ation during the relaxation delay of "RCT(H-O)" and during both relaxation 
delay and t (but with lower decoupler power) in "RCT". The carrier fre­
quency was placed in the middle of the spectrum during both RCT experiments. 
The evolution time t was incremented in 256 steps of 200 ys in "RCT" to a 
final value of 51 ms, and in an equal number of steps of 150 ys in 
"RCT(H70)" leading to a maximal t value of 38 ms. In both experiments the 
acquisition time (t-) equalled four times the maximal t- value. A total of 
256 f.i.d.'s was accumulated per t leading to a total duration for both RCT 
experiments of approximately 30 hours each. 
The pulse scheme for Double Quantum Spectroscopy (DQSY) is (25): 
RD - 90° - τ/2 - 180° - τ/2 - 90° - t - 90° - t 
We recorded two DQSY spectra at 25 0C: one in D O ("DQSY") and one in 
90% H 0/10% D O ("DQSY(H 0)"). Solvent suppression was performed by irradi­
ation at all times, except during t and t in "DQSY(H 0)". In "DQSY" 
irradiation at the solvent frequency was also performed during t , but 
decoupler power was 15 dB lower. Both experiments "DQSY" and "DQSY(HO)" 
were recorded with the following parameter settings: 128 f.i.d.'s were 
recorded (acquisition time 0.102 s) per t value, and the preparation 
period, τ, was 32 ms. For "DQSY" 700 t values were covered from 0 to 35 ms 
in steps of 50 us, for "DQSY(H 0)" 800 t values were sampled ranging from 0 
to 40 ms, also in steps of 50 us. The experiments took about 23 hours and 
31 hours respectively. 
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IV.3 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
IV.3.1 Amino acid patterns in COSY. 
In Fig. 4.1 a COSY spectrum of E-L30 dissolved in D.O, recorded with a 45 
mixing pulse, is shown In this spectrum each amino acid of the protein is 
manifested by a typical pattern of crosspeaks. Assignments of resonances by 
means of 2D NMR is based on the fact that it is possible to discriminate 
between patterns arising from different amino acids. To illustrate this 
point we have constructed a COSY spectrum representing random coiled pro­
tein, which is shown in Fig. 4.2. The spectral parameters used to generate 
this spectrum were those reported by Bundi & Wuethrich (46). The spectrum 
was constructed as follows: for each of the seventeen amino acids present 
in E-L30 the one-letter code (48, see table 4.1) of the amino acid was 
placed at coordinates (ω.,ιΟ and (ω
η
,ω.) if the number of chemical bonds 
between two protons H, and H„, resonating at w. and ω
η
, is three or less. By 
connecting, via the diagonal, the'letters of a given amino acid residue its 
characteristic COSY pattern is obtained. Two examples of such patterns (for 
valine and threonine) have been drawn in Figs 4.1 and 4.2 by means of bold 
dashed (thr) and solid (val) lines. 
From a comparison of Figs 4.1 and 4.2 it is clear that the theoretically 
predicted "clustering" of crosspeaks (Fig. 4.2) in certain areas of the 
spectrum is borne out by the actual COSY spectrum of E-L30. Thus, big clus­
ters of crosspeaks are seen connecting the region 4-5 ppm, where most of the 
CaH protons resonate, with the region 1.5-2.5 ppm, where the bulk of the C0H 
resonances is found. Also a great number of connectivities, belonging to 
protons of the long side chains of lys, arg, glu, gin, pro, met and leu, is 
crowded in two "lumps" close to the diagonal and centered around 2.2 ppm and 
1.8 ppm. In E-L30 there are no less than twenty-six of such "long side-
chain" residues and it is practically impossible to untangle all these 
interwoven patterns. We will therefore concentrate in this chapter on the 
other residues which give rise to more appealing COSY-patterns. 
As is seen in Fig. 4.1 most crosspeaks, except those of the "long side 
chains" mentioned above, are well dispersed throughout the spectrum. This is 
a strong indication that E-L30 is not a random coiled protein: if it were, 
one would expect all crosspeaks of a given amino acid type to pile up on top 
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FIG. 4.1 COSY-45 SPECTRUM OF PROTEIN E-L30 
In this spectrum the patterns of threonines Tb, Te, Td, Te, Tf and Tr are 
indicated in the lower right half. The patterns of threonine Ta and valine 
Va are shown in full, (dashed and drawn line respectively). In the top left 
half ofithe spectrum the three-spin pattern of aspartate D39 is shown. Also 
the o-o connectivities of glycines Ga and Gb are indicated. The aromatic 
part of the spectrum is omitted from this figure; it is included in the COSY 
spectrum shown in Fig. 4.13 
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«— * - protons 
FIG. 4.2 TYPICAL POSITIONS OF COSY CROSSPEAKS OF AMINO ACIDS 
The typical positions of resonances in the I H NMR spectrum of a protein are 
indicated above the spectrum. By connecting the crosspeaks, as shown for 
valine (V) and threonine (Τ), the typical COSY patterns of the amino acids 
are obtained. Only the amino acids present in protein E-L30 are included in 
this figure. The connectivities of aromatic ring protons are not shown. 
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Of each other. E.g. in a COSY spectrum of a random coiled protein the 
connectivities between resonances of CÏH and CßH protons of all threonines 
will crowd together around (4.05, 1.20) ppm. Instead in Fig. 4.1 it is found 
that the chemical shifts of the threonine CßH protons range from 3.68 ppm to 
4.64 ppm and the CÏH protons of the six threonines in E-L30 appear to reso-
nate between 0.96 and 1.20 ppm. It is this dispersion of crosspeaks, which 
occurs as a result of the folding of the molecule rendering each copy of a 
given amino acid type positioned in a magnetically different environment, 
that makes the 2D NMR approach a viable method for investigating biomolecu-
lar structures. As a consequence, Fig. 4.2 should only be used as a rough 
indication of where certain crosspeaks may be located. 
Another thing that may be learned from an examination of Figs 4.1 and 
4.2 is that certain patterns are interwoven and may give rise to ambigui-
ties. For instance, if the resonance position of one of the CoH resonances 
of a glycine coincides with that of an alanine CaH resonance the sura of the 
resulting "A + G" patterns could easily be mistaken for a T-pattern leading 
to erroneous assignments. Another example is the V-pattern shown in 
Fig. 4.1 where there are at least five crosspeaks in a row that are all 
equally plausible candidates for the CctH-CßH connectivity. The emphasis in 
this chapter will be on how to solve such ambiguities. 
IV.3.2 Feasibility of a 2D NMR study on E-L30. 
Before attempting to extract resonance assignments from 2D NMR data one 
would like to have some idea about the quality of the data in order to 
decide whether chances of succes are good enough to make it worth the effort 
(accumulation of the data presented in this thesis took several hundreds 
hours of spectrometer time). One such criterium is the aforementioned dis-
persion of crosspeaks in the 2D NMR spectrum. In order to be able to make a 
careful decission about the feasibility of a 2D NMR study, eventually aimed 
at the description the spatial structure of a protein, at least a COSY and a 
N0ESY spectrum recorded in 90% H 0/10% D O should be available, and prefera-
bly also a COSY and NOESY recorded in D O . Thus, two C0C0N0SY experiments 
(27), one in DjO and one in H.O, should suffice for this purpose. 
A NOESY part of a C0C0N0SY experiment (27) recorded in 99% D,0 is shown 
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in Fig. 4.4, a NOESy spectrum recorded in 90% H 0/10% D O is shown in 
Fig. 4.5, and the most essential part of the C0SY(H„0) spectrum, i.e. where 
the connectivities between NaH and CaH protons are manifested, is shown in 
Fig. 4.6. The data in 90% H.O and in D.O are complementary: labile NaH pro­
tons are substituted with deuterons in D„0 and no crosspeaks involving these 
protons can be seen (cf. Fig. 4.3). On the other hand conectivities 
between NaH protons, resonating downfield from 7 ppm, and many other protons 
are readily observed in NOESY(HO) (Fig. 4.5) as are the ΝαΗ-CaH J-connec-
tivities in C0SY(H20) (Fig. 4.6), but now there is a dominant signal of H.O 
obscuring a substantial part of the spectrum centered around 4.8 ppm (c.f 
Fig. 4.5). 
The data present ample evidence that E-L30 adopts a well- ordered struc­
ture in solution. A number of crosspeaks is observed in N0ESY(D,0) connect­
ing the regions 6.5-8.2 ppm and 0.5-0.9 ppm. (This part of N0ESY(D 0) is 
shown as an inset in Fig. 4.13) The first region is often referred to as the 
"aromatic part" of the spectrum and contains the resonances of the aromatic 
ring protons; for E-L30 these are: his.g. his... and phe,„ (48). The spec-
АмАУ 
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FIG. 4.3 ^ NMR SPECTRUM OF RIB0S0MAL PROTEIN E-L30 
The 500 MHz lH NMR spectrum was recorded at 25 С in 99.9 % D20. The inset 
shows the downfield region of a spectrum recorded in 90% H20/10% D 20 which 
contains the resonances of N-protons. The arrows point at resonances of C2H 
protons of histidines which belong to unfolded protein. Asterisks indicate 
resonances of impurities. 
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FIG. 4.4 NOESY(D20) SPECTRUM OF PROTEIN E-L30 
The patterns of threonines Ta till Tf are indicated by connecting the cros-
speaks belonging to a given threonine in the lower right half of the spec­
trum. In addition to the α-β and β-Τ connectivities, which are also present 
in the COSY spectrum of Fig. 4.1, NOF.SY contains crosspeaks between a- and 
ï-resonances. In the top left half of this figure the patterns of isoleu-
cine If and valine Vc are indicated. The remote α-ϊ NOE connectivities of 
isoleucines lb, Ic, Id and le, of valines Va and Vb, and of two residues 
which are either isoleucine or valine, la/V and Vd/I, are also indicated in 
the top left half. 
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trai region upfield from 0.9 ppm contains almost exclusively the resonances 
of the methyl protons of valines, leucines and isoleucines. Hence, these 
NOESY crosspeaks give direct evidence for short interproton distances 
involving aromatic rings and methyl groups and thus suggest the existence of 
one or more hydrophobic domains in the molecule. 
A striking feature of NOESY(HO) (Fig. 4.5) is the presence of about 
twenty crosspeaks situated close to the diagonal in the 7-11 ppm region of 
this spectrum. These indicate the existence of short No.H-No.
+1H distances 
characteristic of α-helices (49). Also there are several CaH resonances 
shifted to positions downfield from 5 ppm which give rise to very weak 
intra-residual CaH-ΝαΗ NOE's but very strong inter-residual Co.H-No H 
NOE's. This is an indication for the presence of fJ-structure. In fact, a 
somewhat more elaborate analysis, presented elswhere (51), allowed us to 
establish the presence of antiparallel fl-strands in E-L30. The arguments 
mentioned above settle the issue of whether protein E-L30 adopts tertiary 
structure in solution and whether this structure is amenable to a NMR inves­
tigation: if we could assign the aforementioned NOESY crosspeaks we would be 
able to make detailed statements concerning the spatial structure of the 
protein. 
At this point the question must be asked: how good are the chances that 
the necessary resonance assignments can be obtained? This question may be 
rephrased as: can we see all the crosspeaks we need? Obviously, there is no 
way of telling a priori how many crosspeaks there should be in NOESY spectra 
since that requires knowledge of the structure of the protein. So the only 
criterium we have here is: "the more the better". In'this respect our 
N0ESY(H„0) spectrum compares favourably with similar data of other proteins 
of the same size for which sequential resonance assignments became available 
(4,5,6). However, the numbers of crosspeaks in certain areas of COSY spec­
tra can be readily predicted from the amino acid composition of the protein. 
For example each amino acid contributes one ΝαΗ-СаН conncectivity in COSY 
(HjO) except glycines, which have two CaH protons and may therefore contrib­
ute two peaks, and except prolines which do not have NaH protons. For this 
reason, the region of C0SY(H90) shown in Fig. 4.6 has been termed the "fin­
gerprint" part of the spectrum (2). There are 57 peptide bonds in E-L30, 
five involve glycines and there are two prolines, hence, we expect some 
55-60 crosspeaks. It is noted in passing that there are a few crosspeaks 
clustering in a small region around (ω.,ω.) = (3.3 ,7.3) ppm which manifest 
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The spectrum was recorded at 25 С with a mixing time of 0.1 s. A symme­
trized plot is shown, in which the crosspeaks of asparagine N48 and gluatime 
Q8 are indicated in the left and right half respectively. 
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FIG. 4.6 "FINGERPRINT" 
REGION OF COSY(H20) SPECTRA 
This spectral region con­
tains the connectivities of 
N-resonances (7-11 ppm) with 
α-resonances (3-6 ppm). The 
results of two different 
experiments are shown. The 
acquisition times, in both 
the t 1 and t, direction of 
"COSY(H20)-HR" (Fig. 4.6b) 
were approximately twice as 
long compared with 
"C0SY(H20)" (Fig. 4.6a). The 
crosspeak involving the 
N-proton of Xk is not shown 
in Fig. 4.6b because it was 
oustide the spectral width. 
The assignments of the con­
nectivities are indicated. 
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Connectivities between C6H and NcH of arginines. These disappear when pH or 
temperature is raised while all other crosspeaks remain. In Fig. 4.6 about 
forty four crosspeaks are well isolated from each other and are easily dis-
cernible. In addition, there are some twenty crosspeaks which are small and/ 
or strongly overapping. As has been mentioned (yide supra) protein E-L30 
has rather a limited stability (23) and so it may well be that part of the 
intensity around (w^ii^) = (4.3, 8.5) ppm represents a small fraction of 
unfolded protein, present in the sample. The presence of small, unidenti-
fied, crosspeaks has been observed for other proteins as well (7). 
According to Fig. 4.2 also the connectivities involving methyl groups of 
threonines and alanines may function as "quality checks". These crosspeaks 
have a much higher intensity than CaH-CßH connectivities of other residues 
that might be present in the same spectral region. Protein E-L30 contains 
six threonines and five alanines; we find thirteen strong crosspeaks in the 
area where threonine CfiH-CÏH, and alanine CaH-Cf5H, connectivities are 
expected. One of these crosspeaks involves the strong doublet at 1.36 ppm 
(marked with an asterisk in Fig. 4.3) which is caused by an impurity (its 
intensity strongly varies from one sample to another). This still leaves us 
with one more crosspeak than we care for. This situation, a surplus of 
crosspeaks, prevails throughout our COSY spectra and can, in most cases, be 
attributed to the presence of unfolded protein in the sample. 
In summary, there are strong indications for a well-defined structure 
for E-L30 clearly manifested in the 2D NMR spectra but analysis is hajnpered 
by the fact that the protein is stable only at moderate temperatures and 
neutral pH and furthermore by the presence of superfluous crosspeaks in the 
2D NMR spectra (most likely originating from some 5л unfolded protein pres­
ent in our samples). Thus, there are forseeable problems, but the data are 
promising enough to proceed with the analysis of the spectra. 
IV.3.3 Notations 
In order to improve the readableness ofthe text we will use brief notations 
to describe crosspeaks. Thus, Tx means: the crosspeak between the reso­
nance of the proton attached to the Ca atom and the resonance of the proton 
attached to the Cf5 atom of threonine (T) labeled 'x'. In a similar sense we 
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will use phrases such as: the α-β connectivity of Tx. Hence, protons are 
labeled as the carbon atoms to which they are attached. Amide protons, 
belonging to peptide bonds, will be referred to as N-protons, and the pro­
tons of the СУН, group of isoleucines will be called yM-protons. We will be 
somewhat casual about the use of the notations "crosspeak" (between reso­
nances) and "connectivity" (between spins); since this chapter deals exclu­
sively with 'H NMR some vagueness in the distinción between protons and pro-
ton-resonances does not lead to mis-interpretations. 
To facillitate the discussion Table 4.1 shows the amino acid composition 
of the protein (48) and explains the one-letter code (47). Table 4.2 
contains the final results of the resonance assignments (including the 
sequential assignments presented in the next chapter). 
The amino acids will be discussed in the following order: threonines, 
alanines, aromatic residues, aspartic acid and asparagine, glycines, 
serines, valines and isoleucines, "long side chains". In order to avoid 
overcrowding of the figures patterns are usually documented in only one half 
of the spectrum. Where in a given spectrum a particuar pattern can be found 
is indicated in the Figure Captions. 
gly (G) 
ale (A) 
thr (Τ) 
val (V) 
leu (L) 
ile (I) 
hie (Η) 
phe (F) 
eer (S) 
5 
5 
6 
4 
5 
6 
2 
1 
2 
aan 
aap 
gin 
glu 
lys 
arg 
pro 
met 
(Ν) 
(D) 
(Q) 
(E) 
(К) 
(R) 
(Ρ) 
(M) 
1 
1 
1 
4 
5 
6 
2 
2 
TABLE 4.1 AMINO ACID COMPOSITION 
OF E-L 30. 
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IV.4 RECOGNITION OF TYPICAL AMINO ACID CONNECTIVITY PATTERNS IN THE 2D NMR 
SPECTRA OF E-L30 
IV.4.1 Threonines 
According to Fig. 4.2 the o-ß-T patterns of threonines should be fairly easy 
67 
to spot in COSY. All big peaks in the area (4.2, 1.2) ppm are either Τ or 
afi 
A . Discrimination between A and Τ is possible because the T-patterns can 
be extended with an α-β connectivity and the Α-patterns cannot. However, in 
practice this is not so simple, since it is found that all thirteen large 
crosspeaks in the (4.2, 1.2) ppm area somehow "fit" into T-patterns because 
of the fact that the region close to the diagonal around 4 ppm is very 
crowded with glycine and serine crosspeaks (c.f. Fig. 4.1). What is called 
for is a method to establish α-ϊ connectivities for threonines directly. 
This is achieved for several threonines in the Relayed Coherence Transfer 
(RCT) spectrum shown in Fig. 4.7. As an illustration the pattern of the same 
threonine (Ta) as in Fig. 4.1 is drawn with a bold dashed line. By compari­
son of Fig. 4.7 with 4.1 it is seen that the α-β and β-ϊ connectivities are 
found in both COSY and RCT but that RCT in addition contains the relayed 
connectivity: Ta . This connectivity demonstrates unambiguously that three 
resonances at 5.70, 3.68 and 0.96 ppm arise from a linear "A.M.X," spin sys­
tem (since the splitting of crosspeaks is not resolved nothing can be said 
about numbers i,j,k of equivalent spins). In principle, there is still a 
remote possibility that a pattern assigned to a threonine is actually due to 
another "linear AMX residue" e.g. a valine with degenerate chemical shifts 
of both ¡f-resonances. However the positions of the T-connectivities are so 
unique that the chances that another amino acid is mistaken for a threonine 
is negligibly small. 
In addition to threonine Ta four more threonine-patterns are found with 
clear α-ϊ connectivities in RCT; these are: Tb, Tc, Tf and Tr. In order to 
avoid overcrowding the T-patterns (except for Ta) are only documented in the 
lower right half of Fig. 4.1. In this COSY spectrum two more T-patterns, Te 
and Td, are apparent but have very weak α-β connectivities. Such a low 
intensity of a crosspeak is readily explained by assuming a small J . 
α ρ 
coupling constant (40). The chemical shift of Te is almost unique and in 
favourable ID spectra (sample with low UDO content) this resonance could be 
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FIG. 4.7 REUYED COHERENCE TRANSFER SPECTRUM OF PROTEIN E-L30, RCT(D20) 
In the right half the patterns of Ta, Tb, Tc, Tf and Tr are documented, and 
in the left half those of Va, Td and la/V. The relayed α-ϊ connectivities of 
le and Vb are indicated in the bottom right of the spectrum and that of If 
in the top left. The relayed α-ϊ connectivities of lb, Ic, Id and Vd/I are 
indicated in both halves of the spectrum. 
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observed as a doublet with a barely resolved splitting; we estimate J ^ to 
be й 2Hz for this threonine. Unfortunately a small 3^ coupling constant 
also dramatically reduces the possible α-ϊ crosspeak-intensity in RCT (24). 
So in Fig. 4.9 we can only observe a tiny spot in the top left half of RCT 
at the position of a putative Td . For Те we do not even see the α-β con­
nectivity in RCT which may be taken as an indication that part of the ο-β 
coherence transfer has relayed to У to such an extent that Те is no 
longer, and Те is not yet visible. 
If an α-ϊ relayed connectivity cannot be established in RCT as a result 
of a weak J . coupling then chances are slim that the DQSY-equivalent of 
this connectivity, (ω,,ω„) = (ω +ω
ν
, ω.), will be strong enough to overcome 1 ζ α 8 ρ 
the noise-level of the spectrum. Indeed, in DQSY (Fig. 4.8) we could only 
establish remote connectivities for threonines Та and Tb without ambiguity 
(arrows in Fig. 4.8). The putative (ω +ω
γ
, ω 0) remote connectivities of the 
other threonines are all located in the very crowded area centered around 
(6300,2600) Hz so their presence cannot be ascertained. In addition to the 
(α+ϊ,β) remote connectivities, one also expect a crosspeak at (ω., w_) = 
(2ω
χ
, ω„) in DQSY since more than one proton resonate at ω_ and are coupled 
to the 0-proton. These peaks, demonstrating magnetic equivalence, are found 
for all threonines, except Tf and Tb. The intensity of these crosspeaks 
increases with decreasing J
 R (which may be verified using the theory pre­
sented in II. 1.5) and is thus strongest for Td, Те and Tc. For Та it is 
barely visible and for Tf and Tb it appears to be below the noise level. 
In Fig. 4.4, it is seen that the α-ϊ connectivities found in RCT also 
are present in N0ESY. Moreover, in N0ESY also the α-ϊ connectivities for Те 
and Td are clearly visible. NOESY crosspeaks need not arise as a result of 
intrâ-residual proton-proton contacts but may well be caused by a short 
inter-residual IH-1H distance, hence NOESY spectra should be used with cau-
tion in establishing intra-residual connectivities between remote protons. 
FIG. 4.8 DOUBLE QUANTUM NMR SPECTRUM OF PROTEIN E-L30, DQSY(D20) 
The specta of Ta, N48, D39 and Sa are documented in full. Arrows point at 
remote connectivities in which three spins are involved. E.g. for Ta there 
are two: (w.,u2) = (ω +ω_, ω
β
) and (2u)y,uß). In the top left half of this 
figure many remote connectivities are present representing (2β,α) or 
(β+β',α). These are particularly useful for the assignments of ß-resonances 
of long-side-chain (X-) residues. 
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However, for the problem at hand a possible alternative explanation namely: 
one glycine α-proton has the same chemical shift as the α-proton of some 
alanine and the other α-proton of this glycine is close to the f5-methyl 
group of the alanine, is rather far-fetched. 
In COSY, RCT, DQSY and NOESY we have now located the crosspeaks 
belonging to seven threonines: Ta-Tf and Tr, whereas there are only six 
threonines in the amino acid sequence of E-L30 (48). In our opinion Tr is 
somewhat suspect for a number of reasons. First, the β-ϊ crosspeak in COSY 
is ill-defined, i.e. looks more like a group of overlapping small peaks than 
like one tall discrete crosspeak as is seen for Ta-Tf. Secondly, in NOESY 
the intra-residual connectivities of Tr are barely visible, again in con-
aft RX 
trast with Ta-Tf. Thirdly, the position of Tr and Tr are located exactly 
at "random coil" positions (cf. Fig. 4.2). Hence, it is likely that Tr is 
not a threonine belonging to folded E-L30 and that its connectivities repre­
sent the sum of the patterns of threonines of a small amount of unfolded 
protein in the sample. From the intensities of histidine C2H resonances 
belonging to unfolded protein (23), indicated with arrows in Fig. 4.3, we 
estimate a content of 5-10 % random coil protein in the sample used to 
record the 2D NMR spectra (see also Chapter VI). 
After having assigned the resonances of the non-exchanging protons of 
threonines we must extend the assignments to include those of the N-protons. 
To this end 2D NMR spectra were recorded in 90% H 0/10% D O . The residue-
patterns in Fig. 4.1 and the "fingerprint" peaks of Fig. 4.6 share the chem­
ical shift positions of the α-protons. Obviously, in this respect there must 
be a 1-1 correspondence between both figures: if two patterns of different 
amino acids are found in COSY, overlapping at their α-positions then there 
should be two N-a crosspeaks in Fig. 4.6 for this α-position. For the down-
field α-protons of threonines Та, Tb and Tc the location of T^ is straigh-
forward, the α-chemical shifts being unique. 
The first problem arises with Те. Here we have two patterns in COSY, Те 
and Xc, coinciding at their α positions and we must now decide which of the 
two fingerprint crosspeaks, (ω ,ω ) at (4.96, 8.98) or at (4.96, 7.32) ppm 
belongs to Te. (Xc is some "long side chain" residue). This problem may be 
solved by RCT(H 0) if a N-f$ connectivity can be found. The relevant part of 
a Relayed Coherence Transfer spectrum of E-L30 recorded in 90% H.0/10% D O 
is shown in Fig. 4.9. Because of the small J
 β
 coupling constant of Те 
op 
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FIG. 4.9 RELAYED COHERENCE TRANSFER SPECTRUM IN 90% H 20 , RCTCH.O) 
Only the part of the spectrum which contains connectivities of N-protons is 
shown. This spectrum is used to match the α-S connectivities in C0SY(D 0) 
with the N-a connectivities in C0SY(H20) in cases where there is overlap of 
o-resonances. The relayed N-ß connectivities are mostly present in the top 
area of the spectrum, and their assignments are indicated. The bottom part 
of the spectrum contains the direct N-a connecivities, c f . Fig. 4.6. 
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FIG. 4.10 COMBINATION OF N0ESY(H20), COSY(D20) and COSY(H20) 
COSYCD.O) is the COSY spectrum of which the upfield region is shown, the 
fingerprint part of C0SY(H20) is included at the bottom and NOE's involving 
N-protons are present in the N0ESY(H20) spectrum at the left. In this figure 
the patterns of three amino acids are documented namely Td (dotted), Xi 
(dashed) and Ae (drawn). This figure illustrates how ambiguities caused by 
the coincidence of n-resonances, i.e. of Td and Xi, or of Ae and several 
other amino acids, is solved by the observation of N-ß connectivities. In 
order to avoid overcrowding, N-ß connectivities are documented separately; 
remote J-connectivities in Fig. 4.9 and NOE's in Fig. 4.11a and 4.11b. 
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chances are slim· that a N-ß relayed connectivity will be present in 
RCT(H 0). In the present case we would not be able to see it anyway since 
the putative Te crosspeaks coincides exactly, with Xg , the N-a connectiv-
ity of some "long side chain" residue. Fortunately, there is an unambiguous 
N-ß crosspeak for Xc in RCT(H 0) (Fig. 4.9) so that the chemical shift of 
Ν N 
Xc =8.98 ppm is established leaving only Te =7.31 ppm. 
For threonine Td too there is overlap of its o-proton resonance: Td and 
Xi coincide. For neither one of these, a N-ß connectivity is found in 
RCT(H„0), J „ is presumably too small for Td and since Xi is a strong con-
Z ap 
nectivity we must assume a weak J., for this residue to account for the 
' Να 
absence of X. in RCT(H_0). To assign the Td resonance we must therefore 
resort to NOESY(H.O)) as is documented in Fig. 4.10. This figure is composed 
of three different 2D FT NMR spectra. In the right half of it J-connectivi-
ties are located from C0SY(H 0) as well as COSY(DO) so that the patterns of 
Fig. 4.1 can be extended to N-a connectivities in the C0SY(H„0)-inset. In 
the upper left half NOE's involving N-protons can be seen. In Fig. 4.10 we 
use the COSY data to predict the positions of intra-residual NOE's. Clearly, 
N0ESY crosspeaks are found at positions Td and Xi if we take the N-reso-
N N 
nance at 9.10 ppm for Td and the one at 8.78 ppm for Xi , if we reverse the 
assignments of Xi and Td we do not find any intra-residual NOE's at all. 
For threonine Tf we are facing an even more serious situation: degener­
acy of the α-position is three-fold: the patterns designated Tf, Xq and la/V 
are all characterized by an α-chemical shift of 3.98 ppm. In Fig. 4.6 there 
are three corresponding N-a connectivities at (ω ,ιο,,) = (3.98, 7.71), 
(3.98, 7.85) and (3.98, 7.90) ppm. It appears that RCT(H 0), Fig. 4.9, is of 
no use to decide which of the three N-resonances belongs to which 
α-resonance since none of the three gives rise to a Ν-β connectivity in this 
N 
spectrum. Hence, our assignment of the Tf resonances has to rely on 
NOESY(H.O), (Fig. 4.11), where a Ν-Ϊ connectivity is seen for ω =7.90 ppm. 
In "NOESY(H_O)-0" which was recorded with a longer mixing time all three 
-intra-residual NOEs of Tf: Ν-α, Ν-β and N-T are clearly seen. 
Finally, there is "threonine" Tr. The chemical shift of the α-proton is 
ill defined in C0SY(Fig. 4.1) but a value of 4.40 ppm can be read-off from 
the α-ϊ remote connectivity in RCT (Fig. 4.7). In Fig. 4.6 it is seen that 
there is dramatic overlap of α-resonances at ω =4.40 ppm. In such a case 
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Ν it is preferable to leave the question of where Tr resonates open till 
more is known about other residues with u = 4.АО ppm. As is documented in 
α 
Fig. 4.6 and is described in the forthcoming sections of this chapter all 
well-defined crosspeaks in Fig. 4.6 with ω =4.40 ppm can be assigned to 
other residues, thus leaving only the crowded region with UL. between 8.2 and 
8.6 ppm for the N-a connectivity of Tr. In Fig. 4.11 it is seen that there 
Να is only one possible NOE: Tr which indeed lies at ω., = 8.32 ppm. Hence not 
only the α-β and β-Τ connectivities of this superfluous "seventh threonine" 
are located at a typical random-coil position; also the N-o connectivity is 
situated near the cross-point of "bulk" chemical shifts of a- and N-protons 
(46). This strengthens the suspicion that Tr is not a "real" threonine but 
the sura of all six threonines of a small percentage of random-coiled E-L30 
which is known to be present in the sample (.vide supra). 
In this section we have only described our reasoning for the assignment 
of threonine resonances where ambiguities were encountered. We have not 
discussed the remote Ν-β connectivities and intra-residual NOE's of residues 
such as Ta for which assignment is straightforward. In table 4.2 all reso­
nance assignments and observed intra-residual connectivities between remote 
protons, documented in Figs. 4.4, 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.11, are col­
lected. 
IV.4.2. Alanines. 
Of the thirteen strong crosspeaks in COSY(Fig. 4.1) that, according to 
Fig. 4.2 are to be assigned either as Τ or as A connectivities, eight 
have been dealt with in the previous section: these are the crosspeaks 
labeled Ta, Tb, Tc, Td, Te, Tf, Tr and *(impurity) in Fig. 4.1. Hence, 
there are only five left which agrees with the fact that there are only five 
alanines in E-L30. The five A crosspeaks have been labeled Aa till Ae. It 
is seen that the ala C-Η protons resonate a little downfield from the thr 
CT protons, in agreement with prediction (Fig. 4.2). 
In DQSY, Fig. 4.8, the crosspeaks at (ω,, ω 0) = (2ωβ,' ω ) for the ala-
1 Ζ ρ α 
nines have been indicated. All five crosspeaks for Aa till Ae are of approx­
imately equal magnitude. If there is not too much spectral overlap the 
o-protons of alanines can be identified in a 2D-J spectrum since they are 
the only α-protons coupled to three, equivalent, protons instead of to one 
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FIG. 4.11 NOE CONNECTIVITIES BETWEEN N-PROTONS AND SIDE-CHAIN PROTONS 
The NOE's between N-protons and β, Ϊ etc. protons are used to confirm the 
assienments of N-resonances to particular amino acid patterns. Fig. 4.11a is 
a so-called "magnitude" spectrum ("N0ESY(H20)") and Fig. 4.11b is an absorp­
tion mode representation of "NOESY(H2O)-0" obtained by phase sensitive 2D 
Fourier Transformation. Note the great improvement in resolution, without 
decrease in signal to noise ratio, of the latter spectrum. In order to 
avoid overcrowding, in Fig. 4.11a the N-positions are documented of most 
"non-X" residues and in Fig. 4.11b the N-positions of X-residues, of gly­
cines Ga and Gb, of glutaraine Q8 and of histidine Ha are indicated. The 
intra-residual NOE between the N- and α-proton of Ha is indicated in 
Fig. 4.11b because the corresponding J-connectivity is not visible in 
Fig. 4.6. 
(gly, thr, vai, ile) or two (all other amino acids) and give rise to a 
1-3-3-1 quartet. In Fig. 4.12 we have collected cross-sections of a 2D-J 
spectrum taken at chemical shift positions where well-defined multiplets 
could be observed. Quartets are apparent at 4.13, 4.16 and 4.31 ppra corre­
sponding with the α-positions of the alanines Ac, Ad/Ae and Aa/Ab respec­
tively. 
N 
To locate the A chemical shifts we use COSY(H 0) (Fig. 4.6), RCT(H 0) 
(Fig. 4.9) and N0ESY(H20) (Fig. 4.11). In Fig. 4.6 it is seen that the 
α-chemical shifts of alanines are strongly degenerate e.g. Aa overlaps with 
Ab and with about five other α-resonances. Still the Aa and Ab chemical 
shifts are readily found in RCT(H 0) (Fig. 4.9) by means of the Ν-β connec­
tivities of these amino acids. No clear-cut Ν-β connectivities could be 
detected for the other alanines in RCT(H 0). Alanines Ad and Ae do give rise 
to Ν-β NOE's which are documented in Fig. 4.11. The fingerprint-peaks of 
these two alanines are situated in a crowded part of Fig. 4.6. 
For Ac we were unable to find a N-ß conectivity, neither in RCT(H 0) nor 
in N0ESY(H20) for Ac. We therefore assign this Α-pattern (Fig. 4.1) to the 
N-termial alanine Al for which no N-resonance can be observed because the 
protons of the terminal NH, group exchange too rapidly with the solvent. 
If the six threonines belonging to 5-10% random coiled protein give rise 
to a Tr-pattern then one expects an "Ar" pattern of random coil alanines as 
well. However, a putative α-β crosspeak belonging to "random-coil" alanines 
would be overlapping strongly with Aa and thus its presence cannot be 
ascertained. Crosspeak Aa is somewhat less well defined compared with the 
aß 
other A connectivities. In addition, in Fig. 4.9 a N-ß relayed connectiv-
ity is observed (Ar) at the cross point of "typical" alanine N and β cherai-
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cal shifts for which no other assignment than A (random coil) has become 
available in the course of the analysis of the spectra. 
IV.4.3 Aromatic Residues 
According to Fig. 4.2 the two histidines, H19 and H33, and the single pheny­
lalanine F52 of protein E-L30 (48) should give rise to easily discernible 
patterns for the α-0-β' moieties. In Fig. 4.13 the COSY spectrum of Fig. 4.1 
is shown to which the aromatic region is added. The inset in Fig. 4.13 is 
part of a N0ESY(D90) spectrum plotted at the same scale as the COSY data. 
The interpretation of the connectivity patterns of the aromatic rings is 
straightforward: there is a C2-C4 connectivity for the histidines (this is 
the only effect of a long-range J-coupling seen in the COSY spectrum of this 
protein) and there is a three-spin δ-ε-ζ connectivity pattern for F52. The 
ζ-proton gives rise to a triplet at 6.68 ppra. The δ-ε crosspeak is situated 
rather close to the diagonal which makes it less easy to properly determine 
the chemical shift of the δ resonance. However, its position is readily 
read-off from the δ-ζ relayed connectivity in RCT (Fig.4.14). Hence, in 
spite of some disturbing crosspeaks originating from impurities (indicated 
with asterisks), the chemical shifts of aromatic ring protons are readily 
accessible and it is seen that both ε-protons, and also both δ-protons are 
equivalent, suggesting that rotation of the aromatic ring of F52 is fast on 
the NNR tiraescale. 
Using the three ß-ß' connectivities centered around 3.3 ppm (cf. 
Fig. 4.13) the "AMX" patterns of three αββ' moieties can be constructed 
which most likely belong to the aromatic residues. However, "through bond" 
J-connectivities are to weak to allow connection of the aromatic with the 
αββ' parts of the spectrum since the β protons are separated by four chemi­
cal bonds from the nearest aromatic ring proton. Fortunately, matching the 
aromatic connectivity patterns with the αββ' patterns is rather straightfor­
ward in NOESY(inset in Fig. 4.13) since the C4-resonances of the histidines 
and the δ-resonance of the phenylalanine give rise to intra-residual NOE's 
with all three protons ο, β and β'. 
The assignments of the N-resonances of both histidines and of FS2 are 
based on the observation of Ν-β and Ν-β' connectivities in N0ESY(H 0) 
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FIG. 4.12 CROSS-SECTIONS OF A 2D-J SPECTRUM OF PROTEIN E-L30 
The cross-sections were taken at the o-positions, except for N48 
(ß-position) Asterisks indicate intensities of overlapping resonances. 
(Fig. 4.11). The Ha a N crosspeak is barely visible in C0SY(H20) (Fig. 5.6) 
since the Ha -resonance is very close to the H_0 resonance and is "bleached 
out" by solvent irradiation. The N-a J-connecti\fity could be detected an a 
C0SY(H20) spectrum recorded at a lower temperature (15 0C, "COSY(H20)-LT", 
not shown). A Ha NOE is clearly visible in a NOESY spectrum recorded with 
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a serai-selective observation pulse (Fig. 4.11). The o-positions of the pat­
terns of Hb and Xk are identical (c.f. Fig. 4.6) and, accordingly, two N-a 
crosspeaks are observed at (ω., w_) = (ω , o O for ω = 4.48 ppm in the 
"fingerprint" part of COSY(HO) shown in Fig. 4.6. Deciding which one of the 
two crosspeaks belongs to Xk is simple since there is a clear Xk relayed 
connectivity in Fig. 4.9., leaving only ω., = 7.44 for Hb. 
IV.4.4 Aspartate-39 and asparagine-48 
In the area, where, according to Fig. 4.2, the α-β connectivities of asp (D) 
and asn (N) are expected, several crosspeaks are observed in COSY(Fig. 4.1). 
Even after elimination of the ο-β and α-β' connectivities of Ha, Hb and F52 
some five candidates remain for α-β connectivities with ω. between 2.5 and 
Ρ 
3.0 ppm, whereas E-L30 contains but one asp and one asn (residues 39 and 48 
respectively). 
There is only one possibility to construct a regular "AMX" pattern, 
using at least one of these crosspeaks. This pattern is indicated in the top 
left half of Fig. 4.1 and is tentatively assigned to D39. The pattern of 
this "AMX" system is also documented in DQSY (Fig. 4.8). In this figure two 
so-called "remote" connectivities, at (ω,,ω_) = (ω,,+ω,,ι,ω ) and (ω +ω 0,,ω 0), 
1 ¿ ρ ρ α α ρ ρ 
unambiguously demonstrate that we are indeed dealing with a three spin AMX 
system and not with accidentally overlapping patterns of othnr systems. In 
view of the downfield shifted position of the ß-resonance "asp" or "asn" is 
the most likely assignment, and we choose "asp" since we have a better 
N 
assignment for "asn" {vide infra). Spotting the D39 resonance is fairly 
straightforward since D39 is (almost) unique (Fig. 4.6). Moreover a relayed 
N-ß' connectivity is observed in RCT(H 0) (Fig.4.9) and both NOE's D39 and 
D39NP can be unmistakably identified in N0ESY(H20) (Fig. 4.11). 
As was pointed out by Zuiderweg et al. (8), the NOESY connectivity 
between both protons of the NTH, group of asn forms a good starting point to 
locate the connectivity patterns of this amino acid. The two NTH,, protons 
usually give rise to two resonances at about 6.9 and 7.6 ppm (46). Con-
struction of an "asn" pattern (N48) is then performed as follows: in COSY 
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FIG. 4.13 COSY/NOESY PATTERNS OF AROMATIC RESIDUES 
Three α-β-β' patterns are present in COSY-45, in addition to two C2-C4 con­
nectivities and one δ-ε-ζ pattern in the aromatic part of the spectrum. The 
problem arises which one of the three "aromatic" patterns belong to a given 
'aliphatic" pattern. This problem is solved by the NOE's (inset) between C4 
protons of histidines and 6-proton(s) of phenylalanine on the one hand and 
o- and f$-protons on the other hand. 
Note the presence of several crosspeaks in the NOESY spectrum 
( NOESY(DjO)-LR") connecting the aromatic region with the resonances upfield 
from 1 ppm. These NOE's indicate interactions between methyl groups and aro­
matic rings and thus suggest the presence of a hydrophobic region inside the 
protein. 
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FIG. 4.14 DOWNFIEU) REGION 
OF RCT SPECTRUM 
This region of RCTÍD.O) con-
tains the δ-ζ connectivity 
of F52, in addition to the 
δ-e and e-ζ connectivities 
which are also present in 
COSY (Fig. 4.13). 
F2 (ppm) 
all ω- ppsitions of possible № connectivities are collected, next in 
NOESY(H20) all candidates for a NI-Nï' connectivity are checked to see 
whether the NïH's can be connected to (one of the) CfJH's. Only one combina-
tion of N48 p in COSY(Fig. 4.1.) and N48 in NOESY(H 0) gives rise to fl-ï 
and ß-r' NOE's (Fig. 4.5). After thus having found the'chemical shifts of 
the CaH- CßH2- NIH2 moiety, the N-resonance is searched for in C0SY(H 0) 
(Fig. 4.6.). There is very much spectral overlap at ω = 4.34 ppm but the 
appropriate N-o connectivitiy of N48 is readily located by using the N-P 
connectivities in RCT(H20) and N0ESY(H 0) (Figs. 4.9, 4.5 and 4.11). Only 
α 
one N48 resonance could be found, suggesting equivalence of the chemical 
shifts of both β-protons of this residue. If this is so, one expects a cros-
speak at (t^.Wj) = (2Ua,«
o
) in DQSY and a doublet at «fl in a 2D-J spectrum. 
The remote connectivity of N48 in DQSY (Fig.4.8) is located in a rather 
crowded region; there is a peak at the proper position but we cannot be 
absolutely sure as to its assignment. In a 2D-J spectrum a clear doublet is 
present at 2.88 ppm. (Fig. 4.12). 
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Cc(H • COÍH' 
N-H*CÄH FIG. 4.15 DQSY(H20) SPECTRUM 
OF PROTEIN E-L30 
Only the crosspeaks at the 
N-position in the u a 
direction are shown. This 
spectrum contains the char-
acteristic (α+α',Ν) connec­
tivities of glycines (Ga and 
Gb). These crosspeaks are 
situated well clear of the 
"bulk" which represents the 
normal N-a connectivities. 
IV.4.5. Glycines. 
Protein E-L30 contains five glycines (48). In COSYCD.O) their α-a' connec­
tivities are present in the crowded spectral region centered around 4.0 ppm. 
(Fig. 4.1). After elimination of the threonine α-β connectivities (section 
IV.4.1) only the two serines may give rise to crosspeaks in this area in 
addition to the glycines. As will be clear from the previous sections, for 
identification of a pattern belonging to a given residue it is essential 
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that the amino acid under consideration has some unique spectral property. 
For a glycine use can be made of the feature that it is the only amino acid 
for which two α-protons are J-coupled to one N-proton. The most elegant 
demonstration of this feature is seen in DQSY(H-O) which contains glycine 
crosspeaks at (ο^,ΐι^) = (w
o
+u
o
, ,ω ). In Fig. 4.15 the relevant part of a 
DQSY(H.O) spectrum of E-L30 is shown, containing all crosspeaks with ы. = 
ω
Ν
. In addition to a "fingerprint" part of the spectrum, which now has the 
form (ω. ,<0 = (ω
Ν
+ω ,<0, two isolated crosspeaks are seen: designated Ga 
and Gb. From the positions of the crosspeaks we can thus read off: и„ and 
u + ω ι. With this knowledge, location of the N-a and N-a' connectivities 
a a 
in COSY (HO) and of the o-o' connectivities in COSY is straightforward and 
is documented in Figs 4.6 and 4.16 respectively 
Unfortunately, this approach only works well for two out of the five 
glycines. This need not be surprising since generation of a (ω +w • , ω.,) 
crosspeak in DQSY(H 0) requires that both coupling constants J and J^ , ι be 
sufficiently large (see chapter II). This condition is only just fulfilled 
for Ga and Gb judging from the low intensity of their N-a' crosspeaks. If 
the other glycines have even weaker N-a' couplings only one N-a fingerprint 
peak will be seen for these amino acids. Two more glycine N-a connectivi­
ties, designated Gc and Gd in Fig. 4.6, have been identified. Their assign­
ment is essentially based on the fact that these crosspeaks were "left over" 
after the N-a connectivities of all other patterns had been identified. The 
Gc and Gd crosspeaks are the only ones exhibiting a resolved splitting 
(c.f. Fig. 4.6b) which supports their assignment to glycine N-a connectivi­
ties. No a-α' connectivities could be found for Gc or Gd which suggests that 
the α-protons of these glycines form AB or AA type spin systems. The 
reverse situation is found for glycine Ge, for which a clear α-α' crosspeak 
is seen in COSY (Fig. 4.16) but for neither one of the two α-resonances a 
connectivity to a N-resonance can be established. 
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IV.4.6 Serines 
Inspection of Fig. 4.2 reveals that after assignments of ala, thr, asn, asp, 
his, phe and gly only serines may exhibit o-ß connectivities well separated 
from the big cluster of α-β crosspeaks around (4.5, 2.0) ppm. Since the 
resonances of a serine CßH« group are likely to be non-degenerate we are 
searching for two (48) "AMX" three-spin patterns in the rather unappealing 
area of COSY around 4 ppm which is shown on an enlarged scale in Fig. 4.16. 
As was seen with aspartate D39 the DQSY spectrum may be particularly useful 
for delineating "AMX" patterns, since it contains remote connectivities i.e. 
at (ω ,« ) = (ω.+w ,ω ) in addition to the "straight" connectivities. In 
Fig. 4.8 the DQSY pattern of one serine. Sa, is indicated. The construction 
of this pattern is explained in Fig. 4.17. First, the (ω +u 0 )u D,) and 
a ρ ρ 
(ω0+ω0,,ω ) remote connectivities are located (arrows in Figs 4.8 and 4.17). 
ρ ρ α 
To this end use is made of the fact that these remote peaks do not have a 
partner" positioned symmetrically with respect to the skew diagonal of the 
spectrum. Next, a square is constructed with both remote peaks at the cor­
ners. Finally, the sides of the square must be devided in two parts (with 
lengths M-A and X-M, see Fig. 4.17) in such a way that a peak is found at 
all seven remaining places. Obviously, there is only one way to do this in 
Fig. 4.8. Once ω ,ω- and w-t have been determined in DQSY the construction 
o p ρ 
of the "AMX" pattern is simple and is documented in Fig. 4.16. 
After filling in the Sa-pattern, it is seen that a second "AMX"- pat­
tern, strongly overlapping with the first, can be constructed in this figure 
(dotted line). This is most likely arising from the second serine; overlap 
in DQSY is too strong to decide about presence or absence of remote connec­
tivities. NOESYCHjO) contains a N-o, Ν-β and a N-ß' crosspeak for Sb at 
«
Ν
 = 7.10 ppm. The Sb J-connectivity in C0SY(H 0) is weak but reproduci­
ble (cf. Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b). 
N 
Returning to the first serine, Sa, we must still locate the Sa reso­
nance. In Fig. 4.6 it is seen that Sa overlaps only with Ae which has 
already been assigned. No Ν-β or Ν-β' relayed J-connectivities for Sa can 
be found in RCT(H 0). In Fig. 4.11 the Ν-β and Ν-β' NOEs of Sa have been 
indicated. 
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FIG.4.16 EXPANDED REGION OF COSY-45 
This region contains the crosspeaks of glycines Ga, Gb and Ge, and of 
serines Sa and Sb. The S-patterns are documented in full. 
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FIG. 4.17 SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A DQSY 
SPECTRUM OF AN AMX SPIN SYSTEM 
The arrows point at remote connectivities which 
can be used as starting points to unravel such 
patterns in a crowded DQSY spectrum of a pro­
tein. (See Sa in Fig. 4.8) 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
' 
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IV.4.7 Valines and isoleucines 
Protein E-L30 contains four valines, five leucines and six isoleucines (48); 
val and leu contribute two crosspeaks involving CH. resonances and ile con­
tributes three (see Fig. 4.2). Hence, a maximum of thirty six crosspeaks may 
be present in the upfield region of COSY shown in Fig. 4.18. It is clear 
from Fig. 4.2 that this spectral region must be our starting point in a 
search for V,L, and I patterns, because the o-0 connectivities of these 
amino acids are situated in the same spectral region as where the α-β con­
nectivities of many other residues (e.g. K, R, E, P) are found. 
To bring some clarity in Fig. 4.18 we have a few "entries" at our dis­
posal. First, the CH. resonances of val and leu are all doublets as are the 
CÏH. (henceforth called У
м
) resonances of ile. Only the ile C6H_ methyl pro­
tons are coupled with two protons (ϊ, ϊ') and give rise to triplets; they 
can thus be discriminated from all other methyl resonances. Our search for 
triplets in the 2D-J spectrum of E-L30 is documented in Fig. 4.19. Five 
triplets are readily found, the sixth (It) is somewhat less convincing. 
Using the triplet I resonances as starting points we can locate the T-6 and 
ϊ'-δ connectivities of isoleucines. This is shown in Fig. 4.18 for all six 
triplets, labeled Io till It . Both I and I connectivities for a given 
isoleucine have been connected by vertical bars. For Io and Iq the I and 
xy * X 
I connectivities are easily spotted since the I resonances possess 
unique chemical shifts. It is seen that the I and I crosspeaks of 
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FIG. 4.18 EXPANDED REGION OF COSY-45 
This region contains the β-ί connectivities of V and I and the Τ-δ connec­
tivities of L. The vertical bars indicate the connectivities of I methvl 
protons with pairs of I and I protons. Horizontal bars indicate the con­
nectivities of two methyl groups of V or L with one β- respectively 
y-proton. The assignments of V and I connectivities are indicated. 
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FIG. 4.19 UPFIELD REGION OF 2D-J SPECTRUM OF PROTEIN E-L30 
This spectral region only contains the methyl resonances of V, L and I. Only 
the δ-protons of I give rise to triplets all other mehtyl resonances are 
doublets. The positions of the triplets are indicated. 
these two isoleucines are clearly distinguishable from other crosspeaks 
because they have a "tilted" appearance. This is a typical feature of 
COSY-45 and is not observed when а ττ/2 mixing pulse is applied (e.g. see 
Fig. 4.10); it is of considerable use for the location of two other 
I - I pairs, namely Ir and Is, and one I of It. All known connectivi­
ties involving isoleucine δ-protons have been indicated by round dots in 
r *• 
Fig. 4.18. Some ambiguity remains for one It and both Ip protons but still 
we have managed to reduce the number of unassigned crosspeaks involving CH 
protons, by nine. 
ft Jf 
A second "entry" in Fig. 4.18 is provided by the observation that V 
and L connectivities usually occur in pairs. Both V 's or L 's are usu-
ally inequivalent, whereas I connectivities generate single crosspeaks. 
(see Fig. 4.2). Five pairs, indicated by drawn horizontal bars in Fig. 4.18, 
can be located in a straightforward manner. Four more may be found but are 
less certain; these have been indicated by dashed horizontal bars. According 
to Fig. 4.2 V protons resonate at about 2.0 ppra, some 0.5 ppm downfield 
relative to the L resonances. One may ask whether it is save to state that 
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DT UV · 
the three drawn bars at the bottom of Fig. A.18 represent V - V pairs. 
fi Y 
Fig. 4.20 summarizes V and L chemical shifts found in seven proteins for 
which Ή resonance assignments have become available (2-8). None of the 
nineteen L -resonances in the spectra of these proteins is shifted downfield 
beyond 2.0 ppm. Hence, there is a great likelihood that the three pairs of 
crosspeaks mentioned above originate from valines. 
In Fig. 4.1 one V-pattern, designated Va, is indicated with a bold drawn 
line. In this figure our choice of one particular crosspeak for the Va 
connectivity seems arbitrary since five other crosspeaks share the ω. chemi-
P 
cal shift of 1.96 ppm and are equally likely candidates. This brings us to a 
third "entry" for valines, and isoleucines, namely relayed o-T connectivi­
ties in RCT (Fig. 4.7). This figure convincingly demonstrates the Va reso-
nance to be at 4.S9 ppm since two Va connectivities are found in the upper 
left half of the spectrum. These peaks are below the lowest contour-level in 
the bottom right half of RCT (Fig. 4.7) in which all peaks appear to have a 
reduced intensity compared with the top half. One other valine, Vb, is 
apparent in Fig. 4.7. Now the relayed Vb peaks are more clearly visible in 
the bottom half of the spectrum because they are hidden in a vertical noise 
band in the top half. Only Va and Vb give rise to clear α-ϊ connectivities 
in RCT, none can be found for Vc. In fact, even the ο-β connectivity of 
this valine cannot be seen in C0SY-45 (Fig. 4.1). In Fig. 4.1 only two Vc 
"candidates" are present but Fig. 4.10 ("COSY") contains a third, weak, one 
at ω =4.30 ppm. That this is the proper position for Vc is strongly sug­
gested by two α-T connectivities in N0ESY(Fig. 4.4) which are absent for 
both other Vc candidates. Also the weak α-β connectivity suggests small 
value for the J „ coupling constant and thus explains the absence of relayed 
op 
o-T connectivities in RCT for this valine. 
In RCT (Fig. 4.7) seven more relayed connectivities, involving α-protons 
and CH, groups have been indicated. These are: Vd/I, la/V, lb, Ic, Id, If 
and le. An additional group of about five putative a-ï-connectivities has 
been designated "ire". The full α-β-ϊ pattern of la/V has been documented in 
Fig. 4.7. It is seen in Fig. 4.18 that the ß"*., connectivity is a lonestand-
ing peak strongly suggesting that this pattern must be assigned to an iso-
leucine. However, none of the I or I resonances located thus far, vide 
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FIG. 4.20 DISTRIBUTION OF CHEMICAL SHIFTS OF V P and L* RESONANCES 
The data for this figure were taken from resonances assignments of seven 
different proteins (2-8). 
supra, shows a connectivity to the p-resonance of la/V. This leaves us with 
ft X" RX ' 
two possibilities: either the la and la crosspeaks are too weak to be 
seen, or la/V does not arise from an isoleucine but from a valine with 
degenerate I-resonances. At this point this question remains open. 
Three isoleuclnes. Id, le and If, show clear-cut "l"-patterns: relayed 
α-3Γ„ connectivities in RCT (Fig. 4.7) and lone-standing β-ί,, connectivities 
Π M 
C0SY(Fig. 4.18). Isoleuclnes lb and le are somewhat less straightforward 
because their β-ϊ
Μ
 connectivities are situated in a crowded spectral region. 
In Fig. 4.12 the doublets of the o-resonances of lb, Ic, Id, If and la/V, 
taken from a 2D-J spectrum, are shown. 
A clear о-У connectivity is seen at at ω = 5.55 ppm, designated Vd/I, 
in Fig. 4.7. Since there is only one CTH involved one is inclined to 
assign this pattern to an isoleucine. However, according to Fig. 4.18 there 
is an alternative: it is possible that one of the ï-resonances of a valine 
is broadened substantially, (as is not uncommon for upfield shifted CH 
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resonances; slow motion of a CH. group relative to an aromatic ring may give 
rise to exchange-broadening), resulting in a drastic decrease of intensity 
of J-connectivities. In Fig. 4.18 a second, weak, crosspeak connected by a 
βϊ' 
dashed bar with the β-ϊ connectivity of Vd/I may thus be assigned: Vd 
As to the JfM position (0.93 ppm) of the five or so putative I relayed 
connectivities designated Ire in Fig. 4.7 it may be verified that not one 
reliable β-ϊ connectivity at o>Y = 0.93 ppm can be found in Fig. 4.18. Since 
we are already fully supplied: three times V, five times I and twice V/I, 
and since 0.93 ppm is a typical "random coil" position for the ï^-protons of 
isoleucines (Fig. 4.2) we attribute the Ire crosspeaks in RCT to the already 
mentioned fraction of unfolded protein in the NMR sample. 
In C0SY(H90), Fig. 4.6, the search for N-a connectivities to complete 
the assignments of "I" and "V" patterns is immediately successfull for: 
Vd/I, Va, If, Ic and Id because of the unique chemical shifts of their 
o-protons. 
Ie and Vb have practically identical chemical shifts and in Fig. 4.6 
two "candidates" for their N-a connectivities are present. With the aid of 
RCT(H_0) the ambiguity arising because of this overlap is solved in a 
NS NB 
straightforward manner: both le and Vb are present in this spectrum 
(Fig. 4.7). 
This leaves three I" and/or V" resonances to be located namely those of 
Vc, la/V and lb. Unfortunately no N-ß connectivities that could possibly 
belong to these residues are present in RCT(H„0) and thus we have no option 
but to use NOESY(H.O) to help us find the N-resonances of these three amino 
acids. The α-position of lb is not unique, it overlaps with Xr . In 
Fig. 4.11 the intra-residual NOE's involving the amide protons of lb and Xr 
have been indicated. On these NOE's the assignments of the lb and Xr finger­
print peaks in Fig. 4.6 are based. 
Even stronger overlap is observed for (la/V) and for Vc . The α-proton 
,N __,.__ yN 
of la/V has almost the same chemical shift as the α-protons of Xq and Tf. 
N 
The assignment of Tf has already been described in section IV.4.1. This 
leaves us with two (ω
β
.«
Ν
) fingerprint crosspeaks: (3.99, 7.71) ppm and 
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(3.98, 7.85) ppm, one is to be assigned as Xq the other as (la/V) . The 
assignments shown in Fig. 4.6 arise from the observation of intra-residual 
N-ß NOE's, both for la/V and for Xq, as indicated in Fig. 4.11. 
For Vc there is overlap with Ga and Aa . Since both Ga and Aa 
crosspeaks have already been assigned {vide supra) only the α-N crosspeak at 
(4.30, 7.28) ppm remains for Vc. This assignment is corroborated by N-fJ, 
N-T and N-T' NOESY crosspeaks indicated in Fig. 4.11. 
IV.4.8 Glutamine 8 
Protein E-L30 contains but a single glumatine residue: Q8. As may be seen 
in Fig. 4.2 a Q-pattern is strongly interwoven with the patterns of glu (E), 
arg (R), lys (К), met (M) and pro (Ρ) in a COSY spectrum. However, as was 
noted for N48 (section IV.4.4) the side-chain amide protons may be taken as 
starting points, making a Q-pattern somewhat better accessible than for 
instance К or P-patterns. 
In N0ESY(H 0), Fig. 4.5, a strong connectivity is present between two 
resonances of labile NH protons with chemical shifts of 6.12 ppm and 7.65 
ppm. Since COSY(H90), Fig. 4.6, does not contain crosspeaks at these pos­
tions, neither for w,, = 7.65 ppm nor for ω^ , = 6.12 ppm, these two resonances 
are excellent candidates for the resonances of the ΝδΗ protons of Q8. Using 
the Q8 postion of 6.65 ppm as a starting point, four NOE's involving this 
resonance are readily detected in Fig. 4.5. Once the chemical shifts of 
these are known it is then easily verified that also the other Q8 proton, 
at 7.65 ppm, gives rise to NOE's to the same set of four protons as is shown 
in Fig. 4.5 where all relevant crosspeaks have been connected by a dotted» 
line in the lower right half of the spectrum. This group of four protons may 
well represent the CßH„ and CTH„ moieties of Q8. COSY spectra recorded at 
15 С or at 35 0C (Fig. 4.22) contain a α-β connectivity at (w ,ω0) = 
α ρ 
(4.75, 2.40) ppm. This crosspeak is not present in the COSY spectrum shown 
in Fig. 4.1 because it is "bleached out" by the irradiation which was 
employed to suppress the solvent resonance. RCT(H_0) contains a Ν-β connec­
tivity at (wß,(i),,) = (0.86, 8.37) ppm (Fig. 4.9) and there are NOE's in 
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Fig. 4.11 at (0.86, 8.37) ppm and at (2.40, 8.37) ppm. Based on these 
observations we tentatively assign the resonances at 8.37, 4.75, 2.40 and 
0.86 ppm to respectively the Ν, α, β and 0' protons of Q8. 
IV.4.9 "Long Side Chains" 
Assignments for K, R, £, L, Ρ and M is practically impossible in this early 
stage of the analysis of the 2D NMR spectra since the patterns of these 
residues are strongly interwoven (Fig.2). However, it is important to, at 
least, attempt to assign Ν-α-ββ' moieties to "long side chains", designated 
"X" in the figures, because these resonances play a key role in the sequen­
tial resonance assignment procedure. Thus, in a later stage we will wish to 
discriminate between intra- and inter-residual Ν-β connectivities. Moreover, 
α-protons involved in α-β connectivities, but not in Not connectivities might 
be found which would be good candidates for Ρ protons. 
Essentially the assignments are based on the one-to-one correspondence 
between α-β connectivities in C0SY(D 0) and N« connectivities in COSY(H„0). 
However, there is now the additional problem that there are two ß-protons 
per α-proton which gives rise to ambiguities when two or more α-resonances 
overlap. For instance, five α-β crosspeaks are present in COSY with 
ω = 4.23 ppm (see Fig. 4.21). There are no less than twenty-six possibili-
α 
ties to account for their presence: (i) there may be five different residues 
involved; each crosspeak representing an α-β connectivity of one amino acid. 
(ii) It may be that four residues have w =4.23 ppm in wich case the five 
crosspeaks are to be assigned as one α-β/α-β' pair plus three separate α-β 
connectivities. If we choose for this option there are ten permutations of 
I 
assignments to try out. (iii) Finally it is also possible that only three 
α-protons resonate at 4.23 ppm in which case our five crosspeaks represent 
two α-β/α-β' pairs and one separate α-β connectivity 
a situation for which fifteen permutations are available. 
Which one of the twenty-six ways to assign thefive α-β crosspeaks with 
ω =4.23 ppm is the correct one is decided unambiguously with the acid of 
the DQSY spectrum shown in Fig. 4.8. In this spectrum three crosspeaks are 
present at ω 9 = 4.23 ppm which, because of there position in the spectrum 
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FIG. 4.21 EXPANDED REGION OF COSY 
This region contains the α-β connectivities of' the X-residues: K, R, E, M, L 
and P. (a) "COSY-45", (b) "COSY(D20)" The superior resolution of COSY-45 is 
caused essentially by the longer acquisition times, in t1 and t,, employed 
for this experiment. 
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can only be assigned as remote (β'+β)-α or 2fJ-a connectivities. There is 
only one way to reconsible these three ω.. (DQ)- positions with the five 
aforementioned fi- positions namely as indicated in Figs. 4.8 and 4.21 for 
the three systems XI, Xp and Xv. 
The assignments procedures for N-o-00' patterns of X-residues is the 
same as for the other residues described thus far. Thus, α-p connectivities 
are found in COSY(D_0) (Fig. 4.1), N-o connectivities are present in 
COSy(H.O) (Fig. 4.6), and when the α-positions of two or more patterns over­
lap then the decision of which N-a crosspeak belongs to a given α-p cros-
speak is based on N-p connectivities. These are preferably established in 
RCT (H,0) (Fig. 4.9) because then one is absolutely sure that they represent 
an intra-residual connectivity; if absent in RCT (H„0) one has to rely on 
"through space" N-a connectivities manifested in NOESYÍH.O) (Fig. 4.11). 
The crosspeaks belonging to "long side chain" X-patterns have been docu-
mented in Figures 4.6, 4.8, 4.9, 4.11 and 4.21, and the results are summa-
rized in Table 4.2. The assignments are not dicussed explicitly in the text; 
the procedures are strictly analogous to those of the other residues. More-
over the assignments of X-patterns turned out to have only a marginal bear-
ing on the sequential assignments and resolution of the spatial structure. 
IV.5 CONCLUSIONS 
In spite of the fact that our NMR samples of protein E-L30 are only stable 
at neutral pH and moderate temperatures, and contain some 5-10 % unfolded 
material we have succeeded in assigning all resonances of twenty four amino 
acids: two glycines, five alanines, six threonines, four valines, two 
serines, one penylalanine, two histidines, one asparagine and one aspartic 
acid. In addition the Ν-α-Ρ-Τ
Μ
 moieties of all the six isoleucines have been 
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FIG. 4.22 COSY SPECTRA RECORDED AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES 
The top spectrum was recorded at 35 0C ("COSY(D2(^-HT"), and the bottom spec­
trum was recorded at 15 0C ("C0SY(D20)-LT"). The temperature dependence of 
the resonance position of the solvent is indicated by means of the dashed 
vertical lines. The crosspeaks belonging to Q8 and Xx cannot be seen at 25 
0C since they coincide with the solvent at that temperature (cf. Fig. 4.1) 
assigned. Tentative assignments were made for three glycines and one gluta-
mine. Thus at least thirty assignments of "backbone" N-a-fJ protons of E-L30 
are available, comprising over 50 % of the 58 amino acids in the molecule. 
In addition some 25 X-assignments have been made where "X" stands for "leu, 
lys, arg, met, pro or glu". 
We found both methods RCT and DQSY to be of considerable use in the 
assignment procedures. RCT is particularly helpful in unraveling patterns of 
linear AMX systems such as α-β-ϊ in thr, val and ile, or Ν-α-β, which in 
principle is possible for all amino acids except pro and gly. Although DQSY 
can also be used to elucidate linear A>DC patterns via (ω,+ω
χ
,ω
Μ
) crosspeaks 
we found the remote connectivities (ω +w,,,u(.) and (w.T+u0,w ) to be located 
α S ρ Ν ρ α 
in rather unappealing, crowded, spectral regions. DQSY turned out to be of 
great help to deliniate the AMX patterns of αββ' moieties of amino acids 
like ser, asp and "long side chains". Moreover, DQSY(H?0) allows straight­
forward identification of glycines. 
It is noted that remote connectivities established in RCT or in DQSY 
rely on the fact that certain J-coupling constants are large enough, since 
buildup rates of remote connectivities involve terms sin(iTJt). In principle 
RCT and DQSY can be "tuned" for certain coherence transfer pathways involv­
ing certain values of coupling constants. Thus a RCT spectrum recorded with 
a particular "relay delay", τ, may reveal crosspeaks absent in other RCT 
spectra. On the other hand for small values of coupling constants relay 
delays tend to become long compared with transversal relaxation times mean­
ing that coherences involved in a coherence transfer pathway decay faster 
than they build up. This means that a 100 % score for remote connectivities 
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in DQSY or RCT is usually not attainable and some assignments will have to 
rely on NOESY spectra. Although NOESY crosspeaks are not guaranteed to 
involve j'ntra-residual connectivities we found the method reliable enough to 
establish remote connectivities in case DQSY and RCT failed. 
All assignments of resonances are summarized in table 4.2.. Also col-
lected in this table are all intra-resiual crosspeaks, involving remote pro-
tons, in the 2D NMR spectra of E-L30. 
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CHAPTER V 
SEQUENTIAL RESONANCE ASSIGNMENTS AS A BASIS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF A 
LOW-RESOLUTION SPATIAL STRUCTURE FOR PROTEIN E-L30 OF E.coli. 
Abstract 
NOESY spectra of ribosomal protein E-L30 were searched for inter-residual 
connectivities involving peptide bond amide protons in order to establish 
sequential neighbourships between amino acid residues. By comparing these 
data with the actual amino acid sequence of the protein sequential resonance 
assignments became available for almost 90 % of the amino acids in E-L30. 
With the aid of these assignments some 30 NOESY connectivities could be 
interpreted in terms of short interproton distances involving remote sites 
in the polypeptide chain. It turned out that these contacts between resi­
dues generated enough constraints to allow construction of a low-resolution 
three dimensional structure for the protein. 
V.l INTRODUCTION 
About three years ago, К Wuethrich and coworkers (1) outlined a strategy to 
use 2D FT NMR for obtaining sequential resonance assignments as a basis for 
the determination of spatial protein structures. This strategy relies on 
the observation (2) that according to the available protein crystal struc­
tures, distances between the NaH proton of one amino acid and a NaH, CaH or 
C&H proton of another amino acid that are 3.5 A or shorter, are in 80 to 
90 % of all cases generated by residues which are adjacent in the amino acid 
sequence. If, for instance, a NOE is detected between a histidine CaH and a 
threonine NaH it is almost certain that both these residues are present in 
the sequence as a dipeptide histidine-threonine which, in the case of E-L30, 
can only be his.,-thr , . In the foregoing chapter we have described the 
assignments of NaH, CaH and CßH protons for thirty-four amino acids namely 
for five glycines, five alanines, four valines, six threonines, one aspartic 
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acid, one asparagine, two histidines, one phenylalanine, six isoleucines,one 
glutamine and two serines. In the first part of this chapter we will 
describe the sequential assignments of these, and other, residues. 
In the second part of this chapter some 30 inter-residual NOE's will be 
documented and will be used to generate a three dimensional structure for 
protein E-L30. This structure will be compared with the crystal structure of 
the related protein B-L30 isolated from B. stearothermophilus, which has 
been resolved by J. Dijk and coworkers (3), simultaneously with and indepen­
dently from the work presented in this thesis. The availablility of a struc­
ture for E-L30 in solution and a crystal structure for B-L30 allows us to 
adress the following issues. First, to what extend do both structures 
resemble each other. Secondly, is there a correlation between homologous 
regions in the amino acid sequences (53 % in all) and the spatial structures 
of the proteins. Thirdly, how do structures of ribosomal proteins compare 
with those of other proteins. Can the present insights in the mechanisms of 
protein folding, which almost exclusively derive from studies of crystal 
structures of cytoplasmic and serum proteins, be generalized to include pro­
teins from other sources such as the ribosome? As to this latter question, 
the results of the present study indicate that ribosomal proteins possess 
some unique structural properties. 
To facilitate the reading of this chapter we will use the same nomencla-
α N 
ture for resonances of protons as in the previous chapter. Thus Ha -Tb rep­
resents a connectivity between the CaH proton of his and the Nail proton of 
thr. . 
D 
V.2 MATERIALS & METHODS 
The isolation of E-L30 from 70 S ribosomes of E. coli MRE 600 (4) and the 
recording of 2D FT NMR spectra has been described in detail in chapter III 
and a brief resume can be found in the foregoing chapter. In this chapter 
the 2D NMR spectra will designated as in the previous chapters. Chemical 
shifts are quoted relative to 3-trimethylsilyl-(2,2,3,3, -D) propionate; 
downfield shifts are defined positive. The most relevant aspects of the 
2D FT NMR spectra have been included in the figure captions. 
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V.3 SEQUENTIAL RESONANCE ASSIGNMENTS 
V. 3.1 General remarks 
There are three short distances between protons of neighbouring residues 
that can reliably be used to establish sequential NOE connectivities 
1
 • H 
-C'H *—-~?N -CH-—-^N 
FIG. 5.1 DEFINITIONS OF INTER-PROTON DISTANCES 
(Fig. 5.1). These are à.^ (CaH^NaH^), d ^ (NoHi-NaHi+1) and dßN 
(CpH.-NoH. . ) , where the relevant proton pair is given within the parenthe-
sis. The distances d ... d.,.T and de., were designated d, , dn and d. respec-
aN NN pN 1 2 3 
tively in a paper by Billeter et al. (2) where they were introduced. Both 
d
 N and d.N connectivities are direction specific; d N depends only on the 
dihedral angle φ of the Ca.-C'. bond whereas d„ N in addition depends on the 
dihedral angle χ of the Ca -CP. bond. Connectivities between subsequent 
amide protons, dL·»,, are not direction specific and depend on both dihedral 
angles ф(С -С1) and 0(No-Ca). Since all three sequential connectivities 
involve at least one amide proton it is necessary to record the 2D NMR spec­
tra in H^O solution, because most, if not all, ΝαΗ protons are quickly 
replaced by deuterons, when the protein is dissolved in D.O. 
It may be inferred from the distances d „, d N N and d- upon the backbone 
dihedral angles 0 and ψ that the NOE connectivities corresponding with d 
aN 
and d
 N are to some extent mutually exclusive and are informative regarding 
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the secondary structure of the polypeptide chain (2). Thus, «L-, connectivi-
ties prevail for o-helical conformations whereas fl-strands are characterized 
by d .. connectivities. The results of the sequential resonance assignments 
ON 
A i P ( T ! K | I T 0 T R i J > * I G R 1 1 I . P K H I \ / k T L L y . G L R i y G H T V - E R E D T ^ » l H 6 J < l N A V i S F M V i y f E ^ i 
¿ж m Ш Ш m'inir'-.'-Mum щ щ — 
Ν.Η*—HjO · · · · · 
FIG. 5.2 SUMMARY OF SEQUENTIAL RESONANCE ASSIGNMENTS 
The amino acid sequence of E-L30 is shown on top. The three types 
of sequential connectivities between residues are indicated by 
blocks. The bars indicate (i, i + 3) connectivities, characteres-
tic of o-helices. The dots at the bottom mark amino acid with 
labile NoH protons. Connectivities which cannot be established 
with certainty, because they overlap with other connectivities, 
are indicated by broken lines. 
are summarized in Fig. 5.2 and in Table 5.1. Examination of Fig. 5.2 shows 
that for several segments in the peptide chain the d connectivities pre­
dominate while other segments exhibit predominantly d connectivities 
between sequential neighbours. Oftentimes d„ connectivities can be found 
simultaneously with d „ or d.^ , connectivities. Since these have a lower 
J
 aN NN 
intrinsic reliability (2) than d or d connectivities we have used d-N 
and d
r M connectivities only for confirmation of assignments based on d ., 
and/or d crosspeaks. 
TABLE 5.1 
Residue 
*
1 B1 
1
У
8 2 
t h r3 
1 1 е4 
^•5 
І 1 в6 
thr7 
gln8 
t h r9 
а г в
іо 
ser 1 1 
а 1 а12 
і 1 е
із 
B l yl4 
"«IS 
l e ui6 
pro 1 7 
l y 818 
h i e19 
l y e20 
a l a21 
t h r22 
l e U23 
l e U24 
В І У25 
l e U26 
в
1 у27 
pat 
Ac 
XI 
Tc 
le 
Xb 
If 
Та 
Q8 
Td 
Sa 
Aa 
Ib 
Ge? 
Xe 
XJ 
Hb 
xq 
Ad 
Tf 
Хг 
XP 
Ge 
Xo 
Gb 
tern Chemical shifts (ррш) 
ΝαΗ СОН CßH others 
-
8.78 
8.35 
9.20 
8.40 
9.23 
9.00 
8.35 
9.10 
8.90 
9.08 
8.07 
-
7.63 
9.02 
4.13 
4.52 
4.98 
4.73 
5.25 
4.87 
5.70 
4.78 
4.52 
4.19 
4.31 
3.90 
3.73 
4.03 
4.70 
4.56 
1.58 
1.97 
4.08 
1.72 
1.72 
1.56 
1.63 
3.68 
2.40 
0.86 
4.26 
4.08 
1.40 
1.85 
2.02 
1.35 
1.06 
0.86 
0.77 
0.96 
6.12 
7.65 
1.05 
0.93 
(Ύ) 
< γ
Μ
> 
( V 
(Y) 
(δ) 
(fi·) 
(Ύ) 
( V 
1.73 (γ) 
1.37 (γ·) 
7.44 
7.85 
8.35 
7.90 
7.97 
7.96 
8.30 
7.88 
7.79 
4.49 
3.88 
4.15 
3.95 
3.88 
4.23 
3.43 
4.12 
4.27 
3.63 
3.57 
3.11 
1.95 
1.50 
4.31 
1.99 
1.58 
1.85 
1.65 
2.18 
7. 
7. 
1. 
.14 
96 
30 
(C4) 
(C2) 
(Ύ) 
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Residue p a t t e r n Chemical s h i f t s (ррш) 
ΝαΗ CctH CßH others 
1 е и2в 
а Г в29 
"«30 
1 1 β31 
g l y32 
h l e33 
t h r 3 4 
в 135 
e l U36 
"837 
e l U38 
β 8 ρ39 
t h r40 
Ρ Γ 0 4 1 
а 1 в42 
І 1 е43 
arg 4 4 
g l y45 
- ^ β 
І 1 е47 
a s n48 
a l e49 
v a l
5 o 
В е Г51 
P h e 5 2 
Xf 
Xk 
Xg 
Ic 
θα 
Ha 
Tb 
Va 
Ха 
Xe 
XI 
D39 
Te 
Ae 
Іа/ 
Xu 
Gd 
Xs 
ld 
N48 
Ab 
Ve 
Sb* 
F52 
7.51 
11.05 
7.31 
8.45 
9.15 
8.02 
8.12 
8.94 
8.43 
8.98 
8.88 
8.36 
7.31 
8.20 
7.71 
8.69 
8.45 
7.43 
8.08 
8.25 
8.00 
7.51 
7.28 
7.10 
7.01 
4.70 
4.46 
4.63 
3.43 
4.31 
3.58 
4.73 
5.42 
4.59 
5.36 
4.95 
4.26 
4.45 
4.96 
4.17 
3.99 
3.96 
3.93 
4.10 
4.12 
3.15 
4.34 
4.31 
4.30 
3.84 
4.64 
1.70 
1.45 
2.00 
1.62 
1.58 
3.52 
3.16 
3.70 
1.96 
1.89 
1.79 
1.50 
1.97 
2.95 
2.19 
4.64 
1.44 
2.35 
2.14 
2.48 
1.90 
1.75 
2.88 
1.73 
2.14 
4.15 
4.02 
3.38 
3.08 
0, 
7 
7 
1 
0. 
1 
0. 
0, 
6. 
0, 
0. 
7. 
7. 
6. 
.87 
.24 
.86 
.05 
.79 
.19 
.96 
.70 
94 
.89 
.70 
,16 
24 
68 
<YH) 
(C4) 
(C2) 
<» 
<i> 
(γ) 
( V 
(V 
(γ) 
(γ) 
(γ*) 
(δ) 
(ε) 
(ζ) 
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Ш е
*53 
v a l54 
1 у в55 
V a l56 
*
1 U57 
в 1 и5в 
XW 
Vd/I 
Xd 
Vb 
Xh 
Xn 
Residue pattern Chemical shifts (ppm) 
NaH CaH CßH others 
8.01 4.56 2.12 
7.10 5.55 1.89 0.59 (γ) 
0.65 (γ') 
8.85 4.75 1.60 
8.80 4.88 1.96 0.90 (γ) 
0.85 (γ') 
9.10 4.64 1.85 
2.13 
8.33 4.32 1.94 
2.05 
V.3.2 Assignments for residues 3-8 and 33-40 
A convenient way to document sequential resonance assignments based on d „ 
connectivities has been put forward by Wagner et al. (5). In a combined 
N0ESY/C0SY spectrum, as shown in Fig. 5.3 one can construct "walks" from 
COSY crosspeaks. via the diagonal to N0ESY crosspeaks and vice versa. Such a 
walk from crosspeak to crosspeak in the 2D NMR spectra is the equivalent of 
a walk from proton to proton in the protein molecule. Stepping from a No,Η 
to a Co.Η proton is done via the J-coupling, i.e. involves a COSY crosspeak, 
and stepping from Co.Η to No. Η involves a N0ESY crosspeak. 
One walk in Fig. 5.3 starts at the o-position of histidine Ha. (Note: in 
this chapter we use the same subscripts for the amino acids as in the previ­
ous chapter). In addition to two intra-residual NOE's involving the Ha pro­
ton (N-o and C4-e, see chapter IV) a strong inter residual NOE is observed 
to a NoH resonance at 8.12 ppm. Entering the COSY spectrum at this position 
we come upon the N-o connectivity of a threonine namely Tb. According to the 
amino acid sequence (6) shown in Fig. 5.2 the dipeptide "his-thr" does occur 
in E-L30 namely for residues 33 and 34. Thus, we tentatively assign Ha and 
Tb to H33 and T34 and proceed to follow the counterclockwise spiral in 
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FIG. 5.3 d^M "WALK" FROH НЭЗ TILL T40 
The counterclockwise spiral starts at the α-position of H33 (arrow). The 
"walk", discussed, in section V.3.2, corresponds with stepping from proton 
to proton in the protein molecule according to: NOESY: H33 -*T34 
COSY: T34N-*T34a NOESY: T34a->V35N etc. The residue-specific assignments, 
discussion in Chapter IV, which were available from the outset of the 
sequential resonance assignments procedure, are indicated in the parenthe­
sis. 
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Fig. 5.3 by entering the NOESY spectrum at position Tb . Here a strong 
crosspeak is seen between this a-resonance and a N-resonance at 8.94 ppm. 
This N-resonance, which has a unique chemical shift, is subsequently identi-
N fied in the COSY spectrum as: Va . At this point it is safe to drop the 
adjective "tentative" for the assignments of H33 and T34 and assign Va to 
V35. 
Such a tripeptide, consisting of "non-X" residues may function as a 
'bridgehead" in the course of the assignment procedures. ("X" residues are 
residues that give rise to complicated patterns in 2D NMR spectra so that 
their identity is not know at this stage of the analysis. The X-residues 
are: K, R, P, L, E and M). Considering the sequence, Fig. 5.2, there is 
now a "gap" ahead of three X-residues: E36, R37 and E38 before we reach a 
new "bridgehead" namely the dipeptide D39-T40. The first step, starting with 
V35 in NOESY (Fig. 5.3) leaves little choice: there is only one inter-resi­
dual crosspeak connecting this a-postition to a N-resonance at 8.43 ppm. 
у у' 
Also both groups V35 and V35 give rise to d—^ NOE connectivities to 
N 
this N-resonance at 8.43 ppm (Fig. 5.7) which is therefore assigned to E36 . 
According to COSY, Xa is the only X-residue with ω., = 8.43 ppm hence Xa = 
E36. Continuing with the spiral walk in Fig. 5.3 the N-position of R37 is 
easily found from the E36a-R37 connectivity in NOESY, and in COSY the R37 α 
Να 
connectivity is identified as Xc . Since both α-positions of Te and Xc are 
practically identical we cannot be sure that the single inter-residual d 
α 
connectivity available to us with this α-position involves Xc . On the other 
hand, we have no other option but to pursue our walk using this crosspeak 
which leads XI to be tentatively assigned to E38. Fortunately, we can imme­
diately ascertain the correctness of this "blind" step R37 -ЕЭ8 because the 
next residue in line is D39 which is the only aspartate in the sequence of 
E-L30. Indeed, a strong connectivity E38 -D39 is seen in Fig 5.3 in agree­
ment with assignments made thus far. The D39 chemical shift is unique and 
α N 
so it is easy to spot the D39 -T40 connectivity in the NOESY spectrum at 
ω.. = 7.31 ppm. In COSY two residues share this N-chemical shift: Te and Xg; 
N 
obviously Te = T40. 
At this point we, once again, might find ourselves in search for a d „ 
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(K0K2 
(Τ«)Τ7 
(TdlTÍ 
(И) 14. 
( Ι·> 16 
Ci — «η 
< 5i — 
T9(Td),K20(i) 
li (И) 
Οβ 
16(1«) 
тэао < — 
FIG. 5.4. SEQUENTIAL d -WALKS K2-»T9 AND S11-»I13 
The assignments for residues 3 till 8 are discussed in section V.3.2, for 
residues 11 till 13 in section V.3.4 and for residues 2 and 9 in section 
V.3.5. The COSY spectrum ("COSY (HjO)", see Chapter III) is in so called 
magnitude representation and the NOESY spectrum ("NOESY (Η,Ο)-φ") is in 
absorption mode. 
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Connectivity in the NOESY spectrum. The only candidate for such a connec­
tivity at position ω =4.96 ppm was "used up" as R37 -E38 . However, the 
next residue in the sequence of E-L30 is proline P41 which has no amide pro­
ton. This accounts for the absence of a d
 M connectivity involving T40 but 
at the same time brings our d ., walk to an end in this direction. 
Not being able to proceed in the direction of the C-terminus we may 
return to the starting point of the d
 N walk in Fig. 5.3, H33, and try to 
work our way backwards to residues 32, 31 and so on. This is indeed possi­
ble, but involves other steps than exclusively d connectivities, this will 
be discussed in section V.3.S. 
Another d
 N walk is documented in Fig. 5.4. This one starts at the 
α N 
unique position of Tc which shows a d „ NOE to If which also has a unique 
position. Checking this dipeptide against the sequence (Fig. 5.2) it is seen 
that T3-I4 is the only thr-ile pair available (I6-T7 is not eligible; there 
is no ambiguity about the direction ••I for this d connectivity). We thus 
assign Tc to T3 and If to 14. Again entering NOESY spectrum, now at the 14 
N 
position the d ., NOE to K5 is located easily at 8.40 ppm. Upon entering 
the COSY spectrum at this position it is seen that Xb is the best candidate 
to be assigned as K5. The chemical shift of K5 is unique as is the posti-
N N 
tion of 16 (le ). Hence, the d ., connectivity between K5 and 16 is 
unambiguous. After establishing 16 in COSY, the 16 -T7 connectivity is 
located in the NOESY spectrum, and in COSY again it is found that T7 = Ta. 
Finally entering NOESY at ω =5.70 ppm (T7 ) we assess the chemical shift 
N 
of Q8 to be 8.35 ppm. At this point our walk comes to an end because what­
ever COSY crosspeak with ω
Ν
 = 8.35 ppm we use as Q8 , we are unable to 
reach any of the two remaining threonines Td or Tf. Later in this chapter it 
will be demonstrated that Td = T9 and that the reason that we cannot find a 
proper Q8 COSY crosspeak is that it has been "bleached out" by irradiation 
at the frequency of the H_0 resonance. 
N 
The position of T3 at 8.35 ppm is by no means unique and quite a few 
NOESY crosspeaks are observed that may be assigned to K2 -T3 . There is no 
way, at this point, to ascertain which one is correct. The assignment K2 = 
160 
Xi, as indicated in Fig. 5.4 will be discussed in section V.3.5. 
In addition to the d
 v
, connectivities between the sequentially adjacent 
aN 
amino acids described above, several connectivities of the d^, d^, or dy N 
type were detected. These have been indicated in Fig. 5.2 and are documented 
in Fig. 5.7. 
V.3.3 Assignments for residues 42-50 and 19-26 
In principle it should always be possible to establish sequential connectiv­
ities via d
a N since an c^ and a N proton cannot move further apart than 
about 3 . 8 A , which is still in the range of proton-proton distances that may 
give rise to observable NOE's. In practice however, especially for 
α-helices, sequential d „ connectivities can sometimes hardly be detected 
whereas (!_. connectivities are readily observed. Two "walks" which prima­
rily involve cLj^ connectivities are documented in Fig. 5.5a and 5.5b. 
N 
The first walk starts at 7.71 ppm; the position of (la/V) . In the 
lower part of Fig. 5.5 the dL.N connectivity between la/V and Xu is indi-
N N 
cated. Since the positions of (la/V) and Xu are both unique there is no 
doubt about the proper assignment of this (7.71 ppm, 8.69 ppm) crosspeak. 
There are four options for the assignment of this d
 M connectivity namely: 
1-Х, X-I, V-X and X-V. According to the amino acid sequence of E-L30 
(Fig. 5.2) (disregarding residues 3-8 and 33-40 which have already been 
assigned) the following assignments are available: R30-I31, I43-R44, 
M46-I47, M53-V54, V54-K55, K55-V56 and V56-E57. Hence, we have to continue 
our d walk before we can decide how to assign la/V and Xu. 
NN 
N 
The next step brings us from Xu to an amide resonance at 8.42 ppm. In 
C0SY(H 0)-HR (Fig. 5.5b) it is seen that Gd is the best candidate for this 
N-resonance. This third residue of our walk, being a glycine, is in corre­
spondence with I43-R44-G45 and with I47-M46-G45, and eliminates all other 
aforementioned possibilities. Hence, Gd =G45. 
The fourth amide proton of our d walk resonates at 7.43 ppm, again a 
IS l 
FIG S.Sa 
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FIG 5.5 SEQUENTIAL d ^ CONNECTIVITIES 
The "fingerprint" part of two COSY (Η,Ο) spectra are shown on top: (a) 
"C0SY(H20)", (b) "COSY(H20)-HR". The resolution of the latter spectrum is 
better because the data were recorded with longer t. and t, acquisition 
times. The bottom spectra represent the downfield regions of two NOESY 
(H20) spectra: (a) "NOESY (Η,,Ο)" and (B) "NOESY(H2O)-0". Here the superior 
resolution of (b) compared with (a) results from phase sensitive 2D Fourier 
Transformation, i.e. absorption mode versus magnitude mode representation. 
The mixing times of the NOESY spectra are: (a) 100 ms and (b) 300 ms. In 
the COSY spectrum of (a) the residue-specific assignments are indicated and 
in (b) the sequential assignments are shown. 
The following dNf, "walks" are indicated in Fig. 
5.5b: =H19-L26, =I43-S51, 
=G32-H33, =F52-V54, and in Fig. 5.5a: =I43-V50 
(Ia/V-Vc), =A12-I13 (Aa-Ib) and =R29-R30 (Xk-Xg). 
The letters (d), (e) and (f) refer to NOE's collected in Table 5.2. 
N 
unique position, assigned to Xs . After having unambiguously assigned four 
NaH positions in a row we still do not know the identities of the residues 
involved because Xs can be assigned to R44 as well as to M46. Fortunately, 
we can still continue the walk and find the fifth amide resonance at 8.25 
ppm. According to the two assignments agreeing with this d^M walk performed 
thus far, the fifth residue is either 143 or 147. Indeed, the amide reso­
nance at 8.23 ppm can be assigned to an isoleucine: Id. Ironically, although 
only one stretch of five amino acids in the sequence of E-L30 matches our 
(L_. walk,namely 143 till 147, the mirror symmetry "l-X-G-X-l" of the 
involved residues and the fact that d._. connectivities are not direction 
NN 
specific allows the walk to be read in both directions: 143 •* 147 and 
147 •* 143. The situation is saved by the fifth cL_, step that leads to a 
resonance at 8.00 ppm, which according to COSY must be assigned to either 
Ν N 
N48 or Xw . Since the sixth residue in the present walk must be either A42 
or N48 it is now clear that we have been stepping from one amide proton to 
another in the direction 43 •* 48. 
Now that we know "where we are" it is seen in Fig. 5.2 that the next 
residue is A49. Hence, although three cL^, crosspeaks are available with one 
1S3 
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of the amides resonating at 8.00 ppm, it is clear that we must pick the one 
N 
connecting N48 with a resonance at 7.51 ppm which is the only way to reach 
N 
an alanine amide proton namely Ab . Finally, there is only one way to con­
nect Ab to a valine namely via а а
ш
 connectivity to Vc. This crosspeak is 
situated rather close to the diagonal but is still readily detectable in 
Fig. 5.5 thanks to the superior resolution of the absorption phased 
"N0ESY(H O)-0" spectrum. 
For the moment we will conclude the first d M N walk at this point. On 
this stretch of seven cL, connectivities the assignments of residues 43 till 
50 are based. The first four steps in the walk are unambiguous, involving 
amide protons with unique chemical shifts. However, sequential assignments 
could not be made because the ambiguity in the direction of the walk, i.e. 
"either 43->47 or 47->43". The next three steps, are N48-A49-V50, involve 
three well identified residue patterns and allow proper choices for the <L^ 
N N N N 
crosspeaks even though N48' overlaps with Xw and A49 overlapes with Xf . 
Several steps in this (L^ walk from 143 to V50 are confirmed by d^jj, d ^ 
and/or dyj4j connectivities (Figs. 5.2 and 5.7). Moreover, since these 
connectivities are direction-specific (i ••i+l ) they can be used to estab­
lish the direction of a d connectivity. Thus, even if we had only suc­
ceeded in establishing la/V-Xu-Gd we would have known the direction 
la/V •* Xu from the ары connectivity resulting in the correct assignment 
I43-R44-G45. 
N 
Finally, starting again at the position of 143 one more step can be 
made in the direction of the N-terminus by means of a d. and (L,., (only in 
Fig. 5.59) connectivity between Ae (which is thus assigned to A42) and 143. 
There is no unambiguous way to proceed to P41 and we will just have to allow 
for the one-residue gap between T40 and A42. 
The second walk of this section is documented in Figs. 5.5b and 5.7 and 
starts with Hb. Since Ha has been assigned already to H33, Hb must be H19. 
For the first step we have a "100 % score": all three types of sequential 
connectivities <l·^ (Fig. 5.5b), d (Fig. 5.7) and dß (Fig. 5.7) are 
N 
observed to a N-resonance at 7.85 ppm which belongs to Xq . Hence, Xq = K20. 
The next residue in the sequence (Fig. 5.2) is A21. Since there is a clear 
185 
!f!3 
NOESY 
FIG. 5.6 SEQUENTIAL daN WALKS V54-E58 AND L28-G32. 
The starting points of the walks are indicated by arrows. The assignments 
are discussed in sections V.3.4 and V3.5. The labeling (c) of crosspeak 
R29-R30 refers to table 5.2. 
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Ν Ν dL·.. connectivity Xq -Ad .^ . . . , ^ . , . , ., ,, ._, 
T W ' ^ , this alanine is located fairly easily: Ad = A21. 
At this point in the sequential resonance assignments procedure, there are 
still two "vacant" threonines: Td and Tf. Now Tf can be assigned to T22; 
both a <L_. and a do N connectivity establish its neighbourship next to A21 
(Figs. 5.5b and 5.7). 
The next eight residues to be assigned are L23, L24, G25, L26, G27, L28, 
R29 and R30, in other words: X-X-G-X-G-X-X-X. The first step, T22-L23 is 
Υ N based on three connectivities: d , dß and T22 -L23 (Fig. 5.7) establish-
N N 
ing the position of L23 at 7.97 ppm. T22 resonates at 7.90 ppm; this small 
ν Ν 
difference in chemical shifts of only 0.06 ppm between T22 and L23 causes 
a putative cL-, crosspeak that must almost coincide with the diagonal in 
N0ESY(H„0) (Fig. 5.5). Although, it is not impossible that such a connec­
tivity exists, we simply cannot be sure. In COSY(H-O) (Fig. 5.5) there are 
two crosspeaks with «„ = 7.97 ppm: one with ω =3.88 ppm (Xr) and one with 
ω = 4.23 ppm (Xp). Carefully scrutinizing the spectra "C0SY(H 0)-HR" and 
"N0ESY(H O)-0" shows that Xr is the proper choice for L23; Xp resonates just 
a trifle further upfield at 7.96 ppm. This is most clearly seen by connect­
ing both crosspeaks T22a-L23N and T22P-I,23N in N0ESY(H O)-0: the line 
passes exactly through the j'ntrá-residual NOE Xr and just touches Xp 
FIG 5.7 ASSIGNMENTS OF NOE'S INVOLVING AMIDE RESONANCES. 
Not included in this figure are the d ^ connectivities, shown in Fig. 5.5. 
Sequential d ., connectivities are indicated by large numbers which refer to 
the figures where their assignment is documented. E.g. the assignment of 
crosspeak "4" at the bottom of the figure can be found in Fig. 5.4 
(T7 -Q8 ). /ntra-residual NOE's are indicated by the assignment of the 
amino acid under consideration. Sequential NOE's are indicated according to 
the participating resonances, e.g. αΝ, βΝ, ΪΝ. For instance, there are three 
intra-residual connectivities involving the ß-proton(s) of N48 (2.88 ppm) 
and a sequential βΝ connectivity to A49. This crosspeak is connected to an 
intra-residual (Νβ) connectivity of A49 which, in turn, is connected to the 
sequential βΝ connectivity to V50. Again, for V50 there are two intra-resi­
dual crosspeaks (Να and ΝΪ), both of which designated "V50" and are con­
nected to the N-position of S51 by sequential αΝ and ΪΝ connectivities. For 
S51 are three intra-residual connectivities (Να and twice Νβ) at the N-posi­
tion, and there is one αΝ sequential connectivity to F52. Thus, sequential 
connectivities are documented by connecting a sequential NOE crosspeak with 
intra-residual crosspeaks of the participating amino acids. 
The letters (a), (b), (g) and (h) refer to Table 5.2. These NOE's are dis­
cussed in section V.3.5. 
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N0ESY(H20) contains a crosspeak at (7.96, 8.30) ppm. According to 
N COSY(H.O) the resonance at 8.30 ppm is to be assigned to Gc whereas the 
N N N 
resonance at 7.96 ppm originates from either Xr (=L23 ) or Xp . Thanks to 
the superior resolution of tOSY(H 0)-НІГ and "N0ESY(H O)-0" (c.f. Fig. 5.5a and 
N 
5.5b) we can decide that Xp is a slightly better candidate. Moreover, a 
Ν N 
L23 -Gc connectivity is unlikely since it would require Gc to be assigned 
to L2U and we prefer to assign Gc to a glycine (see foregoing chapter). 
Ν N Assigning the crosspeak at (7.96, 8.30) ppm as Xp -Gc means that we have 
"used up" the only crosspeak that could bring us any further starting with 
Ν N L23. In Fig 5.5 it is seen that one more step can be made in the Xp -Gc 
Ν N 
walk namely Gc -Xo . Hence, the most probable assignment for this unit is 
X-G-X meaning that Gc should be assigned to either G25 or to G27. If we 
choose Gc = G25, i.e. Xp-Gc-Xo = L24-G25-L26 then there are two NOE's of 
particular interest namlely A21a-L24N and T22a-G25N (c.f. Fig. 5.11). These 
so-called d
 ы
(і,і+3) NOE's are typical for α-helices {vide infra). Moreover 
Ν N 
since L23 and L24 have almost identical chemical shifts it is clear why a 
Ν N 
L23-L24 connectivity cannot be found: e.g. L23 -L24 coincides with the 
diagonal and L23 -L24 coincides with the intra-residual connectivity L23 
The assignments of residues 24 till 26, based to some extent on (i,i+3) con­
nectivities, should be regarded as tentative at this point. In section V.3.5 
it will be shown that the Gb, is to be assigned to G27 which lends support 
to the present assignment Gc = G25. 
V.3.4 Assignments for residues 11-13 and 51-58 
α N 
In Fig. 5.4 a NOE is indicated connecting Sa and Aa . Both residues Aa and 
Sa are also involved in a d
 M connectivity indicated in Fig. 5.5b. Since the 
dipeptide ser-ala occurs only once in the sequence of E-L30 there is no 
doubt about the assignment S11-A12. The next residue in the sequence is 
ilel3 which is one of the two isoleucines that remain to be assigned, the 
candidates being lb and Ic. Indeed, sequential connectivities between Aa and 
lb are readily observed: d (Fig. 5.4), d (Fig. 5.7) and d (Fig. 5.5a). 
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For the moment we will stop here and refrain from attempting to bridge the 
gap between assigned residues 113 and H19: G14-L15-R16-P17-K18. 
Amino acids occurring only once in the sequence of a protein may serve 
as good starting points for sequential assignment "walks". Starting with 
F52 there is only one dMK. step one can make, namely by means of a connectiv­
ity between two resonances at 7.01 ppm and 8.00 ppm (Fig. 5.5b). Two N-pro-
N N 
tons resonate at 8.00 ppm: N48 and Xw . Having assigned all sequential 
N 
connectivities involving N48 , we may assign Xw to either S51 or M53. The 
a 
chemical shift of the Xw resonance, 2.12 ppm, favours the assignment M53. 
Moreover assignment of Xw to S51 is in conflict with assignments of serines 
desribed in the foregoing chapter. 
A strong NOE is seen in Fig. 5.5 between resonances at 8.00 ppm and 7.10 
Ν N 
ppm; i.e. between Xw and (Vd/I) . This finding agrees well with the assign­
ment F52-Xw-(Vd/I) = F52-M53-V54. Thus, the assignment of M53 appears to be 
correct, especially since we can extend our "walk" at least to V56 {vide 
infra). It is noted in passing, that since we have assigned (la/V) to an 
isoleucine (143) we must assign (Vd/I) to a valine (see chapter IV). 
Continuing our walk we switch from (L., to d „ connectivities. In 
Fig. 5.6 it is seen that Vd gives rise to two inter-residual NOE's to N-re-
N N . 
sonances: one at 8.85 ppm (Xd ) and one at 9.10 ppm (Td ). All threonines 
except T9 being assigned, we have no choice but to interpret the latter NOE 
ri Ν 
as V54 -T9 , which at this stage of the assignment procedure is only confus­
ing, but will make perfect sense in a later stage of the analysis {vide 
infra). We use the NOE Vd -Xd as our sequential V54-K55 step, thus assign­
ing Xd to K55. It is no problem to extend the walk to the only valine not 
assigned thus far,i.e. Vb, by means of the d „ connectivity Xd -Vb . Hence, 
we assign Vb to V56. 
Continuing with our walk in Fig. 5.6, a d „ connectivity leads from Vb 
to Xh which is therefore assigned to E57. Next, a strong d „ connectivity, 
which not necessarily derives from Xh , since Xg has the same resonance 
position, leads to a resonance at 8.32 ppm which is tentatively assigned to 
N 
E58 . According to C0SY(H 0) the most plausible candidate for E58 is Xn. 
At this point S51 is the only "gap" left in the assignments of the seventeen 
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C-terminal residues. Since Sa has already been identified as SII (vide 
supra) S51 must be Sb; there are only two serines in E-L30. A clear d ., 
(Fig. 5.7) and a less pronounced d-,,, connectivity (Fig. 5.5b) connect Sb to 
V50, thereby firmly establishing the assignment Sb = S51. Finally, weak d „ 
and dßN connectivities (Fig. 5.7) attach S51 to F52 so that an uninterrupted 
series of sequential connectivities extends from A42 to E58. 
V.3.5 Assignments for residues 2,9,15,16 and 27-32 
At this point only one threonine crosspeaks, Td has remained unassigned 
N 
and may thus be attributed to T9. Starting with Td making a step in clock-
wise direction in Fig. 5.4, a d . , connectivity is found (Fig. 5.4) to 08 
CXÍ4 
resonating at 4.75 ppm. Hence, from both d
 N connectivities T7 •• Q8 and 
Va 
Q8 •+ T9 the position of the Q8 crosspeak can be predicted: (ω , o O = 
(4.75, 8.35) ppm. That we cannot observe this connectivity in C0SY(H„0) is 
caused by the fact that ω = ω(Η.Ο) resulting in "bleaching out" of the 
crosspeak due to irradiation at the H.O resonance position. This assignment 
is confirmed by the observation of two NOE's involving V54 : V54 -Q8 and 
α N 
V54 -T9 which will be discussed in section V.4.1. 
At this point the following residues are still unassigned: K2, RIO, 
G14-R15-L16-P17-K18, G27-L28-R29-R30-I31-G32 and P41, in other words: three 
G's, two P's, one I and nine times X. The assignment of residues 131 and 
G32 is straightforward: the only isoleucine which is still available is Ic 
which is therefore assigned to 131. Via G32 this isoleucine can be linked 
to the already assigned residue H33 (section V.3.1). This is archieved using 
α N 
the strong d connectivity Ic -Ga , (Fig. 5.6), followed by the d^M connec­
tivity GaN-H33N (Fig. 5.5b); hence Ga = G32. 
Since most of the N0ESY(H 0) crosspeaks have now been assigned to par­
ticular connectivities, we have reached a point where the remaining cros­
speaks, and their possible assignments, can be collected in a fairly small 
table: 
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TABLE 5.2 
NOESY 
сrosspeak 
( β ) 
(b) 
(с) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(В) 
(h) 
shown 
in 
" g . 
5.7 
5.7 
5.6 
5.5b 
5.5« 
5.5a 
5.7 
5.7 
chemical shifts 
δ
ι 
4.52 
4.70 
4.70 
7.51 
7.31 
7.86 
4.70 
7.31 
δ2 
8.35 
9.02 
11.05 
7.79 
11.05 
11.05 
7.86 
3.52 
3.16 
possible assignments 
δ
ι 
Xi", Τ9 α 
Xe a X f
a 
Xea Xf" 
XfN 
XgN T40 N 
C2 
H 3 3 N 
K 2 0 N 
Xea Xta 
— N -,.
 A N Xg T40 
δ2 
Т З " Q 8 N 
A21 N. D 3 9 N 
*? 
Xk 1 1 
GbN 
Xk« 
XkN 
H33« 
K 2 0 N 
ßß' H 3 3 P P 
final 
δ
ι 
Κ2α 
RIS™ 
L 2 8 a 
L2β I , 
R 3 0 N 
нзз
С2 
L 2 8 a 
R 3 0 N 
assignments 
δ2 
T3N 
L 1 6 N 
R 2 9 N 
G 2 7 N 
R 2 9 N 
R 2 9 N 
нзз
С2 
нзэ«' 
To facillitate the discussion we will refer to the crosspeaks by the letters 
given in the first column of this table. Glycine Gb is the only well iden­
tified residue that has not yet been sequentially assigned and is probably 
the best starting point. We may try to connect Gb to either 113 or to L26, 
both of which have been assigned already, albeit that the assignment of L26 
is still somewhat uncertain. Unfortunately neither for 113 nor for L26 a 
sequential connectivity to Gb can be detected. For 113 this means that such 
a connectivity is absent; for L26 it is possible that the connection to Gb 
is of the cl·^ type giving rise to a crosspeak which almost coincides with 
the N0ESY(H„0) diagonal. Crosspeak (d) is a d--. connectivity between Gb and 
Xf and can be interpreted as G+X or as X-'G. The latter possibility would 
imply that Xf = L26 which is in conflict with previous assignments, i.e. 
L26 =Xo (section V.3.3). In addition, there is another argument in favor of 
assigning crosspeak (d) as Gb •* Xf namely the presence of both NOE's (b) and 
(с). No matter which one of both options we choose ((b)= Xe-Xj and 
(c)= Xf-Xk or fice versa) it is clear that there is a sequential (Xf •* Xj or 
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НЗЗ The assignments of these NOE's, 
collected in Table 5.2, are 
described in section V.3.5. 
Xk) d „ connectivity. Hence, the "forward" step of Xf is favoured either 
(b) or (c) leaving crosspeak (d) for the "backward" step i.e. Gb •* Xf. 
Elucidating the direction of cL^ connectivity (d) does not help much as 
far as sequential resonance assignments are concerned: G-X agrees with both 
G14-R15 and G27-L28. Inspection of the amino acid sequence reveals that the 
next step (bringing us either to Xk or to Xj) does not help either: residues 
14-16 and 27-29 both read: "G-X-X". Fortunately, we can solve the problem by 
indirect reasoning, based on several NOE's involving the assigned residue 
H33. First, the resonance at 7.86 ppm involved in crosspeak (g) (Fig. 5.7) 
C2 
must be H33 since this crosspeak is also present in NOESY(D 0); connectiv-
N ities involving K20 which also resonates at this position will then be 
N 
absent. Since according COSY(HO (Fig. 5.5), К ' is the only N-resonance at 
7.86 ppm and both d „ connectivities of K20 to H19 and A21 have already been 
assigned (section V.3.3) we assign the resonance at 7.86 ppm participating 
г? C2 N 
in crosspeak (f) to H33 . For (f) the partner of H33 must be Xk . This 
is in perfect agreement with the assignment of crosspeak (c) (Fig. 5..6) to 
d
 N connectivity Xf'
I
-Xk . Obviously, the next residue must then be Xg: it 
is connected to Xk by means of a dL·^  crosspeak (e) and to H33 by (h). In 
Fig. 5.8 it is shown schematically what line of reasoning we have been fol­
lowing. Note that the fact that the α-proton of Xf and the N-proton of Xk 
C2 both give rise to a NOESY connectivity with H33 is consistent with the 
observation of a d .. connectivity between Xf and Xk. 
aN 
By extending the "walk" to the third X-residue we have obtained the 
unique tetrapeptide G-X-X-X which is only compatible with the assignment 
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G27-R30. We have already discussed why a L26-G27 (L^ connectivity is not 
detected (vide supra), all that is left to do is to step from Xg (=R30) to 
131. This can be done by a d
 N connectivity, documented in Fig. 5.6, which 
appears to overlap heavily with the d „ connectivity V35 -E36 . 
In Fig. 5.6 its presence is only suggested by the somewhat tilted appear-
ance of the crosspeak. The connectivity R30 -131 is better visible in 
Fig. 5.7 where a sharper apodization was used in the course of the Two-di-
mensional Fourier Transformation. 
At this point only two crosspeaks presented in Table 5.2 remain to be 
assigned, these are: (a) and (b). Connectivity (a) is either T9 -RIO or 
K2a-T3N. Assignment of (a) to T9a-R10N would imply that Xn = RIO in stead 
of Xn = E58, which is in conflict with the E57 -E58 connnectivity in 
Fig. 5.6. Hence, we prefer the assignment Xi =K2 so that (a) represents 
K2a-T3N. 
Finally crosspeak (b) is a X -X^ connectivity. Only R15 -L16 still 
remains as a possibility for this sequential connectivity, therefore we 
assign Xe to R15 and Xi to L16. 
V.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A LOW RESOLUTION SPATIAL STRUCTURE FOR E-L30. 
We have now assigned the connectivity patterns, discussed in the foregoing 
chapter, to specific amino acids in E-L30 for fifty-three residues (90 %) 
while five are still missing i.e. RIO, G14, P17, K18 and P41. Clearly we 
have "used up" all well assigned residue patterns and almost completely run 
out of "vacant" sequential NOESY connectivities; the few remaining d
 N and 
«Lj^  crosspeaks involve already known residues and will be assigned to non-
sequential connectivities (vide infra). 
At this point it is better to recall to the goals of this 2D FT NMR 
study, formulated at the beginning of this chapter, and to remember that 
sequential resonance assignments are no more than a vehicle to reach these 
goals. In this section we present for the reasoning behind our proposal for 
the spatial structure of E-L30. First, evidence for the existence of a tri-
ple-stranded antiparallel ß-sheet is given (V.4.1, Fig. 5.9). Next, the 
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arguments that led us to postulate two o-helices are presented (V.4.2). 
Finally, after a discussion about exchange rates of N-protons (V.4.3) it 
will be shown that only one, fairly unique, structure can be assembled which 
satisfies all NMR data (V.4.4) 
V.4.1 Triple-stranded antiparallel ß-sheet. 
The 2D NMR spectra of E-L30 present ample evidence that the protein contains 
a triple stranded ß-sheet involving residues 3-9, 33-39 and 54-58. Antipar-
allel fS-sheets are manifested in 2D NMR spectra by several typical features 
which have been described by Williamson et al. (8) and Van de Ven et al. 
(9). A very essential feature is that there are NOE's between o-protons of 
opposite strands. These α.-a. connectivities cannot be assigned as intra-
residual, nor is it likely that they originate from sequential pairs of 
residues; the α.-a.,, distance being 4.5 A or more. As is indicated in 
ι i+l 
Fig. 5.9 and documented in Fig. 5.10 the N0ESY(D 0) spectra of E-L30 contain 
the following a.-a. contacts: T3-E38, K5-E36, T7-T34, Q8-V54 and I4-E58. 
The connectivity between the α-resonances of K5 and E36 lies very close to 
the diagonal and is not so evident in the bottom right half of Fig. 5.10 
which shows a NOESY spectrum recorded at 15 C. It is better visible in the 
top left half wich represents a NOESY spectrum recorded at 25 C. The con­
ci α ο α 
nectivity Q8 -V54 cannot be detected at 25 C,because Q8 resonate at 
wCHDO) at this temperature, but is apparent at 15 C. 
If three α.-a. NOE's are found connecting every second residue of both 
ι j 
strands, as is the case for strands 3-7 and 34-38 any other arrangement than 
antiparallel ß-sheet is highly unlikely. Still there is ample additional 
evidence. First, it is seen in Fig. 5.2 that all three 0-strands are char-
acterized by stretches of d
 N connectivities and absence of cL^ 
connectivities. This is what must be expected for ß-strands: it has been 
shown by Billeter et al. (2) that the d distance is minimal when the tor-
sion angle ψ - 120 , which is characteristic for ß-strueture. Although in 
the ß-strueture the Ca-H bonds are not exactly in the same plane as the 
CO-NH peptide bonds, Fig. 5.9 faithfully reproduces the relative orientation 
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FIG. 5.9 TRIPLE-STRANDED ANTIPARALLEL ß-SHEET IN E-L30 
The sequential and inter-strand NOE's, characteristic of 
this ß-sheet are indicated with arrows connecting the 
involved protons. Non-sequential connectivities are 
shown in bold. The dashed arrows represent NOE's which 
are uncertain because of spectral overlap. 
of atoms in a ß-sheet, e.g. d ., is minimal and d.,., is maximal. 
ON NN 
Secondly, N. and a. protons are virtually in a trans position (Fig. 5.9) 
which results in very weak ¿ntra-residual α-N connectivities. With the sole 
exception of T3, which is located at the N-terminus of the middle strand and 
need not assume a typical ß-conformation, it was found that all sequential 
e.-N. connectivities give rise to more intense crosspeaks than the corre-
sponding intra-residual a.-N. connectivities. 
1 1 
Thirdly, in the addition to α.-α. connectivities mentioned above there 
are several other NOE's involving protons of opposite strands in the 
ß-sheet. For instance, in Fig. 5.11 it is seen that there are two inter-
residual NOE's involving the α-proton of T7: T7 a-Q8 N and T7a-V35N. Also 
T34 a is involved in two NOE's: T34a-V35 and T34a-Q8N. Thus one obtains a rectangular pattern of four NOE's at the crosspoints of the four lines mark­
ing the chemical shifts of T7 a, Q8 , T34 a and V35N. Moreover both α-protons 
show a T7 -T34 NOE (fide supra). In Fig. 5.9 we have indicated sequental 
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FIG. 5.10 NOESY (D20) SPECTRA OF E-L30 
Two spectra are shown: the top-left spectrum ("NOESY") was recorded at 25°С 
and the bottom right spectrum was recorded at 150C ("NOESY-LT"). The assign­
ments of the crosspeaks, discussed in sections V.4.1, V.4.2 and V.4.4, are 
indicated. Note the absence of the Q8-V54 (oí-oí ) connectivity at 250C. 
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and inter-strand NOE's; in this figure it is immediately clear how the five 
NOE's involving these protons fit in. In addition to a.-N. NOE's we observed 
Ν N 
several N.-N, connectivities, e.g. V35 -16 ; these are documented in 
Fig. 5.5. As is shown in Figs. 5.9 till 5.11 we do not miss a single NOE in 
the interface between strands 3-8 and 34-38; these may be considered firmly 
established. Positioning residues 54-58 antiparallel relative to residues 
α N 3-9 derives from a little less abundant evidence, Q8 -K5 is a weak cros-
speak which partially overlaps with K55 . Furthermore since 16 and V56 
have nearly identical chemical shifts the NOE 16 -V56 coincides with the 
diagonal whereas the rectangular pattern {vide supra) involving 16 , T7 , 
V56a and E57 N collapses; I6a-E57N overlaps with V56a-E57N and V56a-T7N with 
a N 16 -T7 . Hence, the dashed arrows in Fig. 5.9 have no other meaning than 
that we cannot demonstrate the absence of the alleged NOE's. The NOE 
between E58 and 14 is rather weak but is corroborated by a connectivity: 
u'-ESe". 
Finally, for the sake of completeness, we note that several resonances 
of protons situated at the interface between the (J-strands exhibit downfield 
shifts relative to their "typical" positions. The o-protons of T7, V54, 
T34, E36 and K5 are all situated in the interior of the sheet and exhibit 
downfield shifts of 0.5 ppm or more. In addition to this group of downfield-
shifted α-resonances there is a group of downfield-shifted N-resonances 
including those of 14, 16, T7, V35, R37, K55 and E57 which are also located 
at the interfaces between the ß-strands (see Fig. 5.9). Pardi et al. (10) 
described these downfield shifts of N- and α-protons in ß-sheets in terms of 
the distances between these protons of one strand and carbonyl groups of a 
partner strand; the shifts are inversely proportional to the the third power 
of the distance between proton and carbonyl oxygen atom. In a previous paper 
(9) we have pointed out that ¿nter-residual NOE's between downfield shifted 
a- and downfield shifted N-protons may be taken as an indication for anti-
parallel 0-sheets. The NOE's mentioned in that paper have now been 
assigned: V54a-K55N, T34a-V35N, E36a-R37N and K5a-I6N and are, without 
exception, due to a- and N-protons of residues in an antiparallel ß-sheet. 
As has been mentioned (mainly due to the unfortunate event that the 
chemical shifts of 16 and V56 are nearly identical) we cannot be abso-
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lutely sure whether or not all four C-terminal residues form a regular 
ß-strand. It is quite likely though, since all sequential NOE's are of the 
Ν N d
 N type (Fig. 5.9) and T7 and E57 exhibit downfield shifts. 
Both exterior ß-strands terminate at well defined sites at their N-ter-
mini, namely where the segments of d sequental connectivities are inter-
N N N N 
rupted by iL-, connectivities: G32 -H33 and M53 -V54 . Also the termina-
tion sites of C-terminal ends of the exterior strands are known; for E58 
this is trivial, and P41 most likely breaks the 33-40 ß-strand. For the 
C-terminus of the interior strand the situation is not clear but it is 
unlikely that this strand extends far beyond the N-terraini of the exterior 
strands. 
V.4.2 α-Helices 
Typical spectral features of o-helices have been described by Williamson et 
al. (8) and Zuiderweg et al. (11). In the α-helical conformation the situ­
ation regarding distances d „ and (L-, is the reverse of what is found for 
ß-structure (2). Are ß-strands characterized by stretches of d ., connectivi-
aN 
ties ; for α-helices cL^ connectivities prevail. In the course of the 
sequential resonance assignments we encountered two clear-cut (1_, 'walks 
namely for the residues 19-26 and for the residues 43-50 (Fig. 5.2). 
There is a very convenient way (8,11) to test the hypothesis that these 
residues are aranged in a α-helical secondary structure. In a regular 
α-helix the distance between an α-proton of residue (i) and the N-proton of 
residue (i+3) amounts to only 3.4 A giving rise to a a.-N. . connectivity in 
NOESY. Also а ß-proton of residue (i+3) may approach the a,-proton closely 
enough (2.5 - 4.4 Â) to produce а α.-β. NOE. In Fig. 5.2 all (i,i+3) 
contacts that could be found in the NOESY spectra of E-L30 have been 
indicated. The relevant NOESY crosspeaks have been documented in Fig. 5.11. 
Clearly, the coincidence of sequential cL connectivities and these (ipi+3) 
contacts can only be interpreted as two α-helices comprising residues 20-26 
and 43-51. 
Williamson et al. (8) have pointed out that discrimination between 
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FIG. 5.11 NON-SEQUENTIAL α-N CONNECTIVITIES 
The j'nter-strand α-Ν connectivités of the p-sheet, shown in Fig. 5.9, are 
documented at the bottom (except E38-I4) Note the downfield shifts of most 
of the a- and N-resonances of protons in the interior of the ß-sheet. 
The (i, i + 3) α-Ν connectivities characteristic of α-helices 20-26 and 
42-51 are documented at the top. 
Also documented are the crosspeaks connecting the resonances of labile 
N-protons to H_0, i.e. Sil, A12 etc. To make these crosspeaks visible it 
was necessary to perform a baseplane-correction (c.f. Fig. 5.7). Drs. 
R.scheek and R.Boelens are gratefully acknowledged for making available the 
software for this purpose. 
α-helical and ß-conformations can also be based on the coupling constant 
3 
J .., which is sensitive to the backbone torsion angle φ. This coupling 
an 
constant has a value of about 4 Hz for α-helical and about 9 Hz for extended 
(β-) conformation. These coupling constants can be measured if the J- fine 
structure of the crosspeaks is resolved, at least in the ω direction, in a 
C0SY(H_0) spectrum. It requires an extra long acquisition time and phase 
sensitive Fourier Transformation (12) to attain the required resolution. 
Unfortunately, our "C0SY"(H n)-0" spectrum which, was recorded for this pur­
pose, could not be Fourier Transformed, due to resctuctions imposed by the 
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software and also because of the limited signal to noise ratio of the data, 
so as to yield sufficient resolution (see Fig 5.5) Thus, we were unable to 
pursue this point; it is only mentioned here for the sake of completeness. 
(Note however, that the longer acquisition time (t (max)=0 21 s) of 
"C0SY(H20)-HR" compared with "C0SY(H20)" (t (max)= 0 08 s) already results 
in dramatic improvement of resolution, с f. Fig. 5.5a and 5 5b, even in an 
absolute value representation of the spectrum) 
V.4.3 Exchange rates of MaH protons 
The N0ESY(H20) spectrum "NOESY(H2O)-0" (Fig. 5 11) was recorded in such a 
manner that excitation of the solvent spins was avoided as much as possible, 
the solvent signal was reduced by applying a "time-shared weak" pulse as the 
final semi-selective observation pulse in the NOESY 3-pulse sequence (13). 
Avoiding excitation, rather than saturation, of the H O resonance results in 
two major advantages 
First, the crosspeaks involving α-protons that resonate in the 4 7-4.9 
ppm region are not "bleached out" by irradiation, as they are in the 
"N0ESY(H 0 ) " experiment Frequency labeling at the ω, = ω coordinate and 
¿- l a 
subsequent a •* N cross relaxation is achieved by the first two "hard" pulses 
of the pulse sequence and since u„ = ω., absence of excitation at ω. = ω 
¿ Ν 2 α 
poses no problem Several sequential connectivities, such as H33-T34, 
R37-E38 and others, which played a crucial role in the sequential resonance 
assignments of residues in the f5-strands, can only be observed in the 
"NOESY(H„O)-0" spectrum and not in "N0ESY(H 0) which was recorded using sol­
vent suppression by saturation (e g. see Fig. 4.5 in the preceding chapter). 
It is emphasized that the superior resolution of "N0ESY(H O)-0" has nothing 
to do with the method chosen for solvent suppression and must be attributed 
solely to the difference in "absorption" versus "magnitude" line shapes 
Secondly, quite some intensity is observed at ω = «(H.O), i.e. at 4 80 
ppm In contrast to spectra such as C0SY(H20) or N0ESY(H20), where a "tail" 
of the H-0 signal stretches out all the way downfield to about 8 ppm, m 
"N0ESY(H O)-0" there are several discrete peaks which may be seen in 
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Fig. 5.11. An explanation for this phenomenenon of "crosspeaks to H.O" 
observed in this kind of experiment has been given by several authors 
(13,14,15): The first "hard" pulse of the experiment excites the H O reso-
nance yielding frequency labeling at wfH-O) during t . Now if exchange of 
labile N-protons is fast enough, say ¿ I s , they are (partially) exchanged 
for solvent protons ("labeled" u(H20).t ) during the NOESY mixing time. 
Hence, <ι>
Ν
-ω(Η90) crosspeaks indicate labile N-protons. 
We find two "bands" of resonances of such short-living solvent exchanga-
ble protons namely 8.1-8.5 ppm and 7.15-7.3 ppm. The first band markes the 
"typical" ti>N chemical shifts and we interpret it as solvent exchange of 
amide protons belonging to random coiled protein of which about 5 % is pres­
ent in our sample (see foregoing chapter). The second band is centered 
around 7.20 ppm which is the postion of arginine ΝεΗ protons. 
More interestingly, we find several discrete exchange crosspeaks that 
can easily be assigned to known amide protons. Thus Sil, A12, 113, R15 and 
L16, as well as F52 and V54 have labile N-protons. This finding can be 
translated into structural information in a simple manner. Amide protons 
involved in hydrogen bonding, e.g. in α-helices or f5-sheets, or burried in 
the interior of the molecule are likely to have reduced exchange rates 
(8,11) and will not easily give rise to solvent-exchange showing up in 
NOESY(HO)-*. Hence the amide protons Sil, A12, 113, R15, L16, F52 and V54 
are most likely solvent-exposed. 
Again for the sake of completeness, it is mentioned that in addition to 
the short "living" protons, the N-protons with Jong average lifetimes (of 
several hours or longer) can be detected by recording a C0SY(D_0) spectrum 
of a freshly prepared sample. Crosspeaks involving N-protons which are very 
slowly being replaced by deuterone can be detected in such a spectrum. Since 
the average lifetime of the folded E-L30 molecule itself is not much longer 
than a few minutes (16, see chapter VI) and N-protons of unfolded protein 
exchange fairly rapidly {vide supra) this method cannot be applied to E-L30. 
In a ID NMR experiment we found that all NH resonances disappeared within 
five minutes after dissolving E-L30 in D.O. 
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FIG 5.12 CONSTRUCTION OF THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF E-L30 
BASED ON DISTANCE CONSTRAINTS 
Starting with unfolded protein (a), first the positions of (J-strands and 
α-helices are located (b). Next, the fi-strands are oriented so as to form a 
triple stranded ß-sheet (с). This locates helix α « diagonally across the 
ß-sheet. Finally, helix Oj is positioned with its N-terminus close to resi-
due F52 (d) and with its C-terminus close to residue 33 (e). 
V.4.4 Assembly of secondary structure elements into a tertiary structure. 
In Fig. 5.12 the construction of the three dimensional structure of the pro-
tein, based on NMR distance constraints, is schematized. In the first step 
the three ß-strands, ßT till ß T T T and two a-helics, aT and α
τ τ
 are placed at 
the proper positions in the sequence. Secondly, the three ß-strands are 
arranged antiparallel, as shown in Fig. 5.9. At this stage it is clear that 
helix a., must be packed diagonally on top of the ß-sheet; there are only 
two short turns, comprising residues 41-42 and 52-53 respectively, connect-
ing it to the two exterior strands ß T T and ßTTT· The only thing we have to 
decide is whether ßTT-aTT-ß T T is a righthanded βαβ-unit (as shown in 
Fig. 5.12) or a lefthanded one (in which case the α-helix would be posi­
tioned underneath the ß-sheet in Fig. 5.12). Our choice of a righthanded 
arrangement is based on the observation of a NOE between the CÏH, resonances 
of V35 and 143. Unfortunately, practically all contacts between helix α 
and the ß-sheet, predicted from model building, involve aliphatic side 
chains of valines, leucines and isoleucines giving rise to crosspeaks lying 
in the poorly accessible top right area of the NOESY spectrum (Fig. 5.10). 
Although it is practically impossible to assign them individually there are 
ample inter-residual crosspeaks present in this spectral region strongly 
suggesting interactions between aliphatic side chains. Thus, also because 
E-L30 is a well soluble protein, it is more than likely that the molecule 
has a hydrophobic interior and a hydrophilic surface. This argument provides 
a compelling reason to assume a righthanded βαβ arrangement for residues 33 
till 58. The ß-sheet has one outspoken hydrophilic surface (T3, K5, T7, 
T34, E36, E38, K55 and E57) and one clearly hydrophobic surface (14, 16, 
H33, V35, V54 and V56). For the α-helix a similar situation is encountered 
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FIG. 5.13 DISTRIBUTION OF HYDROPHOBIC AND HYDROPHILIC RESIDUES 
IN a-HELICES AND p-STRANDS 
The solvent-exposed side of the fi-sheet is shown on the top left and the 
protein-exposed side on the bottom left. The two α-helices, viewed along 
the helix axis, are shown on the right. The solvent-exposed side of the hel­
ices is indicated by a curved line. 
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with hydrophilic residues R44 and N48 on the one side ana hydrophobic resi­
dues 143, 147 and V50 on the other side (Fig. 5.13). Positioning of α-helix 
and ß-sheet as in Fig. 5.12 allows packing of the hydrophobic residues and 
at the same time exposes the hydrophilic ones to the solvent. 
The third step in the construction of the Е-ЬЗО model (Fig. 5.12) is the 
positioning of helix a. relative to α
 T and the ß-sheet. In Fig. 5.14 the 
result of a ID NOE experiment is shown, clearly demonstrating a contact 
between residues H19 and F52. (The ID NOE experiment was performed to make 
г г? 
this absolutely sure; the F52 -H19 crosspeak is fairly weak in NOESY) In 
addition to this NOE a few others were detected, i.e. between H19 and V50,T9 
and F52, and V50 and F52, firmly establishing a loop structure positioning 
the N-terminus of helix a. close to the "hinge" region between helix a.- and 
strand ßTTT· This still leaves plenty of room for the C-terminus of α
τ
 since 
there are no less than 6 residues (27 till 32) connecting it to strand ß T T, 
e.g. a structure with a. pointing away from the molecule, as in Fig. 5.12d, 
would actually be possible. 
To obtain a more precise positioning of helix α
τ
 we return to the NOE's 
we encountered while assigning residues 27 till 30 (Fig. 5.8). In Fig. 5.15 
these NOE's have been indicated again, but now in more detail and extended 
with connectivities involving residues 131 and G32. The interactions 
depicted in Fig. 5.15 present strong evidence for a loop structure in which 
the polypeptide backbone runs over the side chain of H33 (residues 28 till 
30) and then folds back on itself (residues 31 till 33). The orientation of 
the imidazole ring of H33 relative to strand 0 T T is established fairly eas­
ily by means of a NOE between a CH, resonance of V35 and the C4 as well as 
the C2 proton of H33. Hence, H33 occupies a "regular" position in strand 
P T T with its side chain more or less perpendicular to the ß-sheet surface. 
As is seen in Fig. 5.12 the loop comprising residues 28 till 33 is easily 
accomodated in the structure and at the same time allows a much more accu-
rate positioning of helix α
τ
. 
Finally, there is still a large loop, extending from RIO to K18. Relia­
ble assignments for S11-A12-I13 and tentative assignments for R15 and L16 
have been obtained. Remarkably, all N-protons belonging to the residues in 
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FIG. 5.14 NOE BETWEEN F52 AND H19 
The normal ID spectrum is shown 
on top, the assignments are indi­
cated. The bottom spectrum is a 
difference spectrum obtained by 
subtraction of a spectrum where 
the ζ-resonance of F52 was preir-
radiated for 1 s and a spectrum 
where off-resonance preirradation 
was employed. The arrow points at 
the NOE between H19-C2H and 
F52-CCH. 
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Fig. 5.15 LOOP STRUCTURE CONNECTING 
HELIX dj AND STRAND ßjj 
The NOE's which allowed construction 
of this structure are indicated by the 
dotted lines. The structure features 
two hydrogen bonds, indicated by 
dashed lines; one is between the N1 of 
H33 and No of R29, the other is 
between CO of R30 and Να of H33. 
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this loop are labile, i.e. exchange easily with solvent protons. We conclude 
therefore that residues 10-18 form a, presumably mobile, solvent exposed 
loop. It is likely that hydrophobic residues 113 and L16 will remain in the 
interior of the molecule whereas the charged side chains of RIO, R15 and K18 
will be solvent exposed. 
V.S DISCUSSION 
V.5.1 General remarks 
In order to test whether the structure depicted in Figs. 5.12 and 5.15 are 
actually feasible, a spatial model fo the protein was constructed using 
standard amino acid building blocks (Labquip). The positions of the Ca 
atoms in this model are shown in Figs. 5.16 and 5.18. It was found that the 
overall structure of Fig. 5.12 could easily be accomodated. The helix α 
is a little bit short to span the whole triple stranded ß-sheet if it were 
completely flat. We therefore assume a righthanded twist, as is common for 
ß-sheets (17), which makes the whole structure somewhat less tight. 
Also the more detailed structure of the loop comprising residues 28 till 
33, shown in Fig. 5.15, can be constructed. It appears to contain a regular 
ß-turn, with a hydrogen-bond between the carbonyl oxygen of R30 and the 
amide of H33. Another hydrogen bond is likely to be present between the 
amide of R29 and the N1 nitrogen atom of H33. This accounts for the excep-
tional downfield position (11.05 ppm) of the N-resonance of R29 which 
results from the concerted effects of a ring-current shift caused by the 
imidazole ring and deshielding caused by formation of the hydrogen bond. 
N 
It is noted in passing that not only the downfield shift of R29 can be 
understood in terms of the spatial structure of the molecule. Also the 
upfield shifts of methyl resonances of V35, V50 and V54 are readily 
explained as being brought about by ring currents from F52 and/or H19. An 
explanation for the downfield shifts of protons in the interior of the 
ß-sheet has already been given (vide supra). 
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FIG. 5.16 STEREO DRAWINGS OF THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE 
OF PROTEIN E-L30 (Co ATOMS ONLY) 
(a) Side view, the two α-helices are positioned on top of the triple 
stranded (J-sheet. (b) Bottom view, the three ß-strands are positioned at 
the top. A perspective drawing from this view-angle is shown in Fig. 5.18. 
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The results of this study allow us to adress the issue of how many dis-
tance constraints are actually needed to define the gross features of a pro-
tein strucuture. Clearly, if a protein contains an appreciable amount of 
secondary structure, as is the case of E-L30, the number of required dis-
tance constraints may be fairly small. Thus, for this protein we used six-
teen NOE's to establish the inter-chain contacts of the triple stranded 
ß-sheet, about eight NOE's to locate the α-helical regions and four non-se­
quential NOE's sufficed to allow construction of the loop comprising resi­
dues 28 till 33. The NOESY spectra still contain quite a few additional 
crosspeaks of which the assignments have not been described in this chapter. 
These may be used for further refinement of the structure, especially with 
respect to the localisation of the amino acid side chains. It is noted how­
ever, that the approximate positions of many side chains are already clear 
from the model-building of the protein structure. 
A point worth mentioning is that practically all NOE's we used to deli-
niate the spatial structure involved only α and/or N-resonances. Thus, in 
this study, assignments of β, У, etc. resonances mainly served the purpose 
of identifying the amino acid to which a given N- and/or o- resonance 
belongs, and played only a confirmatory role in sequential assignments. The 
&, T, etc. resonances were of minor importance in structure elucidation. For 
instance, whether or not the β-resonances of the X-residues (K, R, E etc.) 
were assigned has been practically without consequence. 
V.5.2 Comparison of E-L30 with B-L30 
Simultaneously with and independently from the work presented here, a X-ray 
crystallographic study has been undertaken by J. Dijk and collaborators (3) 
resulting in the elucidation of the crystal structure 'of B-L30, isolated 
from Bacillus stearothermophilus. This protein exhibits 53 % homology in 
amino acid sequence with E-L30 (18). 
The first conclusion to be drawn from a comparison between the crystal 
structure of B-L30 (3) and the solution structure of E-L30 (this chapter) is 
that both proteins are folded identically. Thus, B-L30 contains a triple-
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FIG. 5.17 COMPARISON OF THE AMINO ACID SEQUENCES OF PROTEINS 
B-L30 AND E-L30 
Homologous regions are indicated by boxes. It is possible that the C-termi-
nus of B-L30 contains one or two more glutamate (E) residues (18). 
stranded ß-sheet comprising the segments 1-9, 33-39 and 54-58 and two 
α-helices formed by residues 20-26 and 42-50, as does E-L30. In B-L30 there 
is the same two-layer structure with the o-helices on one side and the 
ß-sheet on the other side as shown in Fig. 5.18. Hence, the gross features 
of the structure are insensitive to crystallization and are not affected by 
the differences between the sequences of both proteins. 
The sequences of both proteins are compared in Fig. 5.17; the conserved 
regions are indicated by boxes. In Fig. 5.18, representing the three dimen-
sional structure, the Co-atoms of the amino acids which are identical for 
E-L30 and B-L30 are drawn in black; more or less indefferent substitutions 
such as R •+ К or L -» I are indicated by shading. 
The availability of two amino acid sequences both giving rise to the 
same spatial structure offers a good opportunity to attempt a rationaliza­
tion of the structure in terms of the amino acid sequence(s). One approach 
to this question is to consider the different affinities of amino acids for 
certain types of secondary structure, according to the rules formulated by 
Chou & Fasman (19). Thus, valine and threonine are known as the strongest 
"ß-formers". Indeed, most valines and threonines are located in a, con-
served, region of the ß-sheet formed by the N-termini of the exterior 
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strands (residues 34, 35 and 54, 56) and the C-terminus of the interior 
strand (residues 6,7 and 9). In contrast, the C-terraini of the exterior 
strands and the N-terminus of the interior strand are poorly conserved. 
Moreover, this part of the (J-sheet is very rich in glutamate, in fact it 
contains all E's of E-L30 and all but one of B-L30. Now, glutamate is known 
to be the strongest "0-breaker" of all amino acids and is also the strongest 
"α-former". The presence of these glutamates in the p-strands thus precludes 
a correct prediction of the secondary structure from the amino acid sequence 
rendering the Chou/Fasman rules (19) of little value for this protein. How­
ever, it is straightforward to account for the fact that the ß-sheet is most 
likely not destabilized by the presence of the glutamates. Namely each of 
the negatively charged side-chains can interact with one ore more positively 
charged lysine amino or arginine guanidyl groups. For E-L30 these ion pairs 
are: E36-K5/R37, E38-R37, E57-K55, E58-K2, D39-R37/K2 and for B-L30 we have: 
E58-K2/K3, E60-K2/K3. Remarkably, three glutamates present in E-L30, i.e. 
E36, E38 and E57, have been substituted for other amino acids in B-L30. On 
the other hand B-L30 contains at least one extra glutamate at the C-termi-
nus. Thus, the details of the amino acid composition at this side of the 
ß-sheet are not critical, but the clustering of ion-pairs appears to be a 
conserved feature. The ß-sheet as a whole is more or less electrically neu-
tral whereas the rest of the protein is richer in positively charged resi-
dues than in negatively charged ones. With respect to the neutrality of the 
ß-sheet it is interesting to note that the ion-pair K5-E36 in E-L30 is sub-
stituted for a pair of neutrals, A5-V36, in B-L30. In summary, the ß-sheet 
appears to consist of two different sites: one site is well conserved and 
contains amino acids with a strong intrisic preference for the conformation 
of ß-structure, while the other site is not conserved and is not composed of 
residues with preference for ß-structure but is stabilized by long-range 
ionic interactions. 
Of the two α-helices, one (residues 42-50) is very well conserved in 
both proteins whereas the other one (residues 20-25) is not conserved. Nei­
ther one of the two α-helices can be predicted from the Chou/Fasman rules 
(19). Another way of rationalization, or even prediction, of secondary 
structures makes use of the periodicity along the amino acid sequence of 
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hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues (20). This approach may be particularly 
applicable to small proteins, where it is highly unlikely that an α-helix or 
a P-strand will be burried inside the molecule. Thus, segments of secondary 
structure will usually have one solvent-exposed side, containing hydrophilic 
residues, and one protein-exposed side for which hydrophobic residues are 
expected. For ß-strands this means that residues will be alternatingly 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic, whereas α-helices, with 3.6 residues per turn, 
are characterized by a periodicity of about two. Fig. 5.13 shows that E-L30 
readily conforms to this rule. From one side of the ß-sheet (top) exclu-
sively Hydrophilic residues protrude and are in contact with the solvent. 
FIG. 5.18 THREE DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN E-L30 
Only the Co atoms are indicated. Black sites indicate identical residues for 
B-L30 and E-L30, shaded sites indicate more or less indifferent substitu-
tions such as K^R or L·*!. 
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The side chains of the hydrophobic residues in the 0-sheet are all located 
on the other side (bottom). Also the a-helices exhibit a clear bipartition 
of side chains, giving rise to a hydrophilic and a hydrophobic surface. 
This phenomenon is particularly clear for helix α
τ
 (bottom) which is iden­
tical in E-L30 and B-L30. For helix a. there is some doubt regarding K20. 
Perhaps this residue is outside the helical region; on the other hand this 
lysine may have an extended side chain so that the hydrophobic Cß-Co-CT part 
of the side chain is in the interior of the protein while the ΝεΗ, group is 
solvent exposed. 
For the protein B-L30 there is 
a similar distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues albeit some­
what less ontspoken than for E-L30. In summary, it can be stated that the 
distribution along the sequence of hydrophobic residues (20) gives a better 
account for the structure of E-L30/B-L30 than the distribution of residues 
with high affinity for particular secondary structures (19). A similar situ­
ation has been observed for the only other ribosomal protein whose (X-ray) 
structure is known to date: E-L7/L12 (21). Although the values for α-helix 
and/or ß-strand affinities derive mainly from statistics of cytoplasmic and 
serum proteins(19) they represent properties of individual amino acids and 
should therefore be applicable to ribosomal proteins as well. Their poor 
performance for the prediction of secondary structures of ribosomal proteins 
suggests that the assumption of dominance of short range interactions over 
longe range interactions, on which the applicability of the Chou/Fasman 
method is based, is not valid for these proteins. For instance, the presence 
of "β-breaking" glutamates in the fî-sheet is accounted for by long-range 
interactions (.fide supra). 
Continuing with our comparison of E-L30 with B-L30, Fig. 5.18, it is 
seen that the loop comprising residues 10 till 15 is highly conserved. Most 
amide protons of amino acids in this loop exchange easily with the solvent 
(see section V.4.3.) suggesting a solvent-exposed flexible structure. Hence, 
it is considered likely that this part of the protein has little influence 
on the structure in solution but, being so well conserved, may well have 
a specific role in situ whitin the ribosome. There are two arginines, RIO 
and R15, in the region which might be involved in ionic interactions, for 
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instance with the phosphate backbone of rRNA. 
Finally, there are some interesting substitutions of histidines and glu-
tamines. Thus, H19 and H33 in E-L30 are substituted fot Q19 and Q33 in 
B-L30. In our model of E-L30 there is a hydrogen bond between the N1 nitro-
gen of H33 and the amide of R29 (Fig. 5.15). A similar hydrogen bond exists 
in B-L30 between the NoH of R29 and the side chain carbon of Q19 (K. Wilson, 
personal communication) confirming the structural similarity of both pro-
teins. 
It is possible that the substitution H19+Q19 respresents a similar situ-
ation. On the other hand E-L30 contains Q8 (L8 in B-L30) which is present in 
the same region of the molecule (This is better seen in Fig. 5.12 or 5.17 
than in Fig. 5.18). Hence, Q19 in B-L30 might have the role of Q8 in E-L30. 
At present, resolution is insufficient to decide about the details of the 
interactions in which residues 8 and 19 participate. 
V.5.3 Comparison of ribosomal proteins with other proteins. 
To date, the spatial structures of three ribosomal proteins are known: Crys-
tal structure of B-L30 (3) and the C-terminal domain of E-L7/L12 (21) and a 
structure of E-L30 in aqueous solution (this chapter). Although the data is 
thus limited to just two different ribosomal proteins it is interesting to 
see how these two molecules do or do not conform to the established princi-
ples of protein folding for other proteins (17). 
In most respects, the ribosomal proteins appear quite normal: they have 
a hydrophilic exterior and a hydrophobic core and they have a right handedly 
twisted antiparallel ß-sheet with more or less antiparallel oriented 
α-helices packed on top of it. Also, they contain righthanded βαβ units. 
There are two features in which ribosomal proteins appaer to be differ­
ent. First, it seems that long-range interactions are of importance for the 
stabilisation of the (J-sheet {vide supra). Secondly, this simple two layer 
structure of two (B-L30,E-L3O) or three (E-L7/L12) antiparallel α-helices on 
the one side and a triple stranded antiparallel ß-sheet on the other side, 
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has till now been observed for no other proteins (21). The genes coding for 
the proteins E-L30 and E-L7/L12 are located on different opérons (22). Thus, 
both proteins featuring the same unique overall structure raises the ques-
tion whether a general building-plan for ribosomal proteins exists. This 
question may be answered in the near future when more (X-ray or NMR) struc-
tures for ribosomal proteins become available. 
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CHAPTER VI 
STABILITY OF RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN E-L30 
Abstract 
Ribosomal protein E-L30 unfolds reversibly at pH values between 7.0 and 4.5. 
This process has been studied by means of 500 MHz Ή NMR spectroscopy. 
Unfolding of the protein involves two equilibria: a fast equilibrium 
between, at least, two forms of the folded molecule and a slow equilibrium, 
which depends on the degree of protonation of His „ and His.,, between 
folded and unfolded protein. At equimolar concentrations of the folded and 
unfolded form the rate constant of the latter process is approximately 0.14 
s Making use of sequential resonance assignments of the 1H NMR spectrum 
the fast equilibrium could be interpreted in terms of alterations in the 
spatial structure of E-L30 in a specific domain of the molecule. This 
domain is also affected by temperature although not in exactly the same man­
ner as by pH. 
VI.1 INTRODUCTION. 
Now that the determination of primary structures of all proteins of the 
E.coli ribosome has been completed (1) attention is focussing on the eluci­
dation of the three dimensional structures of ribosomal proteins (2-10). The 
first determination of a spatial structure of a ribosomal component, by 
means of X-ray crystallography, concerned the C-terminal fragment of protein 
E-L7/L12 (2). Recently, the spatial stucture of the first intact ribosomal 
protein was successfully investigated by means of X-ray crystallography as 
well as by NMR. In our laboratory we set out to study the protein E-L30 from 
the large subunit of the E.coli ribosome by means of Two Dimensional Fourier 
Transform Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (2D FT NMR) (8,11) thereby using strat­
egies mainly developed by K. Wuethrich and collaborators (13-16). As a 
result we succeeded in obtaining sufficient sequential lH NMR resonance 
assignments and Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement data to present a (low 
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resolution) model for the three dimensional structure of E-L30 in solution 
(11). 
The application of X-ray crystallography for the elucidation of the 
structures of ribosomal proteins of E.coli has been hampered by difficulties 
in obtaining good crystals (9). However, crystallization has been more 
succesfull for ribosomal proteins from Bacillus stearothermophilus, and the 
first structure obtained for these proteins is that of B-L30 of 
B.stearothermophilus (17). The proteins E-L30 and B-L30 are 53 X homologous 
(18); it was found that the crystal structure of B-L30 and the solution 
structure of E-L30 are much alike. Moreover, both these proteins appear to 
be remarkably similar to the C-terminal domain of E-L7/Ll!> (2) in that they 
consist of two layers: one layer composed of a triple-stranded antiparallel 
0-sheet and one layer composed of two or three antiparallel α-helices. 
A major advantage of NMR in protein structural studies is that the fold­
ing of these macromolecules can be studied as a dynamic entity (19). Thus, 
information may be obtained about "ring-flipping" of aromatic residues (20), 
about exchange rates of peptide bond amide protons (21,22), about conforma­
tional changes relating to biological function (23,24) and about rates and 
mechanisms of protein folding. In this paper it will be shown that in solu­
tion E-L30 is a dynamic system involving multiple forms of the protein in 
mutual equilibria. The degree of protonation of both histidines in E-L30, 
his.Q and his _, appears to be a vital parameter in the equilibrium between 
folded and unfolded forms of E-L30. 
A model, which describes the observed phenomena, will be presented. 
VI.2 MATERIALS and METHODS. 
Protein E-L30 was isolated from Ε-coli MRE 600 essentially as described ear­
lier (10): ribosomal proteins were fractionated by column chromatography on 
phosphocellulose and E-L30 was subsequently purified by gelfiltration. The 
buffers used in the isolation procedure contained 6 M urea causing denatura-
tion of the proteins. E-L30 was renatured by dialysis of a solution of the 
protein in 6 M urea against a buffer containing 20 mM potassium phosphate , 
0.1 M KCl and 0.02 % sodium azide at pH 6.85 (10). This buffer was also 
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used for the preparation of NMR samples which contained 0.5-1.0 mM E-L30 and 
99.8 % D20 (Aldrich). 
Spectra were recorded at different pH values and temperatures on a 
Bruker WM 500 spectrometer operating in Fourier Transform mode at 500 MHz. 
Usually about 500 transients were accumulated. Observation pulses with 
flip-angles of 45 and relaxtion delays of 4 s (including aquisition times 
of 1 s) were used to ensure complete relaxation of spins of both folded and 
unfolded protein. 
pH-values (pH meter readings) of the NMR samples were adjusted by addi-
tion of small amounts of dilute NaOD or DC1 (Aldrich). pH was checked before 
and after recording of 'H NMR spectra and was found constant to within 0.05 
units. 
As an internal reference for temperature calibration (25) tetramethyla-
moniumchloride was added to a concentration of about 1 mM. Chemical shifts 
are quoted relative to 3-trimethylsilyl (2,2,3,3,-D) propionate at neutral 
pH. 
VI.3 RESULTS & DISCUSSION. 
VI.3.1 pH-series 
In earlier experiments, related to the elucidation of the structure of 
E-L30, we had noticed that the protein can be reversibly denatured as a 
function of pH between pH values 7.0 and 4.5. The main candidates for proto-
nation and deprotonation in this pH-region are the histidyl imidazole 
groups. According to the spatial structure of te protein histidines his 
and his., are located in the hydrophobic interior of the E-L30 molecule, 
together with the only other aromatic amino acid: phe. . Also there are 
indications that the Nl-atom of his is involved in hydrogen bonding (26). 
To asses whether his^ and/or his in E-L30 exhibit normal or anomalous 
titration behaviour spectra were recorded at different pH values; three typ-
ical spectra obtained in this series are shown in Fig. 6.1. The bottom spec-
trum, which was recorded at pH 4.51, is typical for a random coiled protein. 
The spectrum can be simulated by adding up the separate spectra of the 
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FIG. 6.1 pH DEPENDENCE OF THE »H NMR SPECTRUM OF E-L30 
At pH 4.5 (bottom) the spectrum of unfolded protein is obtained, and at 
pH 6.9 (top) the spectrum of folded protein (the dotted arrow points at 
a signal belonging to 5 % irreversibly denatured protein). The middle 
spectrum, recorded at pH 5.2, is a 50/50 mixture of the spectra of 
folded and unfolded protein. The arrows in this spectrum point at reso­
nances originating from folded protein. 
The asterisks indicate impurities. 
different amino acids which are present in E-L30. Thus, all resonances of 
the methyl protons of valines, leucines and isoleucines are crowded in one 
peak at about 0.95 ppm, all six threonine СУН, protons resonate at about 
1.25 ppm, five lysine 0εΗ2 and six arginine C6H resonances are found at 3.0 
ppra and 3.3. ppm respectively, and both histidine C2H resonances coincide at 
8.64 ppm indicating complete protonation of their imidazole groups. 
When a small amount of dilute NaOD is added to raise the pH to 5.20 many 
new peaks appear in the spectrum indicated by arrows in Fig. 6.1. Upfield 
from 0.8 ppm several resonances appear and also in the aromatic region of 
the spectrum new peaks make their entry, e.g. a triplet at 6.72 ppm. These 
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are typical features of the folding of a protein: aromatic rings and methyl 
groups forming hydrophobic domains; the aromatic rings give rise to ring-
current shifts on the CH, resonances and perturbations occur in the spectra 
of aromatic ring protons. Also in other spectral regions new peaks appear 
e.g. at 1.05 ppm, at 2.35 ppm, and downfield from 5.00 ppm. The latter reso-
nances are typical of CaH protons in the interior of ß-sheets (27). Numerous 
changes are also occuring in the more crowded spectral region between 2.5 
and 4.5 ppm giving rise to a generally more dispersed spectrum. 
Simultaneously with the appearance of many new resonances several of the 
others are disappearing i.e. the bulk threonine CrH, resonance at 1.25 ppm 
is clearly diminishing. Since resonances disappear from crowded regions and 
often reappear in sparsely populated spectral regions the appearance of new 
resonances is easier to asses than the disappearance of old ones. A favoura-
ble exception is formed by the C2H resonances of the histidines in the 
extreme low-field part of the spectrum. Here it is clearly seen that the 
disappearing spectrum, contributing two resonances at 8.60 and 8.57 ppm, and 
the appearing spectrum, contributing C2H resonances at 8.04 and 7.94 ppm, 
are of approximately equal intensity. This means that, as far as histidines 
are concerned, refolding of E-L30 is about halfway complete at pH 5.20. 
The top spectrum of Fig. 6.1 was recorded at pH 6.84. It is clearly seen 
that the trends in spectral changes observed in going from pH 4.51 to pH 
5.20 persist when the pH is raised further. In the low field part of the 
spectrum a tiny peak originating from a C2H proton of a random coil histi-
dine is still visible at 8.05 ppra. Judging from its intensity, relative to 
that of both resonances of histidines belonging to "folded" protein, renatu-
ration is almost complete at pH 6.84. 
From the data presented in Fig. 6.1 it is concluded that at pH values 
between 4.5 and 7.0 a folded and an unfolded form of E-L30 are in equilib-
rium. Transfer between the two forms is slow on the NMR timescale. Lowering 
the pH causes unfolding and raising the pH causes folding. It is noted in 
passing that during recording of the "pH-series" spectra we found that the 
equilibrium is established within about ten minutes: the time it took to 
adjust the pH and record a spectrum. Spectra recorded after 1 hour were 
identical to those recorded directly after pH adjustment. 
For a more quantitative analysis of the equilibrium between folded and 
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unfolded protein we concentrate on the downfield resonances shown in 
Fig. 6.2 for a number of pH values. The resonances of C2H protons of histi-
dines are used to determine the fraction of folded protein (Θ) as a function 
of pH according to the equation: 
f+ u 
(1 ) 
θ 7 
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FIG. 6.2 
AROMATIC 
SPECTRUM 
The pH values at which the spec­
tra were recorded are shown on 
the right. Vertical lines are 
drawn to emphasize the pH- depen­
dent shifting of resonances. 
Resonances Ul and U2 originate 
from histidine C2H protons oí 
unfolded protein, and resonances 
Fl and F2 originate from the same 
protons of folded protein. 
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Here, i, and i are the sums of intensities of both resonances originating 
from "folded" (labeled "F") and "unfolded" (labeled "U") histidines. 
1-0 
0-5· 
FIG. 6.3 pH DEPENDENCE OF THE FRACTION OF 
FOLDED PROTEIN (Θ) 
The fraction of folded protein was calculated 
from the relative intensities of U and F reso­
nances as described in the text. Filled symbols 
represent θ-values obtained while raising the 
pH from 4.5 to 7. Open symbols represent 
θ-values obtained while lowering the pH from 7 
to 4.5. The dashed curve was calculated assum­
ing a pK difference for histidines in folded 
and unfolded protein. The drawn line was cal­
culated assuming such a pK difference for his­
tidines as well as glutamates and aspartates . 
In Fig. 6.3, θ is plotted against pH it is seen that the folding-unfold­
ing equilibrium is reversible, i.e. the renaturation- and denaturation 
curves coincide. 
Fig. 6.2 shows that the resonance positions of the C2H protons of both 
forms are pH dependent. The pH-dependence of the chemical shifts of C2H 
resonances is essentially as expected for histidines (28,29): they resonate 
at about 8.65 ppm at low pH and upfield from 8 ppm at high pH. This shifting 
reflects the fast chemical exchange between protonated and deprotonated imi­
dazole rings of histidines. 
It is noted in passing that both "U11 resonances coincide at low pH and 
diverge when the pH is raised. We have observed a similar phenomenon for 
histidines his.» and his, of protein E-L33 which adopts a random coiled 
conformation in solution (10). A plausible explanation may be that a proto­
nated, positively charged, imidazole group is mainly surrounded by solvent 
molecules, whereas an uncharged imidazole group will interact more with 
adjacent groups in the polypeptide, making the chemical shifts of C2H pro­
tons more susceptible to their protein environment, even in a random coiled 
polypeptide. 
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FIG. 6.4 pH DEPENDENCE OF CHEMICAL SHIFTS 
The resonance positions are plotted as a func­
tion of pH for the C2H protons of the histi-
dines in folded protein (Fl and F2) and in 
unfolded protein (Ul and U2). The complete 
curves could not be obtained because the F 
resonances disappear at low pH and the U reso­
nances at high pH. 
Also shown (top) is the pH dependent chemical 
shift of the CaH resonance of thr.. 
In Fig. 6.4 the chemical shifts of all C2H resonances have been plotted 
against pH. Assuming fast chemical exchange between two sites; i.e proto-
nated histidine with chemical shifts 6 and deprotonated histidine charac­
terized by chemical shift δ, , the degree of dissociation (a) may be derived 
from the observed chemical shifts, δ , , according to the equation: 
δ . - δ 
ob s α (2) 
Assuming independent protonation sites a pK value may be derived from the 
data according to the equation: 
pH = pK + log {(6 
obs 
δ ) / (δ
ν 
6
оЪв> ] (3) 
It was only possible to make estimations for 6, of both "U" resonances and 
for δ of both "F" resonances: the "U" peaks become vanishingly small at high 
a 
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pH and the "F" resonances disappear completely at low pH. 
To a first approximation we are dealing with a two-state situation: an 
unfolded form, which is favoured when the histidines are protonated, and a 
folded form which is favoured when they are un-charged. The equilibrium 
between the two forms is slow on the NMR timescale and one can shift it at 
will by forcing protons on or from the system (i.e. decreasing or increasing 
the pH). Superimposed on this slow exchange process there are (at least) 
two fast processes. There is a fast exchange process involving multiple 
states of the unfolded form which almost certainly is merely the titration 
of the histidines. Also the folded form features fast exchange but now it is 
less evident that the different states are different stages in histidine 
titration. It is not unlikely though, since the "F" resonances appear to 
shift between typical resonance positions for C2H protons of deprotonated 
respectively protonated imidazole rings. 
In addition to the histidines several other residues in the folded form 
of E-L30 give rise to pH dependent chemical shifts of their resonances. 
E.g. the ζ ring-proton of phe,.. and the downfield-shifted CaH resonances of 
thr7 and thr,, (Fig. 6.5). The chemical shift versus pH curve for thr7-CaH 
has been included in Fig. 6.4. 
Residues thr7, his.g, his , thr,, and phe,_ are all located on the same 
side of the E-L30 molecule (11) and there are two explanations for the pH 
dependent chemical shifts of resonances of thr7, thr , and phe,„. First, it 
may be that shifting of thr7 and thr,, resonances reflects titration of 
his,, and shifting of the phe,.„ ΟζΗ resonance is caused by titration of 
his.,, in which case the fast exchange process is mere titration of histi­
dines. Secondly, it may also be that titration of a residue, which need not 
be his-- or his,,, is attended with a change in conformation of the domain 
where residues 7, 19, 33, 34 and 52 are situated. In Fig. 6.6 the position 
of these five residues in our proposed model of E-L30 (11) have been indi­
cated. 
The simplest model to describe our observations is to assume two inde­
pendent and identical proton binding sites in both the Unfolded (U) and 
Folded (F) form of the protein and slow exchange between U and F. 
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The fast protonation-deprotonation equilibria, gouverned by dissociation 
constants Ku and Kf, give rise to the shifting of "U" and "F" resonances. 
Thus pK and pK can be determined from the δ versus pH curves depicted in 
Fig. 6.4. Our assumption of independent and identical protonation sites is 
somewhat oversimplifying, e.g. it is not possible to "fit" both curves for 
The value pK = 6 . 4 r
 u 
Ul and U2 simultaneously using the same value for pK 
(Ku =4.10 ) represents the best compromise. The pH dependencies of the 
"F" resonances are characterized by a pK value pK, =4.3 (Kf =5.10 ). The 
drawn lines in Fig. 6.4 represent theoretical curves computed using equa­
tions [2] and [3]; the values used for δ , δ. and pK have been indicated. 
The total fraction of folded protein,б , which is determined from the data 
according to eq. [1] can be calculated according to the equation: 
"* ™ζχ « 
_ і Л - А - - / \ ^ рн 536 
pH 520 
pH 555 
PH5-77 
pH 6 21 
-« i-X—ι ' • ' 
5« 5-6 
Kr (1 + [ H + ] / Kf) 
(1 + [»*] / Ku) (4) 
FIG. 6.5 pH DEPENDENCE OF RESONANCES OF CaH 
PROTONS 
The assignments of the CaH resonances, which 
originate from protons in the interior of a 
triple stranded ß-sheet, are indicated at the 
top. The dashed vertical lines are drawn to 
mark the positions of the resonances at neutral 
pH. 
ppm 
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FIG. 6.6 THREE DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN E-L30 
Only the positions of the Ca-atoms are shown. The residues with pH depen­
dent ( © ), temperature dependent ( β ) or both pH and temperature 
dependent ( @ ) resonances are marked by shading. 
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Hence, there are three curves, shown in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, that must be 
simultaneously described by our three-parameter model. 
The analysis of the data is hampered by the fact that our samples con­
tain some irreversibly denatured material, varying from one preparation to 
another; usually amounting to some 5 %. Irreversible denaturation may be 
caused by hydrolysis of side-chain amide groups of asn.„ and gln0. (The lat-
ter may well play an important role with respect to the stability of the 
protein (11)). Hydrolysis of asn and gin side chains has been noted to 
occur during NMR studies of other protein as well, e.g. trypsin-inhibitors 
like BPTI (30) and BUSI IIA (31). Also, it is noted that during our isola­
tion procedure for E-L30, which takes about two months in all, the protein 
is dissolved in 6M urea (10). It is not unlikely that during this period 
some cyanate and other products of urea isomerisation or cleavage are gener­
ated which may react with primary amino groups of the protein (34,35,36) 
thereby causing irreversible denaturation. 
Using the equation: 
θ corr = 0.95 θ (5) 
With θ given by eq [4] we obtain the best "fit" through our experimental 
-7 -5 
points with Kr = 250. (Ku and Kf remain fixed at 4x10 and 5x10 respec­
tively since these constants are derived from Fig. 6.4). A curve, calculated 
using eq [5] is shown as a dotted line in Fig. 6.3. 
It is apparent, that eqns [4]and [5] cannot fully account for the actu­
ally observed data. Evidently there is a higher degree in cooperativity, 
i.e. a steeper relation between θ and pH than we have in our model. To give 
a better description for the steepness of the pH dependence of θ we must 
change our model with respect to proton binding of the U and/or F form. 
There is little reason to do so for the U form; for a randomly coiled pro­
tein the assumption of identical and independent titration behaviour for 
both histidines is quite acceptable. In the folded form both histidines may 
have different pK values or may exhibit strong (anti-)cooperativity in pro­
ton-binding. However, titration of the F-form has only a marginal effect on 
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the shape of the curve of Fig. 6.since [H ]/Kf < 1 for most pH values. 
Moreover, neglecting titration of the F-form is in conflict with the obser­
vation of pH-dependent chemical shifts of several resonances belonging to 
this form (vide supra). In our opinion, the rather poor "fit" of the model, 
discussed above, to the actual data arises because the histidines are not 
the only residues that may have different pK values of side chain titratable 
groups in the folded and unfolded form of E-L30. For instance, all four glu­
tamates of E-L30 are present in a triple-stranded 0-sheet (11,17). Each of 
these glutamates can form an ion-pair with a positively charged residue, 
i.e. glu36-lys5, glu 3 8-arg 3 7 ) glu 5 7-lys 5 5 and glu^-arg^. Also the single 
aspartate in E-L30, asp„, can form an ion-pair with lys., the terminal NH, 
group, or both. Hence, it is likely that the asp and glu side chains will 
have lower pK 's in the folded form of the molecule and will thus contribute 
to the "reluctance" of native E-L30 to bind protons. Incorporating these 
groups in our model requires at least two more parameters, pKn and pKc) for 
five (4 glu +1 asp) independent and identical sites in the "native" and 
"coiled" protein respectively and results in the following scheme: 
H 5UH 2 . н4ин2. H 3UH 2 < H 2UH 2 < ' нин2 < · UH 2 
Ku 
: HU : 
4 
ÏITF î=; 
'Ч^ 
H5UU t =t H 4UH , > H3UH . HaUH +Z 
:H„U 
'г"--
ІН F 2 
:S H FH . HjFH . f H2FH ι * HFH ^ : 
UH 
Kr (slow) 
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The total fraction, Θ, of folded protein is then given by: 
Kr (1 + M / Kf) 2 . (1 + И / Kn) 5 
θ = — — (6) 
(1 + [н] / Ku) 2 . (1 + |H+J / Kc ) 5 
The drawn line in Fig .6.3 respresents the pH dependence of θ calculated 
using eq.[6] assuming 5% irreversible denaturation according to eq.[5]. 
This curve goes through all data points if we choose pKn=2, pKc=4.5 and 
Kr=600 in addition to the earlier established values pKu=6.4 and pKf=4.3. 
Using six parameters to describe a fairly simple curve like this is like 
cracking a nut with a steamhammer; we may not conclude from the good agree­
ment between experiment and theory that the details of our model are cor­
rect. However, in our opinion the reasoning should be reversed: we do not 
try to derive the spatial structure from the data (i.e.concluding from the 
good "fit" obtained with eq.[6] that all glumates are involved in ion-pairs 
would be absurd) but instead from the model of the teriary structure avail­
able to us (11) we conclude that glutamates and histidines are likely to 
have lowered pK values in the folded structure compared with the random 
coil, and find this conclusion to be borne out by experiment. The parameters 
pKu=6.4 and pKc=4.5 represent typical "random-coil values" of histidines and 
glutamates (35) and the decrease of about 2 units for the pK's of these 
residues in the folded form are quite resonable with respect to the relative 
stabilities of salt-bridges and hydrophobic interactions. These pK differ­
ences alone do not imply that E-L30 will denature below pH 6; this is a con­
sequence of the rather limited stability of the protein even with uncharged 
histidines, i.e. of the fairly low value of Kr. Expressed as standard free 
enthalpy: ΔΕ = -RT In Kr, we have that, irrespective of which model we 
choose,- AG 5 5 Kcal/mole at room temperature. 
VI.3.2 Saturation Transfer 
In the experiments discussed in the preceding section no pH dependent line 
broadening was detected for any of the C2H resonances. Hence, the slow 
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exchange process must be characterized by rate constants of about one s or 
less. On the other hand, the equilibrium was established within a few min-
utes so the lifetimes of the folded and unfolded forms of E-L30 cannot be 
much longer than about one minute. 
In order to determine these lifetimes more accurately, saturation trans-
fer experiments were performed, the results of which are documented in 
u. 
FIG. 6.7 SATURATION TRANSFER 
EXPERIMENTS 
(a)All four resonances Ul, U2, Fl and 
F2 were irradiated for 1 s, the 
resulting saturation transfer effects 
are apparent in the difference spec-
tra. 
(b)Resonance Ul was irradiated for 
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 s, in order to moni-
tor the time dependence of the satura-
tion transfer to Fl. 
XL 
es it> ^'<'"^ 
Fig. 6.7. The pH was adjusted so as to obtain approximately equal amounts of 
folded and unfolded protein (pH = 5.3). All four resonances of C2H protons 
were saturated by continuous irradiation during one second. The effect of 
this saturation on the other resonances was made visible by subtraction of 
two spectra: one in which a resonance was saturated and one were irradia-
tion was performed in a part of the spectrum that contains no resonances. 
In the difference spectra thus obtained the dominant peak represents the 
irradiated resonance and small peaks represent saturation transfer (or 
Nuclear Overhauser Effects). 
In Fig. 6.7(a) it is seen that irradiation of the Ul resonance results 
in saturation transfer to the Fl resonance (belonging to his..) and accord-
ingly Fig. 6.7(b) shows that irradiation of U2 gives rise to saturation 
transfer to F2 (his.-). Hence, the C2H proton of his,- resonates upfield 
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from that of his., in the random coil and this situation is reversed in the 
folded form. Fig. 6.7 also shows a rather puzzling effect, namely that irra­
diation of the F resonances does not give rise to saturation transfer to the 
U resonances. Since the U and the F form are about equally abundant they 
must have almost identical lifetimes and one expects saturation transfer to 
be independent of direction, i.e. of equal magnitude both when an "U" or a 
"F" resonance is irradiated. Since saturation transfer not only depends on 
the lifetimes of the species but also on rates of spin-lattice relaxation we 
are led to suspect a difference between the Τ values of "U" and "F" reso­
nances . 
Indeed, a substantial differene between the longitudinal relaxation 
rates of "U" and "F1 resonances was found (not shown). Spin-lattice relax­
ation times of C2H resonances of folded and unfolded E-L30 are in the order 
of magnitude of 1 s and 0.1 s respectively. 
According to Fig. 6.7c saturation transfer from Ul to Fl hardly 
increases when Ul is irradiated for 2 s instead of 1 s, suggesting that a 
steady-state situation is attained. In that case an estimation of the life­
time, τ, which at this pH is equal for both folded and unfolded protein, may 
be obtained from the ratio, r._, of the intensities of the small (saturation 
transfer) and large (irradiated resonance) peaks of the difference-spectrum 
shown in Fig. 6.7c (top) according to the equation: 
Г и К
 " ι
 +
 τ/Τ!' 
(7) 
F 
Here T. is the longitudinal relaxation time of the Fl resonance 
(T F = 1 s). We find: 
r - 0.14 hence τ = 7 s. 
This value of χ is in perfect agreement with the aforementioned observa­
tions: i) no pH dependent linebroadening and ii) equilibrium settled within 
a few minutes. Substituting the longitudinal relaxation time of the U-reso-
nances, T, = 0.1 s, in eq. [7] we obtain the ratio r_.T for saturation 1 г U 
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transfer from F to U. Since τ/Τ. * 70 we have that r™, = 0.014. In words: 
saturation transfer from F to U is about ten times less efficient than satu­
ration transfer from U to F because spin lattice relaxation is about ten 
times as fast for U-resonances compared with F-resonances. 
VI.3.3 Temperature Series. 
In addition to the pH-stability of protein E-L30 we investigated the thermal 
stability by recording 1H NMR spectra at various temperatures. Also, TWo-Di-
mensional Correlated Spectra, recorded at different temperatures in the 
course of the resonance assignments reported elsewhere (26), were searched 
for temperature dependent resonances. 
Some typical spectra of a temperature series, recorded at pH 6.85 are 
shown in Fig. 6.8. Two resonances clearly exhibit temperature dependent 
chemical shifts: phe__ (CÇH) and thr7 (CaH). Other resonances are also 
temperature dependent but less outspoken: Fhe,. (C6H, CeH), his,. (C2H, 
his.« (C4H), thr., (CaH) and 1>»5 (CaH). In the 2D spectra (not shown) we 
detected temperature dependent chemical shifts for the following resonances: 
thr22 (СІНз), ala 1 2 (CßH3), ala21 (CaH), ala4g (CßHj) and val54 (СУН3). In 
Fig. 6.6 the position of all amino acids mentioned above have been indicated 
in the three dimensional structure of E-L30. 
Fig. 6.6 clearly indicates clustering of residues with chemical shifts 
which are succeptible to pH and/or temperature and it may be asked whether 
pH dependence and temperature dependence are caused by similar mechanisms. 
This question is adressed by comparing Figs. 6.2 and 6.5 with Fig. 6.8. It 
is seen that lowering pH and raising temperature have similar effects on a 
few resonances, i.e. phe (CCH) and thr7 (CaH) but the two phenomena are 
markedly different for other resonances e.g. thT„, (CaH) is shifting more 
in Fig. 6.5 than in Fig. 6.8. Also, the C2H resonance of his is tempera­
ture independent and that of his., shows only a marginal effect compared 
with the shifting of this resonance as a function of pH (c.f. Fig. 6.2 and 
6.8). We concider it therefore likely, that lowering of pH has a different 
effect on the molecule than increasing the temperature. The pH-dependent 
shifting of resonances is most likely merely reflecting titration of 
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FIG. 6.β TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCES OF RESONANCES IN THE Ή NMR SPECTRUM 
OF E-L30 
The temperature dependence of some CaH resonances, originating from 
protons in the interior of a triple stranded ß-sheet, are shown on the 
ri^ht.The temperatures from top to bottom are the same as in the lett 
figure which shows the temperature dependence of resonances of aromatic 
ring protons. The arrows indicate the positions of the resonances Ul 
and U2, belonging to unfolded protein. 
The assignments of the resonances have been indicated. 
histidines whereas the temperature-depence of, the same, resonances is 
likely to be caused by a change in conformation which may well be as subtle 
as an increased amplitude of "breathing" of the molecule. 
When the temperature was raised above 320 К no changes in the spectrum 
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were observed, apart from the shifting of resonances discussed above, but 
there was a rapid decrease in signal/noise caused by precipitation of pro­
tein. This means that thermal denaturation involves an entirely, different 
mechanism, attended with aggregation of protein, compared with pH denatura­
tion. 
In Fig. 6.В it is seen that the intensities of "U" resonances (arrows) 
do not change as a function of temperature, but their chemical shifts are 
strongly temperature dependent. In order to investigate whether the U/F 
equilibrium is influenced by temperature we raised the temperature of the 
sample used for the saturation transfer experiments (vide supra) by 
10 degrees to 307 К and found no significant change in relative intensities 
of U and F resonances (not shown). Ve estimate that the minimal change in 
the fraction of folded protein, Θ, that would give rise to a detectable 
change in the intensity ratio of "U" and "F" peaks is about 10 %. Hence, not 
detecting such a change means that a maximum value for the standard enthalpy 
of the pH induced unfolding process may be derived, which is about 7 Kcal/ 
mole. Since this figure is in the same order of magnitude as the total free 
enthalpy for the folding of uncharged protein (vide supra) it is concluded 
that we just cannot measure θ accurately enough to asses the relative con­
tributions of entropy and enthalpy to the stability of E-L30 in solution. 
VI.A CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter we have demonstrated that E-L30 reversibly unfolds with 
decreasing pH. This unfolding essentially takes place between pH 5.7 and pH 
5.0 . The steep relation between fraction of folded protein, θ , and pH can 
be explained if it is assumed that in addition to histidines his 1 Q and his. 
several other residues (glu, asp) have lower pK's in folded E-L30 compared 
with random coiled protein. This finding is in good agreement with the 
observation (11) that the histidines are hurried in a hydrophobic domain of 
the molecule and that glu and asp residues are involved in ion-pairs. 
Since, glutamate is known as a strong "a-helix former" and as a "ß-breaker" 
(36) the presence of all four glu's of E-L30 in a triple-stranded ß-sheet 
may be regarded as a destabilizing factor which is probably compensated for 
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by the formation of these ion-pairs. Protonation of histidines is likely to 
destabilize hydrophobic interactions in the interior of the molecule and 
protonation of glu or asp disrupts the ionic interactions of these residues 
with arg or lys side chains. The pH dependent unfolding described in this 
paper for E-L30 is not observed for the 53 % homologous, and structurally 
similar, protein B-L30 from Bacillus stearothermophilus (J. Dijk, personal 
communication). In contrast to E-L30, the B-L30 molecule does not contain 
the two burried histidines; instead there are two glutamines at positions 19 
and 33 in this protein (18). Thus.the absence of pH dependent unfolding for 
B-L30 supports our conclusion that his., and his are primarily responsible 
for this process of Е-ЬЗО. 
Even with deprotonated glu, asp and his side chains the stability of the 
E-L30 conformation is rather limited (-AG S 5 Kcal/mole). At equilibrium 
the average lifetimes of folded and unfolded protein are < 10 sec which 
indicates that the activation energy barrier between both forms will not be 
greater than a few Kcal/mole. 
The folded form of E-L30 appears to possess some degree of conforma­
tional freedom. Increasing temperature causes shifting of resonances belong­
ing to amino acids which are all located in a certain domain of the mol­
ecule. Most of the temperature-dependent resonances are situated away from 
their "typical" (random coil) positions at low temperature and shift in the 
direction of their "typical" chemical shifts when temperature is raised. 
This suggests that the structure becomes "looser" at higher temperatures. 
E.g. the downfield shifts of resonances of CoH's in ß-strands are inversely 
proportional to the distance between the CctH proton and a peptide-bond car-
bonyl group of the partner strand (27); in the case of E-L30: 
thr.-CoH 0C-his_o and thr_,-CaH—ОС-ile,. Hence, reduction of the down-
7 33 34 6 
field shift of thr7-CaH, and not thr ,-CaH, may be taken as an indication 
that the C-terminal end of P-strand 3-9 and the N-terminal end of ß-strand 
33-38 are moving apart (see Fig. 6.6). 
In addition to temperature dependent, resonances of thr7, thr and phe, 
are also pH dependent. Since these residues are close to his and/or his-
it cannot be ascertained whether these pH dependencies are caused by 
increasing degree of protonation of histidines, a conformational change, or 
both. However, since protonation of histidines eventually gives rise to 
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complete unfolding of the molecule it is likely that an increasing degree of 
histidine protonation in "native" E-L30 is accompanied with a "loosening" of 
the structure which would agree with the directions of the observed shifts: 
upfield for CaH's of thr7 and thr,, and downfield for CÇH of phe,.. 
Fig. 6.6 clearly shows residues affected by pH and/or temperature to be 
located in a particular site of the molecule. In fact, the somewhat elon-
gated E-L30 molecule appears to consist of a "tight" end, constituted by the 
C-termini of the exterior P-strands, the N-terminus and the greater part of 
α-helix 42-51, and a "loose1 end, comprising the N-termini of the exterior 
fi-strands, the C-terminus of the middle strand, the N-terrainus of α-helix 
20-26 and the "hinge" region between α-helix 42-51 and the C-terminal 
P-strand. It is quite likely that both large loops 27-31 and 10-17 also 
belong to the "loose" part of the molecule. Interestingly, in comparing the 
amino acid sequences of E-L30 and B-L30 the "loose" part of the molecule 
contains many more conserved residues than the "tight" part (18). 
If we look at the distribution of the charged residues of E-L30: 
lysines 2,5,18,20 and 55, arginines 10,15,29,30,37 and 44, glutamates 
36,38,57 and 58, and aspartate 39 some remarkable features are seen. First, 
all glu and asp residues are present in the antiparallel β-sheet, toghether 
with 3 lys (2,5,55) and arg they constitute the solvent exposed side of 
the sheet. Secondly, with the sole exception of arg,,, the remaining ionized 
side chains are all positively charged and are all located in the "loose" 
end of the molecule (Fig. 6.6). It is tempting to speculate that this 
"loose" end of E-L30 gains some extra stabilisation in situ in the ribosome 
by ion-ion interactions . 
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SUMMARY 
This thesis describes the application of Two Dimensional Fourier Transform 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (2D FT NMR) to the elucidation of the (low-reso-
lution) spatial structure of a small (58 amino acids) protein, called 
E-L30, isolated from 70S ribosomes of Escherichia coli MRE 600. 
The basic principles of 2D FT NMR are described in Chapter II. To this 
end a spin operator formalism is developed which allows the description of 
the behaviour of (weakly) coupled spin systems under the influence of the 
multiple-pulse experiments of 2D FT NMR. This formalism is used to describe 
experiments based on J-connectivities such as: Correlated Spectroscopy 
(COSY), Relayed Coherence Transfer (RCT) and Double Quantum Spectrocopy 
(DQSY). It is found that the presented spin-product operator formalism is a 
rather straightforward generalization of classical theory, extending it to 
multiple spin systems with weak J-couplings. Briefly discussed in Chapter 
II is cross relaxation and the application of this phenomenon in 2D Nuclear 
Overhauser Enhancemnent Spectroscopy (NOESY). Also, some experiments are 
discussed ("C0C0N0SY", "Relayed NOESY" and "DQ-NOESY") which exploit the 
simultaneous occurence of J-coupling and cross relaxation. 
Chapter III contains a summary of the methodology underlying the 
results presented in this thesis. First, a method for large scale isolation 
of E-L30 from E. coli bacteria is presented. Next, the relevant parameters 
of seventeen 2D FT NMR experiments which have been carried out to study 
E-L30, such as: temperature, NOESY mixing times, spectral widths etc., are 
tabulated. 
In Chapter IV it is described how assignments of resonances in the lH 
NMR spectrum of a protein can be obtained by means of 2D FT NMR spectros-
copy. The method basically consists of pattern-recognition procedures in the 
2D FT NMR spectra. The starting point in this procedure is the COSY spec-
trum. Actually, two COSY spectra are needed, one recorded in D.O, and one 
recorded in H.O. This is so because the resonances of amide protons disap-
pear in D O , so their connectivities must be studied in H_0, and COSY spec-
tra recorded in H„0 feature a strong interference from the solvent signal 
(even though this is suppressed as strongly as possible by irradiation) 
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which hampers the detection of many crosspeaks involving resonances close to 
4.6 ppm. It is found that COSY alone is not sufficient to allow unambiguous 
assignments of resonances because of the fact that the 'H NMR spectrum of a 
protein is very crowded so that only few resonances do not coincide with 
other resonances. The ambiguities arising because of this spectral overlap 
can be solved in many cases by making use of additional information con-
tained in spectra such as RCT and DQSY. In some cases it is necessary to use 
NOESY connectivities to solve ambiguities. 
We succeeded in assigning all resonances of all six threonines, four 
valines, five alanines, two histidines, two serines, one phenylalanine, one 
asparagine and one aspartic acid. Complete resonance assignments were also 
obtained for two glycines. Partial assignments became available for all six 
isoleucines, for three glycines and for one glutamine. The assignments of 
the resonances of the NaH-CaH-CßHi moieties of most other amino acids were 
also obtained but it was not possible to identify these residues beyond the 
accuracy of "long side chain" (designated "x") which means: met, leu, glu, 
arg, lys or pro. 
In chapter V the dominant role is played by the NOESY spectrum, espe-
cially the one recorded in H.O. First, NOE's involving CoH and NaH protons 
are used to link amino acids to each other which are adjacent in the amino 
acid sequence of the protein. Thus, short peptide sequences are obtained 
which consist of a series of amino acids whose identities are known. For 
instance, by making use of NOESY(H 0) it is established that histidine Ha, 
threonine Tb and valine Va are adjacent to each other as a tripeptide his-
thr-val. By comparison of this sequence with the actual amino acid sequence 
of the protein (which must therefore be known!) it is established that only 
residues 33 till 35 occur as such a tripeptide. This procedure, comparison 
of sequential connectivities in NOESY with the actual amino acid sequence, 
results in the correct positioning of the amino acids, the resonances of 
which have been assigned, in the sequence. In this manner, sequential reso-
nance assignments became available for almost 90 % of the amino acids in 
E-L30. 
With the aid of these assignments some thirty NOESY connectivities could 
be interpreted in terms of short interproton distances involving remote 
sites in the polypeptide chain. For instance, it was found that there is a 
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NOE between resonances of residues 19 and 52, 7 and 34, 9 and 54 etc. It 
turned out that these contacts between residues generated enough constraints 
to allow construction of a low-resolution three dimensional structure for 
the protein. The structure consists of two α-helices, oriented in antipar­
allel fashion, and a triple-stranded antiparallel ß-sheet. The ¡S-sheet forms 
one side of the molecule and the α-helices form the other side. The mol­
ecule has an outspoken hydrophilic exterior and hydrophobic interior. 
When this structure is compared with those of other ribosoma1 proteins, 
i.e. the crystal structure of the 53 % homologous protein B-L30 from B. 
stearotheraophilus and the C-terminal fragment of protein E-L7/L12 some 
remarkable features are seen. First, the strucures of E-L30 and B-L30 are 
practically identical and are very similar to the structure of E-L7/L12; the 
only difference being that the latter protein contains three helices instead 
of two. The structure of these proteins is unique and has not been observed 
for any other protein yet. Secondly, the secondary structure, especially the 
ß-strands, cannot be accounted for by merely considering the preferences of 
individual amino acids for certain types of backbone folding. However, the 
existence of the ß-sheet is readily explained when long-range interactions 
are taken into account. 
Finally, in Chapter VI, the stability of the protein is investigated. It 
is found that lowering the pH causes, reversible, unfolding of the molecule. 
This can be rationalized in a straightforward maimer by considering the 
roles of the histidines in the stabilization of the folding of the molecule. 
Because the histidines are located in the hydrophobic interior of the pro-
tein, the structure of the protein is destabilised if their imidazole groups 
acquire a positive charge caused by protonation at low pH. Moreover, the N1 
nitrogen of his., is involved in a hydrogen bond which would be disrupted if 
this nitrogen becomes protonated. 
Also the temperature stability of E-L30 is investigated in chapter VI. 
The results show that the resonances which exhibit temperature dependencies 
belong to amino acids which are located in a specific, well conserved, 
region of the molecule. It is concluded that this region has a somewhat 
greater internal mobility than the rest of the protein molecule. 
Hence, the results of the studies described in this thesis have shown 
that the spatial structure of a small protein in aqueous solution can be 
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determined with NMR, and that the NMR investigations can be extended to 
include the structural dynamics of the protein molecule. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Eiwitten, ook wel proteïnen genoemd, zijn bizonder belangrijke onderdelen in 
de "machinerie van het leven". Bekende voorbeelden van eiwitten zijn: 
Hemoglobine, een ijzerhoudend eiwit dat zorg draagt voor transport van 
zuurstof in het bloed. Insuline, een hormoon dat het suikergehalte in het 
bloed regelt, en de honderden zogenaamde "enzymen" die gezamelijk 
verantwoordlijk zijn voor het correct verlopen van de stofwisseling. Eiwit-
molekulen bestaan uit aminozuren die als een kralen in een ketting aan 
elkaar vast zitten. In de natuur komen zo'n twintig verschillende aminozuren 
voor. Dit betekent dat voor een eiwit van slechts 2 aminozuren al 20x20=400 
verschillende mogelijkheden bestaan. Voor een eiwit van 58 aminozuren, 
zoals het eiwit E-L30 waarover dit proefschift gaat, zijn er zelfs zo'n 
3x10 (een 3 roet 75 nullen) verschillende aminozuur volgorden mogelijk! 
Op een of andere manier "weet" de natuur welke aminozuur volgorde voor 
een bepaalde taak, bijvoorbeeld het afbreken van zetmeel, een geschikt eiwit 
oplevert. Bovendien is het zo dat de aminozuurvolgorde van een eiwit alleen 
niet genoeg is om een bepaalde werking te verkrijgen; het is ook nodig dat 
de keten op een bepaalde manier ruimtelijk is geordend. Omdat erfelijk (in 
het zogenaamde "DNA") alleen de volgorde van de aminozuren voor een gegeven 
eiwit wordt vastgelegd moet het zo zijn dat het "opvouwen" van een eiwit 
vanzelf gaat, zodat de uiteindelijke ruimtelijke struktuur van het molekuul 
alleen wordt bepaald door de aminozuur volgorde en dus erfelijk kan worden 
doorgegeven. 
Samengevat: de werking van een eiwit wordt bepaald door z'n ruimtelijke 
struktuur, welke op zijn beurt wordt bepaald door de aminozuurvolgorde, 
welke dan weer erfelijk vastligt. Deze redenatie is schematisch weergegeven 
op blz. 1. Er moeten dus relaties bestaan enerzijds tussen aminozuur-
volgorde en ruimtelijke struktuur en anderzijds tussen ruimtelijke struktuur 
en werking van een eiwit. Deze relaties zouden wij wel willen kennen en het 
onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift is beschreven poogt een steentje bij te 
dragen. 
Het moge duidelijk zijn dat het noodzakelijk is om de ruimtelijke 
struktuur van eiwitten te kennen, wil men er ooit in slagen bovengenoemde 
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relaties te doorgronden. Dit proefschrift beschrijft een methode om de 
ruimtelijke struktuur van eiwitmolekulen te bepalen met behulp van een 
techniek welke "Kernspin-resonantie" ("Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, NMR") 
wordt genoemd. De essentie van deze methode is dat men van een eiwit 
zogeheten "spectra" kan opnemen. Het eenvoudigste soort spectrum is het 
z.g. een-dimensionale spectrum, weergegeven in Fig. 4.3 (de 3 figuur in 
hoofdstuk 4). In dit spectrum is elk aminozuur van het eiwit 
vertegenwoordigd met enkele pieken. Het is echter vrijwel onmogelijk om vast 
te stellen welke piek bij welk aminozuur hoort. Daarvoor heb je twee­
dimensionale spectra nodig. In zo'n spectrum kan worden afgelezen welke 
pieken bij elkaar horen. Dit kan worden toegelicht aan de hand van de 
figuren 4.1 en 4.2. Figuur 4.1 is een spectrum van een eiwit, E-L30 genaamd. 
Dit spectrum moet worden gezien als een hoogtelijnen-kaart; de vlekjes 
stellen pieken voor in een soort "berg-landschap". Op de diagonaal van dit 
2D (twee dimensionaal) spectrum is het ID spectrum aanwezig. Stel nu, dat 
twee pieken in het ID spectrum, bijvoorbeeld een bij 2 ppm en een bij 4,3 
ppm van hetzelfde aminozuur afkomstig zijn, dan ontstaat in dit 2D spectrum 
een zogenaamd "kruis-piekje". Als de kruispiekjes van een gegeven aminozuur 
met elkaar worden verbonden, dan ontstaat een, voor dat aminozuur 
karakteristiek, patroon. In figuur 4.2 zijn de typische patronen van twee 
aminozuren, te weten "threonine (Τ)" en "valine (V)" weergegeven. In eiwit 
E-L30 zitten in totaal zes threonine aminozuren zodat in figuur 4.1 zes 
verschillende T-patronen te vinden zijn. Op deze manier, die in hoofdstuk 
IV beschreven staat, worden de pieken van het NMR spectrum toegekend aan 
bepaalde aminozuren. 
De vraag is dan nog welke plaats zo η aminozuur in de aminozuur volgorde 
van het eiwit in neemt. De aminozuur volgorde van E-L30 is te vinden in 
figuur 5.2. In hoofdstuk V wordt beschreven hoe de plaatsen van de 
aminozuren te achterhalen zijn door te kijken welke aminozuren dicht bij 
elkaar in de buurt zitten. Dit wordt gedaan met de zogenaamde "Nuclear 
Overhauser Enhancement Spectroscopy" (NOESY) methode. Deze methode levert 
soortgelijke spectra op als Fig. 4.2, alleen nu kijk je niet of twee pieken 
bij hetzelfde aminozuur horen, maar of de aminozuren dicht bij elkaar 
zitten. Met deze methode kan dan worden vastgesteld dat een van de 
threonine aminozuren dicht in de buurt zit van een van de valine amiozuren. 
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Als we dan naar de aminozuur volgorde kijken dan blijkt dat dit duo alleen 
maar T34 en V35 kunnen zijn (zie Fig. 5.2). 
Naast deze buur/buur contacten van aminozuren die naast elkaar liggen in 
de volgorde zijn er ook contacten tussen aminozuren die in de ruimte wel 
dicht bij elkaar zitten, maar niet in de aminozuur volgorde. Dergelijke 
contacten zijn te gebruiken om de ruimtelijke vouwing van het eiwit te 
bepalen. Het principe hiervan wordt toegelicht in Fig. 1.1, en de toepassing 
voor E-L30 in Fig. 5.12. 
Het eindresultaat, de ruimtelijke struktuur van het eiwit, is 
weergegeven in de figuren 5.16 en 5.18; elk bolletje stelt een aminozuur 
voor. 
Nu de struktuur van het eiwit bekend is begint het moeilijke stuk 
eigenlijk pas, namelijk de beantwoording van de vraag waarom juist deze 
aminozuur volgorde deze ruimtelijke struktuur oplevert. Een eerste aanzet 
tot onderzoek in deze richting is beschreven in hoofdstuk VI. 
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STELLINGEN 
1 
Wanneer de "carrier" frequentie zich, bij het opnemen van een 
2D FT NMR spectrum, aan de rand van het spectrum bevindt Is het 
onnodig, en zelfs nadelig, selectie van zogenaamde "n-type" 
pieken toe te passen. 
bijvoorbeeld: A. Kumar, G. Wagner, R.R. Ernst b K. WUthrlch, 
J. Am. Chem. Soc. USA 103, 3654 (1981) 
2 
De door Kime et_ лХ. gerapporteerde rotatie-correlatie tijd van 
eiwit E-L25 is niet in overeenstemming met de door deze auteurs 
gevonden NMR relaxatietijden. 
M.J. Kime, R.G. Ratcliffe, P.B. Moore & R.P.J. Williams, 
Eur. J. Biochem. 11β, 269 (1981) 
3 
De hoogste resonantie-frequentie in de Ui-richting van een 2D 
Double Quantum spectrum kan groter zijn dan twee keer de hoogste 
resonantie-frequentie in de Uj-richting. 
(dit proefschrift) 
4 
De bij Fourier Transform NMR weinig toepasselijke termen "hoogveld" 
en "laagveld" kunnen beter vervangen worden door "rechte" en "links". 
5 
Affiniteitschromatografie is een weinig betrouwbare methode om vast 
te stellen welke ribosomale eiwitten aan tRNA binden. 
H. Yukioka & K. Omorl, FEBS Lett. 75, 217 (1977) 
H.R. Burell fc J. Horowitz, Eur. J. Biochem. 75, 533 (1977) 
M. Uatav, U. Saarma, Α. Llnd,& R. Vlllems, FEBS Lett. 87, 315 (1978) 
6 
De door Sakal et jil. geïntroduceerde "off-center" excitatie methode 
om door meting van fluorescentie-afname de binding van Bleomyclne-
analoga aan DNA te bestuderen berust op een volstrekt onjuiste 
Interpretatie van de waargenomen fluorescentie-afname. 
T.T. Sakai, J.U. Riordau ft J.D. Glickson, Biochemistry 21, 805 (1982) 
7 
Ook In Zwitserland heeft men wel eens moeite met het begrip: 
"kloksgewijze rotatie". 
O.W. Sörensen, G.W. Eich, M.H. Levitt, G. Bodenhausen & H.H. Ernst, 
Prog. NMR Spectroscopy Ів^, 163 (1983) 
8 
Bij diverse studies van de binding van liganden аеш macromoleculen 
met meerdere ligand-bindingsplaatsen per macromolecuul wordt de 
mogelijkheid van overlap van blndlngsplaatsen en/of coöperativiteit 
in de ligandbinding ten onrechte verwaarloosd. 
Bijvoorbeeld: H. Kasai, H. Naganawa, T. Takita ft H. Umerazawa, 
J. Antibiotics 31, 1316 (1978) 
C-Η. Huang, L. Falvan ft S.T. Crooke, Biochemistry 19, 1761 (1980) 
W.J. Caspary, D.A. Lanzo ft С Niziak, Biochemistry 21, 334 (1982) 
F. Zunino, A. Di Marco, A. Zaccaria ft R.A. Gambetta, 
Biochim. Biophys. Acta 607, 206 (1980) 
9 
Het zal waarschijnlijk niet mogelijk blijken om, uitsluitend 
gebruikmakend van NMR, de strukturen van eiwitten met molmassa's 
groter dan ca. 20.000 dalton op te helderen. Het is echter van 
belang te pogen deze "bovengrens" zo dicht mogelijk te benaderen. 
10 
De uitspraak van Shimamoto & Utiyama, dat het Gen-5 Eiwit van 
bacterlophaag M13 een grotere affiniteit heeft voor enkelstrengs 
DNA dan het helix-destabilizerend eiwit van de gastheer, is onjuist. 
N. Shimamoto & H. Utiyama, Biochemistry 22, 5869 (1983) 
11 
Bijdragen tot wezenlijke verbetering van menselijk welzijn moeten 
thans eerder verwacht worden van vorderingen op het gebied van 
de mens-wetenschappen dan van de natuur-wetenschappen. 
F.J.M, van de Ven, Nijmegen, 27 juni 1985. 



